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"Nothing can now be believed which is seen in a newspaper.
Truth itself becomes suspicious by being put into that polluted
vehicle. The real extent of this state of misinformation is
known only to those who are in situations to confront facts
within their knowledge with the lies of the day."
- Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826)
Author of the Declaration of Independence
3rd President of the United States
From: Letter to John Norvell, 1807
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About the author
M. S. King is a private investigative journalist and researcher based in
the New York City area. A 1987 graduate of Rutgers University, King's
subsequent 30 year career in Marketing & Advertising has equipped him
with a unique perspective when it comes to understanding how "public
opinion" is indeed scientifically manufactured.
Madison Ave marketing acumen combines with 'City Boy' instincts to
make M.S. King one of the most tenacious detectors of "things that don’t
add up" in the world today. Says King of his admitted quirks, irreverent
disdain for "conventional wisdom", and uncanny ability to ferret out and
weave together important data points that others miss: "Had Sherlock
Holmes been an actual historical personage, I would have been his
reincarnation."
King is the webmaster of TomatoBubble.com – which also features
The Anti-New York Times for select readers. He is also the author of:
• The Bad War: The REAL Story of World War II
• Planet Rothschild: The Forbidden History of the New World Order
• The War Against Putin: What the Government-Media Complex
Isn’t Telling You About Russia.
• The Real Roosevelts: An Omitted History
• God vs Darwin: The Logical Supremacy of Intelligent Design over
Evolution
King’s other interests include: the animal kingdom, philosophy, chess,
cooking, literature and history (with emphasis on events of the late 19th
through the 20th centuries).
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INTRODUCTION
Since its founding in 1851 by Republican Henry Jarvis Raymond, The NY Times
has been a big player in shaping public opinion. But it was not until 1896 that the
Times took a turn to the internationalist Left when it was purchased by a GermanJew named Adolph Ochs. In 1897, Ochs himself would coin the paper's now
famous self-serving slogan, printed on its masthead every day ever since: "All the
News That’s Fit to Print”.

Adolph Ochs

Ochs’ daughter married Arthur Hays Sulzberger, who
became publisher when Adolph died. Ochs’ great
grandson Arthur Ochs Sulzberger, Jr. is the publisher of
the NY Times today. So, for 1.2 centuries, America’s
most influential propaganda sheet has been in the hands of
the same Zionist-Marxist family. Count on The Times to
promote
big
government,
Globalism,
phony
environmentalism, Israel, the Fed, and endless wars.

Just how powerful is what your fighting author likes to refer to “Sulzberger’s
Slimes”? The erudite writer Gore Vidal may have been a morally degenerate
sodomite who was wrong about many things, but his reference to the Slimes as
“the Typhoid Mary of American journalism” was as spot-on as it was witty. One
need only glance at the morning headlines of “the paper of record”, and then take
note of how the superficial infomercials known as “the Nightly News” will so
often pick up on whatever front page fairy-tale that the Manhattan Mendacity
Machine spun that very same morning.
Like some journalistic plague; the virus of lies, half-truths and cherry-picked data
then infects the unguarded minds of the whole country, and indeed, the world.
Such is the indisputable power and undeserved “prestige” of this dreadful
“Orwellian” institution.
The Anti-New York Times was originally established as, and still is, a pay-toview daily sub-page of TomatoBubble.com. Beginning in 2015, the collected
rebuttals to the Slimes’ Spin were published in Quarterly book format – which you
7

now hold in your hands. To best understand the bare-knuckled and often humorous
rebuttals, it is recommended that readers also purchase and study, Planet
Rothschild: The Forbidden History of the New World Order. That will give you a
firm grounding in REAL history while The Anti-New York Times informs you of
the contemporary world which had grown out of that tragic history.
When gathered in one place, the rebuttals expose The Slimes as a deceitful naked
Emperor. If the Slimes is the disease of deception, let The Anti-New York Times
be your antidote of truth.

REBUTTED BY

.
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NY Times: (Movie Review): ‘Darkest Hour,’ or the Great
Man Theory of History
By A.O. SCOTT

REBUTTAL BY

Never let it be said that "the powers-that-be" (cough cough) do not reward their
loyal goy agents generously. Here we are, more than a half-century after Winston
Churchill, that vile, bumbling, drunken, cigar-chomping, lying, scheming,
plagiarizing, sodomizing, warmongering, genocidal blob of human feces departed
for hell -- and he is still being glorified on the big screen for the next degeneration
of boobs to worship.
Hazmat suits and goggles on, boys and girls. Let's dive into Sulzberger's cesspool
to review the review of Darkest Hour - Hollyweird's latest homage to the demonic
beast we call, "The British Mad Dog."
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The Darkest Hour reinforces the big lie of Churchill the Great, but The
British Mad Dog, by yours truly (available at Amazon) will give it to you
straight!
Slimes Review: In the late spring of 1940, German forces invaded Belgium and
France ....
Rebuttal: The reader is left to assume that the big bad Germans were just
rampaging throughout Western Europe for the fun of it. Omitted detail here: The
review fails to mention the fact that "neutral" Belgium and Holland -- both
members of "The League of Nations" -- were conspiring to facilitate a British /
French invasion of Germany.
Slimes Review: ... and pushed most of the British army onto a beach in the French
coastal town of Dunkirk.
Rebuttal: And what exactly were those 300,000 British troops doing massed along
the Belgian and Dutch borders? Vacationing?
Slimes Review: Neville Chamberlain, the British prime minister best known (then
and still) for his policy of appeasing Hitler, was replaced by Winston Churchill, ...
Rebuttal: (sighing) The true "appeaser" during this tragic period was bloody
Churchill. It was his obedient appeasement of his Jewish masters (Rothschild,
Baruch, Strakosh, Lindemann et al) that blocked the more sensible elements of the
British government from making peace with The Great One (that's Hitler for all
you newbies and normies) before the minor war turned into a global bloodbath.
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1. The idiotic lie of Neville Chamberlain's "appeasement" of Hitler is kept
alive in propaganda books like, "The Chamberlain-Hitler Collusion"
(sound familiar?) by authors Alvin Finkel (cough cough) and Clement
Liebovitz (cough cough). 2. NYT Headline: 'FRENCH INVADE REICH' -that was 8 months before Germany invaded Belgium and France. 3.
Allied Intrigue in the Low Countries -- published in English by the
German Foreign Ministry -- documents the Anglo-French policy of using
"neutral" Belgium and the Netherlands as bases of operations against
Germany.
Slimes Review: Considered as history, “Darkest Hour,” ... offers the public a few
new insights and details about the practice of statecraft in a time of crisis. Churchill
is disliked by many of his colleagues in the Conservative Party (notably
Chamberlain and his vulpine sidekick, Viscount Halifax) and distrusted by King
George VI.
Rebuttal: True. Churchill was disliked, even despised, by many in Britain.
Slimes Review: The political situation is shaky, the military reports dire. The new
prime minister, a man of large emotions and larger appetites, who drinks whiskey
with breakfast and is rarely without a cigar, is plagued by frustration and doubt as
he tries to navigate between two bad options. Will Britain enter into a ruinous war
or submit to humiliating and most likely temporary peace on terms dictated by
Hitler?
Rebuttal: Far from demanding "submission" to a "humiliating peace," The Great
One was prepared to withdraw from all occupied territory without Britain having
to concede a thing. To this end, The Great One enlisted Italian leader Benito
Mussolini (not in the war at that time) to negotiate a peace between Germany and
Great Britain. The proposal for a "sit down" with Mussolini was proposed by
11

Italian Ambassador to the UK, Giuseppe Bastianini -- it being fully understood
that any offer of peace would not be disadvantageous to Britain.

Italian Ambassador to UK Bastianini (Image 1) approached Lord Halifax
(Image 2, with Churchill) with an offer from Mussolini to mediate peace
terms between UK and Germany. Several members of the British War
Cabinet (Image 3) were open to at least hearing what "Il Duce" had to say.
But Churchill outmaneuvered Halifax and kept the war going.
Slimes Review: The contours of this story are reasonably familiar. .... Churchill
himself is among the most revered and studied figures of 20th-century history: a
synonym for leadership; a great man in an age of monsters; a source of pithy
quotations, some of which he actually said; an example to be cited by political
mediocrities in need of an ego boost.
Rebuttal: What barf! Dating back to his first term as Lord of the Admiralty during
World War I, Churchill was an abject failure in every government position he ever
held. And as far as "monsters" go, no one relished death, war, human suffering and
bloodshed more that the British Mad Dog. Here are a few of the "pithy quotations"
which "he actually said" that don't even begin to reveal the depths of this monster's
perverted blood-lust:

WORLD WAR I
•

"I think a curse should rest on me — because I love this war. I know it's
smashing and shattering the lives of thousands every moment — and yet — I
can't help it — I enjoy every second of it." - 1916 (writing of WW 1)
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•

"No compromise on the main purpose; no peace till victory; no pact with
unrepentant wrong -- that is the Declaration of July 4th, 1918." (speaking
against calls for a negotiated truce with Germany)

WORLD WAR II
•

I have nothing to offer but blood, toil, tears and sweat. We have before us an
ordeal of the most grievous kind. We have before us many, many long
months of struggle and of suffering.

•

There is one thing that will bring Hitler down, and that is an absolutely
devastating exterminating attack by very heavy bombers from this country
upon the Nazi homeland.

•

We never thought of peace, not even in that year when we were completely
isolated and could have made peace without serious detriment to the British
Empire. Why should we think of it now, when victory approaches for the
three of us? (Letter to Stalin)

•

"I want proposals for "basting the Germans on their retreat from Breslau."
(January 1945, 3 weeks before the genocidal firebombing of the civilians of
Dresden)

Evil, sick bastard!

Speaking of "MONSTERS" ...
The sinking of the Lusitania, the Bengal (India) famine and the firebombing
of Dresden civilians were just a few of the MONSTROUS deeds
engineered by The British Mad Dog.
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The rest of the movie review, which was written by Slimes film critic, A.O. Scott
(cough cough on mom's side) deals not so much with Fake History, but rather, the
film itself. Though still acknowledging Churchill as a "great man," Scott actually
downgrades Darkest Hour for its excessive hero worship of Churchill. Yes, even
for the Slimes chief film critic, the sanctification of the British Mad Dog was a bit
too much.
In closing, we leave our readers with a pair of filmed quotes from the rotten old
monster himself -- which we only just recently discovered. Those pro-Brexit
British "conservatives" who worship "patriot" Churchill while condemning the
European Union really need to read and then see this.
Churchill:
•

"We must recreate the European family in a regional structure called it may
be the United States of Europe. ... If at first, all the states of Europe are not
willing or able to join the union, we must nevertheless proceed assemble and
combine those who will and those who can."

•

"This indispensible structure of regional groupings is coming into being. ...
In this way alone, can the skeletal structure of world government be
clothed with the flesh and blood of a living organism and the acts of state be
confirmed by the passionate heartbeats of millions of men."
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Boobus Americanus 1: There's a new movie out about Winston
Churchill. It centers around his battle with the appeasers who wanted to
surrender to Hitler.
Boobus Americanus 2: Had it not been for Churchill's iron will, we'd all
be speaking German now.

Sugar: Boobuss, another year older and you're sstill jusst as frickin'
ignorant as ever!
Editor: Happy New Year, boys and girls!
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NY Times: Rouhani Urges Calm in Iran as Protests
Continue
By MARTIN FACKLER and RICK GLADSTONE

REBUTTAL BY

The CIA / Mossad Axis of Trickery is up to its usual tricks again. This time
around, as it was in 2009, the target of their patented "spontaneous" demonstrations
is big bad Iran. In spite of Trump's highly disappointing (or cleverly calculated?)
encouragement of this latest "Color Revolution," it too will surely fizzle out. We
can only hope that Trump's absurdly libelous "tweet" on the matter is just part of a
strategy to keep the warmongering Zionist crazies happy without actually giving
them anything -- a ploy not unlike his fake bombing of Syria and his pretended
belligerence toward North Korea.
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Face-palm indeed! Trump's anti-Iranian verbal crap often makes us wonder
if his war against the Globalists is being waged solely for the benefit of
Israeli ultra-nationalism. Only time will tell.

The Slimes article, authored by Rick Gladstone (cough cough) and Martin
Fackler (cough cough) dishonestly cites Iranian President Rouhani’s "failure to
improve people’s livelihoods" as the cause of the demonstrations. In reality,
whatever legitimate dissatisfaction that young Iranians may feel over the nation's
economic problems, those grievances should be redirected toward "the free world"
™ for inflicting years of economic harm upon peaceful Iran. Even now, despite the
relaxation of sanctions and increased sales of oil, harsh U.S. restrictions, including
a ban on access to America's banking system, remain in place. This, along with the
uncertainty regarding Trump's future actions, is keeping many foreign companies
and investors in a "let's wait and see" mode with regard to Iran. The traitor-leaders
of the Iranian street mobs understand this, of course. But the average "student
protester" or young unemployed professional may not.
In a possible sign that Trump's provocative tweets may just be another of the many
necessary strategic deceptions that we know he employs, the sodomite Senator
Lindsey Graham (R-SC) expressed a bit of dissatisfaction over Trump's response
to the protests. Said McCain the Insane's little butt-boy on CBS's DeFace the
Nation:
“It’s not enough to watch. President Trump is tweeting very sympathetically to the
Iranian people. But you just can’t tweet here. You have to lay out a plan.”
In other words, Sodomite Graham wants war, but Trump doesn't seem interested.
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1. Demonstrators in a handful of cities throughout Iran "sprung up"
suddenly to protest against President Hassan Rouhani (Image 2). 3.
Sodomite Graham wants Trump to do more than just "tweet" against Iran.

Since the days of the 1790's French Revolution, to the multiple "Springtime of
the Peoples" revolts in 1848, to the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917, to the various
attempted Communist revolutions following World War I, to the CIA's Iranian
Coup of 1953, to the CIA's Guatemalan Coup of 1954, to the CIA's Brazilian
Coup of 1964, to the "Hippie" demonstrations of the 1960's, to the CIA/Soros
"Velvet Revolutions" (Eastern Europe) of 1989, to the CIA/Soros Tienanmen
Square uprising of 1989, to the CIA/Soros Georgian Coup of 2003, to the
CIA/Soros Ukrainian Coup of 2005, to the CIA/Soros/ Mossad Arab Spring of
2010, to the CIA/Soros large Brazilian Football / Soccer Protests of 2013, to the
CIA/Soros Second Ukrainian Coup of 2014, to the Soros-funded anti-Trump
rallies of early 2017 (which have suddenly fizzled due to an unseen crackdown on
Soros financing) -- the usual suspects and their hired henchmen have skillfully
manipulated idealists and useful idiots of every stripe to create "spontaneous
uprisings" ™ -- usually led by "students." Once the rent-a-mobs get started, the
Piranha Press assures the boobs watching at home that the movement is indeed
"spontaneous" -- as they await the pre-planned and televised ("the whole world is
watching" ™) violence which they will then blame on "the regime."
This time in Iran is no different, as the article's following line, quoting an "expert,"
shows:
“The ongoing protests show no well-defined demands, no leadership or
organization, and are diffuse around Iran,” Cliff Kupchan, (cough cough) the
chairman of the Eurasia Group, a Washington-based political risk consultancy,
said in an advisory emailed to clients on Sunday."
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Multiple cities at the same time, catchy marketing themes, professional props,
thousands of protesters --- but "no leadership or organization," eh Kupchan?
Suuuure.

Mobs of political protesters are never "leaderless" nor "spontaneous." Financing,
advance conspiratorial planning and a capable corp of street captains are
ALWAYS involved --- and devious scum like Cliff Kupchan (a notorious Russiahating Globalist) damn well knows it!
*

Evidently, the "spontaneity" bug also bit "leaderless" Iranian traitors living
in London. See how they all went out and "spontaneously" bought themed
yellow umbrellas and professional banners within hours of the protests
"spontaneously" breaking out in Iran.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today about the
spontaneous demonstrations breaking out all over Iran.The people are
really fed up with that regime.
Boobus Americanus 2: You can only oppress the will of the people so
long before they say enough is enough.

Sugar: Not true, Boobuss! The U.S. gangsster government has had itss
boot on your neck for decadess -- and you frickin' LOVE it!
Editor: The most enduring form of oppression is when the slave believes
that he is free.
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President Trump said last month at a news conference that he had rolled back 22
regulations for every new one.

NY Times: The Trump Effect: Business, Anticipating Less
Regulation, Loosens Purse Strings
Spending is on the Rise as Confidence Grows.
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM and JIM TANKERSLEY

REBUTTAL BY

After hurling everything but the kitchen sink at Donald Trump for the past two
years -- with only limited effect -- the weakening Sulzberger's Slimes and the rest
of the Piranha Press have been in retreat lately. Trump's tax-cut triumph, the
improving economic indicators, the shocking pattern of big-name Leftists suddenly
falling off of their lofty perches like so many dead flies (Weinstein, Soros, Schmidt,
Podesta, Franken, Clinton, Obongo, McCain et al.), and the final collapse of the
Russian "collusion" delusion which the Slimes had invested sooo much time and
sooo much ink in promoting, are all factors which have combined to compel the
humbled Communist scum of America's Judenpresse to report a bit more
"objectively," lest Trump call them out as "Fake News."
21

Trump's relentless counter-attacking and branding of the venomous vipers
of Sulzberger's Slimes as "Fake News," coupled with his recent successes,
has clearly tamped down the viciousness of "the paper of record" -- for
now.
Have a look at these excerpts from the highly visible top-left-front page article, and
notice the reluctant respect which the outlaw Slimes has been forced to pay to the
new "badass" Sheriff in town:
"A wave of optimism has swept over American business leaders, and it is beginning
to translate into the sort of investment in new plants, equipment and factory
upgrades that bolsters economic growth, spurs job creation — and may finally
raise wages significantly.
While business leaders are eager for the tax cuts that take effect this year, the
newfound confidence was initially inspired by the Trump administration’s
regulatory pullback, not so much because deregulation is saving companies money
but because the administration has instilled a faith in business executives that new
regulations are not coming.
“It’s an overall sense that you’re not going to face any new regulatory fights,”
said Granger MacDonald, a home builder in Kerrville, Tex. “We’re not spending
more, which is the main thing. We’re not seeing any savings, but we’re not seeing
any increases.”
... in the administration and across the business community, there is a perception
that years of increased environmental, financial and other regulatory oversight by
the Obama administration dampened investment and job creation — and that Mr.
Trump’s more hands-off approach has unleashed the “animal spirits” of
companies that had hoarded cash after the recession of 2008.
... Brett Hartl, the government affairs director at the Center for Biological
Diversity, said the Trump administration might avoid big-splash regulatory
22

rollbacks this year and instead would make it harder for federal agencies to block
business expansion.
... the president has declared that rolling back regulations will be a defining theme
of his presidency. On his 11th day in office, Mr. Trump signed an executive order
“on reducing regulation and controlling regulatory costs,” including the
stipulation that any new regulation must be offset by two regulations rolled back.
That intention and its rhetorical and regulatory follow-ons have executives at large
and small companies celebrating. And with tax cuts coming and a generally
improving economic outlook, both domestically and internationally, economists
are revising growth forecasts upward for last year and this year.
... Businesses acknowledge that the most important reason for their increased
optimism is the simple fact that the domestic economy continues to expand, with
few clouds on the horizon."
Wow! It almost sounds like the Slimes economic writers are on the "Make
America Great Again" Trump Train now! This coming from a propaganda sheet
which, less than one year ago, ran 31 attack pieces against Trump in a single issue!
Remember this TomatoBubble / Anti-New York Times expose?
*Based on NYT Monday issue of 1/30/17*

NY SLIMES RUNS 31 ANTI-TRUMP PIECES IN
ONE ISSUE!

By Mike King
What a difference a year makes!
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Of course, the sneaky scribblers, Messrs. Appelbaum (cough cough) and
Tankersley, do manage to insert a few poison pills about the alleged
environmental dangers of Trump's regulatory rollbacks and businesses now being
allowed to "get away with" shortcuts. They even quoted some libtarded egghead
economist who claimed that the economy was bouncing back anyway, and actually
had nothing to do with the repeal of those 900 job-killing Obongo regulations,
blah, blah, blah.
These cheap shots, though only subtle and brief, still manage to reveal what the
Slimes' dual game is here: damage control and regrouping -- not pro-Trumpism.
Though we expect the chastened Slimes to superficially maintain its new-found
"objectivity" for a while, their evil abusive nature will aggressively resurface in
due time. Like constricting snakes, psychopathic manipulators instinctively know
when and how much to relax their grip and act nice, for strategic purposes. That's
what this relative puff-piece is all about.
Our advice to Trump: Keep hitting and hurting these Satanic sons-of-bitches day
and night because they will be back at your throat again -- when the moment is
right.

*

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that
businesses are responding very positively to Trump's deregulation policies.
They plan to spend and invest more.
Boobus Americanus 2: I wonder if Trump will call this out as "Fake News"
by the Times. Ha ha ha.
24

Sugar: The embarasssed devilss at the Sslimess are jusst toning down
the hatred for a little while, Boobuss. They'll be back ssoon enough.
Editor: And Trump will be ready for them.

\
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NY Times: North Korea Reopens Border Hotline With
South
NY Times: South Korea Proposes Border Talks With North
Korea After Kim’s Overture
REBUTTAL BY

Oh how the Foxtard / Talk Radiotard / Patriotard crowd is already crowing about
how Donald Trump's blustering nuclear threats against North Korea have finally
brought "the rogue nation" ™ to its senses. Lil Kim is apparently now so afraid of
Trump, that he wants to talk peace with South Korea -- or so the idiotic narrative
goes.
A few examples:
•

Headline: The Guardian (UK): North Korea reopens hotline with South
hours after Trump button boast

•

Headline: The Hindu (India) North Korea reopens border hotline as
Trump boasts of “bigger” nuclear button
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Such stupid sentiments were repeated by one "conservative" caller after another
after another on AM Talk Radio stations across America. Meanwhile, over on the
left-end of America's idiocracy, pantie-wetting libtards expressed their fear and
horror over Trump's "nuclear button" threats. Oh what priceless comedy this world
of fools provides us with!

1. Does "conservative" FOX star / Talk Radio host Sean Hannity know the
game? Or is he being duped too? 2. Xi Jinping of China would not have
given Trump such a lavish reception if he thought for one moment that
Trump was going to nuke North Korea. ---- If we may digress for a moment,
we must say --- after eight long years of having to look at that muscular, illmannered, scowling cross-dresser "Michelle" Obongo, how very, very nice
it is to be able to respectfully admire the beauty, poise and elegance of
Melania Trump.
Horn tootin' time! As we have been saying for months, Chessmaster Trump has
been playing the warmongers all along by distracting us all with crazy talk about
"fire and fury," and "rocket man," and "my nuclear button," while actually working
behind-the-scenes to maintain peace on the Korean peninsula. At a time when
some of our own loyal readers thought that Sugar the Crazed Conspiracy Cat had
ingested a bit too much catnip, we called this scenario in an April 2017 piece
titled, "Could Trump, Putin and Xi be Conspiring for Peace" and have stuck
by it ever since.

Flashback Excerpts ---- TomatoBubble.com April, 2017:
*******
"What if Xi and Lil' Kim are in on a plot to fake a potential war crisis in Asia?
What if Trumpstein's seemingly outrageous timing of launching missiles (on Syria)
27

whilst having "chocolate cake" with Xi was all part of the act? What if China's
bizarre refusal to accept a delivery of North Korean coal and announced decision
to buy more US coal instead is a stunt intended to sell the big ruse? What if the end
result of this riveting drama is that a "fearful" Syria, and a "fearful" North Korea - backed up, respectively, by a "fearful" Putin and an equally "fearful" Xi -- all
make "concessions" to the "new Sheriff" in DC?
What if Sheriff Trumpstein comes out of this "world crisis" looking a hero for
diffusing World War 3 while "bad guys" Lil' Kim and Assad are left appearing
"humbled?" What if Trumpstein, Putin and Xi then lead the world away from the
brink of Soros and McCain's World War 3 and toward the peace and "multipolarity" that Trumpstein had advocated during the 2016 campaign? What if
Satanyahoo (who badly wants war with North Korea, Syria and Iran) is being
pacified while actually being outmaneuvered? What if Trumpstein is faking war,
for the hidden purpose of preventing war?
In one way or another, we are being played, boys and girls. Of that there can be no
doubt. The amended question now is: Is Trumpstein playing games for evil
purposes, or for the higher hidden purpose of avoiding war? The coming days
and weeks should give us the answer to these "what ifs." Should there be some
11th hour "deal" among the great powers to avert Armageddon, then we shall
know for sure that it was all just a film."

After initially praising and exalting Trump for the missile-strikes on Syria,
elements of the Piranha Press have since begun openly expressing
suspicions that "Operation Pothole" was part of a strategic game.
Trumpstein's post-missile media honeymoon is already over.
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******* End of flashback
Nailed it.
As part of the coming endgame for this geo-political maneuver, "madman" Trump
wasted no time in taking credit for Lil Kim's sudden reasonableness, while
"cautiously" welcoming the news of Lil Kim's outreach to South Korea. What can
the Israel-Firsters and neo-cons (who HATE North Korea because it sells advanced
technology and weaponry to Iran and Syria) say when North and South kiss and
make up, on their own?
Because Trump has outmaneuvered the warmongers on Syria (now at peace) and
the Korean peninsula (to remain at peace); a reasonable person has got to wonder:
Could Trump's rhetorical nastiness toward the Palestinians and Iran also be part
of a plot for peace? We cannot call that one for sure just yet, but it is a plausible
hypothesis. As we've said before, time will tell.
Stay tuned.

If left to their own and without U.S. interference, North Korea and South
Korea (which have talked in the past) will find a way to restore good
relations. Well played, gentlemen --- well played.
*
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the
lunatic in North Korea wants to hold talks with the South.
Boobus Americanus 2: Well, I hate to give Trump credit for anything
because he is still a racist, but his crazy nuclear threats may have actually
worked after all.

Sugar: Trump is "crazy" like a cat, you frickin' cretin!
Editor: I believe the expression is 'fox,' Sugar. -- Crazy like a fox.
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Hillary Clinton and former President Bill Clinton during an event
commemorating the 25th anniversary of his election last November

NY Times: Amid Calls from Trump, F.B.I. Renews
Questions Over Clinton Foundation
REBUTTAL BY

Even before that memorable to-her-face televised threat to throw "Crooked
Hillary" in jail, Donald Trump and the military / law enforcement forces behind
him have understood that the investigation, prosecution and eventual conviction of
that hideous hag constituted a dangerously explosive package which needed to be
handled with great finesse and utmost caution. Knowing that Sulzberger's
scribblers and the rest of the Piranha Press would surely spin any such
investigation of their Golden Girl into an unjustified "witch-hunt," Trump has had
to make use of brilliant tactical maneuvers in order to enable the house-arrest /
GPS ankle-monitoring which we believe Killary Clinton (and John McCain) are
both now living under.
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October 10, 2016 / 2nd Presidential Debate
Killary: It's just awfully good that someone with the temperament of Donald
Trump is not in charge of the law in our country.
Trump: Because you'd be in jail.
It is probably too late to salvage this used-up Communist pig at this point; and
whatever documents were destroyed in that oh-so conveeeenient little house fire at
her New York home last week won't make a difference either. But the headline and
overall tone of this Slimes's article do confirm the necessity and the wisdom of
Trump's strategic maneuvers. The predictable spin here is that the F.B.I. is only reinvestigating the Clinton Foundation because a vindictive and cornered Trump
pushed for it.
From the article:
"As his legal problems have mounted, Mr. Trump has returned to his attacks on his
favorite target. With four former aides facing federal charges and the special
counsel, Robert S. Mueller III, investigating him and his campaign, Mr. Trump has
openly called for Mrs. Clinton to be investigated and one of her top aides to be
imprisoned.
It is unclear exactly when the F.B.I. renewed its interest in the Clinton Foundation,
or whether agents were instructed by anyone in Washington to start investigating
again. But the F.B.I.’s decision to take additional investigative steps is sure to
outrage Democrats who will see the inquiry as an attempt by Attorney General Jeff
Sessions to placate the president."
You see, if the previously infallible FBI digs up any dirt on Killary, well, it can
only be because of Trump's dirty political "pressure." Such crap! This journalistic
malpractice aligns with the Clintons' own claims of innocence. Craig Minassian, a
spokesman for the foundation, said in a statement.“Time after time, the Clinton
Foundation has been subjected to politically motivated allegations, and time after
time, these allegations have been proven false,”
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Nick Merrill, a spokesman for Crooked Killary, added: “Let’s call this what it is:
a sham. This is a philanthropy that does life-changing work, which Republicans
have tried to turn into a political football. It’s disgraceful, and should be
concerning to all Americans.”

1. Ask the angry Haitian protesters about the "philanthropy" and "life-changing work" of
the Clinton Foundation which stole their earthquake relief money. 2. Laura Silsby was
arrested and charged with the abduction of 33 Haitian children. Why did Bill Clinton
personally intervene to have her released? 3. October, 2016: Trump publicly (albeit
cryptically) rips Killary as a human trafficker at the Al Smith Dinner in New York:
“Everyone knows, of course, Hillary's belief that, 'It takes a village,' which only
makes sense, after all, in places like Haiti, where she's taken a number of them."

This type of Fake News is precisely why Trump, Sessions and Mueller have been
playing this chess-game of going after Killary and friends while diverting the
public with feigned concern and outrage over the false charges against Trump of
"Russian collusion." By the time these libtards and other assorted ass-clowns
actually figure out that Mueller has been working with Trump all along to bring
down the Clinton Dynasty, the Bush Dynasty, the Soros Dynasty and the Obongos,
it will be too late for even the high and mighty Sulzbergers to save their political
friends.
Indeed, George Soros (now silent for 45 days on Twitter) may have already been
disappeared to Guantanamo Bay prison. Killary and McCain are still wearing
ankle-boots (to hide their GPS ankle-monitors), the Bushes are strangely silent all
of a sudden, and Obongo himself, after posting a THREE YEAR OLD family
Christmas photo, did not even tweet out a New Years greeting --- his last tweet
being December 29th.
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1. Why did Mr. & Mr. Obongo post a 3-year-old Christmas photo of their
fake family to their Twitter account? 2. Why no "Happy New Year" tweet
from Obongo to his 98 million worldwide followers? (zero tweets since
December 29, 2017) 3. Vote Fraud King Soros -- a consistent Tweeter -still missing from Twitter.

There's no doubt about it, boys and girls. Something big is brewing, and
intensifying. Let's just hope that the peeling back of the onion doesn't stop halfway.
As enormously gratifying as the possibility of mass arrests over financial and
political crimes (publicized or not) would be for us to learn about; in the bigger
picture of things, if these investigations fail to dig to the very bottom of the rabbit
hole and expose the child raping and baby murdering practices of the Satanic
elites, the "crisis actor" shootings of the past 5 years, and the 9/11 conspiracy, then
the underlying cancer will persist and regenerate at some point.
Yes, the unfolding beatdown of so many of the arch-villians we have all come to
know and hate will be most amusing to watch. But before we start crowing about
the "Second American Revolution," let's see how far these "White Hats" are really
willing to dig.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the
FBI's new investigation into the Clinton Foundation may be due to pressure
coming from Trump.
Boobus Americanus 2: It is wholly inappropriate to politicize law
enforcement in such a manner -- especially while Trump himself is under
investigation.

Sugar: Dumbass Boobuss doesn't even notice the contradiction contained
within his own sstatement.
Editor: I can't wait to see the dumb look on Boobus's face when he
realizes that Mueller is actually pursuing Trump's enemies. He already took
down the Podesta Brothers!
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Oprah Winfrey spoke at an Iowa rally for Barack Obama in 2007

NY Times: Oprah 2020? Democrats Swing From Giddy to
Skeptical at the Prospect
By ALEXANDER BURNS and AMY CHOZICK

REBUTTAL BY

Much like European Football, where one never-ending season of national and
continental drama blends right into the next, it's never to soon to start the run-up to
Idiot America's next QFS (Quadrennial Freak Show). The tragic 100-year
anniversary of the 19th Amendment of 1920 (women's "right" to vote) dictates that
the chosen Demonrat candidate for QFS 2020 should be a woman.
Crooked Killary was supposed to have been the incumbent for 2020. But after
having failed in 2016, the names of a bevy of Bolshevik bitches -- Senatoresses
Kamala Harris, Kirsten Gillibrand, Elizabeth "Pochahantas" Warren being
the most well-known of the putrid pack -- have been put forth as the potential "first
woman president." ™
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The Establishment has been puffing-up mentally unstable dingbats Warren,
Harris and Gillibrand as candidates to overthrow Trump in 2020.
The problem for the Globalist controllers is that an increasingly invincible Donald
Trump has become too "larger than life" for any of the Democrat stable to match
up with. It will take a legend to beat a legend. Enter, "Operation Oprah" -launched with an "inspirational" (rolling eyes) speech on behalf of sexually abused
women, delivered at the Golden Globes Awards. We don't have enough data to
determine yet if Oprah has willingly signed on to this Globalist initiative, or
whether it is just part of a Globalist effort to flatter and coax this self-absorbed
egomaniac into doing it.
What we do know for sure is that Oprah is indeed "part of the club." Hence, Oprah
2020 is a serious effort, regardless of whatever final decision she makes. That
being said, there are a few things about Queen Oprah that the stupid aging White
suburban housewives who worship her should be made aware of.

After her silly platitude-filled speech, NBC immediately began pushing
Oprah 2020
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OPRAH IS A LESBIAN
The strange "friendship" between Oprah and TV host Gayle King has got to be
one of the worst-kept "open secrets" in Hollyweird!

Oprah and Gayle -- the dyke duo is barely a secret.

OPRAH IS A ONE-WORLDER
Oprah has attended 2009 meetings of the secretive Bildeberger Group and the
very small "Good Club" to "save the world" -- a gang of Globo-Ghouls which
included, in addition to Oprah: Bill Gates, George Soros, Warren Buffett,
Michael Bloomberg, David Rockefeller and Ted Turner.

Oprah the "outsider" is 100% part of "the powers that be."

OPRAH IS ANTI-WHITE
In 2013, after having vacationed in Switzerland with sidekick Gayle King, Oprah
kicked-up a firestorm by falsely stating that a "racist" ™ store clerk (not knowing
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who Winfrey was) refused to show her a certain handbag because it would be "too
expensive." The Swiss shop defended the clerk and fired back at Oprah.
From the NY Daily News (August 12, 2013):
Oprah Winfrey's Account of Being Racially Profiled at Swiss Boutique is 'not
true,' Shop Clerk Says
The Zurich boutique clerk accused of racially profiling Oprah Winfrey is firing
back — claiming the Queen of Talk’s account “is not true” and “absurd.”
“I would never say something like that to a customer. Really never,” the
unidentified Italian woman told Switzerland’s SonntagsBlick newspaper Sunday.
“I don't know why she is making these accusations. She is so powerful and I am
just a shop girl,” added the shop attendant, who has worked at the posh Trois
Pommes shop for five years. “I don't know why someone as great as her must
cannibalize me on TV.”

Store owner Trudie Goetz said that Oprah's recollection of the incident is
incorrect.
That same month, while whining about the "racism" ™ of older generations during
a 2013 BBC interview, Ogre dropped her mask and showed her true hatred for
common White people. What follows is an actual quote, and the must-see video of
the event:
"I say this, you know, I said this, you know, for apartheid South Africa, I said this
for my own, you know, community in the south – there are still generations of
people, older people, who were born and bred and marinated in it, in that
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prejudice and racism, and they just have to die.” (as she emphasizes the word
"die")
There is much more to say about this foul, self-aggrandizing, smooth-talking, overrated rancid swine. Hopefully we won't need to because she'll come to realize soon
enough that her universal sainted status would suffer a big hit immediately after
stepping into the political arena. That thought alone might be enough to dissuade
the egotistical clown from running.

Had those howling hens been shut down and shut up in 1920, we would
not now have to worry about their great granddaughters voting a
charismatic Communist beast like Oprah into the White House.

Boobus Americanus 1: Oprah Winfrey delivered quite an inspirational
speech at the Golden Globes on behalf of abused women.
Boobus Americanus 2: Inspirational and timely, yes. But also presidential.
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Sugar: "Insspirational" my asss! This nassty cow sstayed as ssilent as
everybody elsse in Hollyweird while her pal Harvey Swinesstein wass
raping chickss day and night!
Editor: It's been said that Oprah actually acted as a "fixer" for Horny
Harvey.
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President Moon Jae-in of South Korea, left, met last week with former South
Korean "sex slaves" at the presidential compound in Seoul.

NY Times: South Korea Says It Won’t Scrap Sex Slaves
Accord With Japan
By AUSTIN RAMZY

REBUTTAL BY

Under the terms of a 2015 agreement -- encouraged by Obongo for the purposes of
smoothing over a vassal alliance between Japan and South Korea -- Japan
"apologized" and promised to pay $8.8 million to care for "survivors" ™ of the
World War II "comfort women" ™ phenomenon. In spite of criticism by some
Koreans that Japan got off too easy, the South Korean government has affirmed its
support of the deal.
Regular readers of The Anti-New York Times understand very well the long
litany of lies and omissions of the "official" World War II narrative. Though most
of the content we have assembled on the subject deals with the European theater of
the grand history-altering event; make no mistake -- the tsunami of lies fed to us
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about Imperial Japan is just as breath-taking in its moronic mendacity as the tall
tales spun about the big bad "Nazis" ™.
•

There is the big lie of "the Rape of Nanking" ™ -- a case in which a handful
of unintended civilian casualties was spun by both Chinese Communists and
Nationalists into a deliberate genocide of 300,000 civilians.

•

There is the big lie of "unprovoked surprise attack" on the U.S. military
base at Pearl Harbor -- a justified first strike that peace-seeking Japan was
methodically maneuvered into to by FDR and the gang of demonic advisers
surrounding him.

•

There is the big lie of "the-Atom-Bombs-saved-lives-by-ending-the-war" -spun at a time when a collapsing Japan was actually trying to surrender!

LIES! LIES ! LIES!
Like those embedded myths, the "well-known" story of the Korean "comfort
women" ™ - long said to have been forced into sex-slavery by the Japanese
military - is not exactly accurate. According to an alternative historical account
from an academically persecuted South Korean female researcher, Ms. Park Yuha, it is a lie.
From a 2015 Slimes article about Ms. Park's work, and the trouble she got into
because of it:
"In February, a South Korean court ordered Ms. Park’s book, “Comfort Women of
the Empire,” redacted in 34 sections where it found her guilty of defaming former
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comfort women with false facts. Ms. Park is also on trial on the criminal charge of
defaming the aging women, widely accepted here as an inviolable symbol of
Korea’s suffering under colonial rule by Japan and its need for historical justice,
and she is being sued for defamation by some of the women themselves.
The women have called for Ms. Park’s expulsion from Sejong University in Seoul,
where she is a professor of Japanese literature. Other researchers say she is an
apologist for Japan’s war crimes. On social media, she has been vilified as a “proJapanese traitor.”
Ah, yes. Silence the heretic! Then hang her for "treason". Nothing strikes a raw
nerve like a brazen bit of truth. The violent reaction against Ms. Park is alone
evidence that she has stumbled onto some inconvenient truths. Welcome to the
academic outcast club, sweetie.

1. According to the "traitor" Ms. Park, the conventional story of the "comfort
women" is mostly war propaganda. 2. The women were prostitutes,
pimped-out, in some cases, by their own families. 3. M S King was
informed by Lulu.com last week that the printing-on-demand and sale of
"The Bad War" has been terminated due to "community standards." The
book is again out of print. (Amazon had previously banned its printing and
sale in March 2017)
Quoting Ms. Park:
“They do not want you to see other aspects of the comfort women,” the soft-spoken
Ms. Park said during a recent interview at a quiet street-corner cafe run by one of
her supporters. “If you do, they think you are diluting the issue, giving Japan
indulgence.”
The main forbidden revelations of Ms. Park's book are:
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•

It was private profiteering pimps (both Korean & Japanese), not the
Japanese government or military, that organized the prostitution operation
that "serviced" Japanese soldiers.

•

Many of the prostitutes were willing participants.

•

There were also women who freely cavorted with and sometimes fell in love
with Japanese soldiers.

Think about it -- this revised history of the "comfort women" ™ makes perfect
sense. For if prostitution is indeed "the world's oldest profession" -- then pimping
the whores out for profit has got to be the second oldest. Like flies drawn to
sidewalk excrement on a hot summer day, so too do pimps and prostitutes buzz
towards a well-funded army of single men in their twenties. What is so bloody
gosh-darn hard to believe about that?

1. "Me love you long time." --- Scene from the film 'Full Metal Jacket'
depicts Vietnamese prostitutes soliciting U.S. servicemen -- a very common
occurrence! 2. Real Vietnamese War prostitutes. The Vietnam War was
great for business.
After writing about Ms. Park's expose of the "comfort women" ™ back in 2015,
an ANYT reader and veteran who was once stationed in South Korea, sent in the
following testimonial about his own observation of the situation:
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T.O. says:
"Yes, there were many comfort women in Seoul (South Korea) while I was there in
1966-7. They weren't typically “pimped" by any organization; rather they most
often were pimped by their families -- who took most of the money they made and
vilified them to their siblings. Most of them turned tricks to support the rest of the
family knowing that they were not allowed back into their homes. Unless they
"hooked up" with a GI, many ended up committing suicide at some point since
Korean men wouldn't have them for anything other than ----- (not appropriate for
republishing) ."
Great first-person testimony, T.O. -- one which nicely supports Ms. Park’s research
and which we will accept at face value.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read an interesting article in the New York
Times today. I was not aware that Japan is paying reparations to South
Korean women that the Japanese Army forced into sex slavery during
World War II.
Boobus Americanus 2: Like Germany, Japan should be commended for
making amends for the sins of their grandfathers.
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Sugar: Boobuss, you naive chump! Even in old age, these comfort whores
are still husstlin' for cassh!
Sugar: They are the Holohoaxers of the East.
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The former Auschwitz concentration camp is now a museum in Poland.

NY Times: German Idea to Fight Anti-Semitism: Make
Immigrants Tour Concentration Camps
By RICK GLADSTONE
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REBUTTAL BY

Even by the standards of today's Germany, this true story is one for the comedy
writers. It seems that the Communists and sanctimonious libtards of Germany have
been bitten in the rump by the law of unintended consequences. You see, by
opening the immigration floodgates of dying Deutschland to Turd World
replacement levels never before imagined, libtarded Germany is importing
"alarming levels" of "anti-Semitism" ™ from the Middle East and North Africa.
Now today's German politicians are a "tolerant" ™ bunch. They can "tolerate" ™
lifelong welfare dependency among their new imports. They can "tolerate" ™ their
high crime rates, and their high and rare disease rates. Heck, the "modern German"
can even "tolerate" ™ the rape epidemic being inflicted upon their sisters and
daughters. But when it comes to "anti-Semitism" ™ -- that heinous sin of all sins -Germany must act!

Mamma Merkel's migrants aren't afflicted with German guilt over Jews and
the Holohoax. What to do?
Of course, if these Africans and Arab "anti-Semites" ™ were White Yazidis from
Syria, or White Berbers from Algeria, it would be a simple enough matter to arrest
them for thought crime (like they do "Holocaust Deniers" ™), or deport them
altogether. But because the Globo-Marxists need the "people of color" ™ as leftwing voters to eventually replace the native Germans, deportation is not an option.
What to do? What to do?
From the article:
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"Alarmed by displays of anti-Semitism among new immigrants to Germany, a
German politician has offered a novel idea that appears to be gaining traction:
required visits to Nazi concentration camp memorials.
The idea, proposed by Sawsan Chebli, a Berlin state legislator of Palestinian
heritage, received a significant boost on Wednesday when the leaders of
Germany’s Central Council of Jews and the far larger World Jewish Congress
agreed with her."
Wow. Just wow.
This Palestinian-"German" lawmaker, Sawsan Chebli, wants to pull off a "twofer" -- besmirching the name of her adopted country while brainwashing her own
Arab people at the same time. Well played, Sawsan. You are sure to go very far in
German politics. Germany’s all mighty "Central Council of Jews" will see to
that.

1. In service to her Jewish masters, the "German" Sawsan Chebli spits in
the face of Germans and Arabs at the same time. 2. The Frumpy Frau -another ambitious hag who knows how to grovel before Germany’s
"Central Council of Jews."
Oh well, if ya can't beat em', join em' --- as they say. In the spirit of "tolerance" ™
and "muliti-culturalism," ™ Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The AntiNew York Times wishes to volunteer its expertise and services for this noble
effort to "educate" the "anti-Semitic" ™ invaders, er "immigrants" of Germany.
Off to Poland we go, boys and girls, for our first orientation lesson for the new
"Germans." My name is Mike King, and I'll be your tour guide:
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"And here we have the soccer field, where Jewish inmates engaged in spirited
and fun matches amongst themselves. --- And here we have the swimming pool,
where Jewish inmates cooled-off on hot summer days."

1. "As you can see, the living quarters were rather quaint, not unlike the
dormitories at an Ivy League university. 2."Anyone care for a swim?" 3.
"Football was big in the camps. Jewish filmmakers even produced a
documentary about the Jewish leagues."
"Next we have the maternity wards, where well-fed Jewish female inmates gave
birth to about 3,000 babies."

"Lots of Jewish babies were born and cared for at Auschwitz. Some even
get together at reunions from time to time."
"And of course, the fake "gas chambers," --- known to be a post-war Soviet
"reconstruction." --- And here we have the remains of the original "gas
chambers," which tested negative (twice) for any trace amounts of poisonous
gas."
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"This is a Soviet-era phony reconstruction of the 'gas chambers." The ruins
of the what is said to the original "gas chambers" -- which tested
NEGATIVE for "gas."

"This concludes our guided tour. Thank you all for coming, and congratulations
on becoming "Germans." Please enjoy a free autographed copy of my banned
book, "The Bad War: The Truth NEVER Taught About World War II" --- and
please share it with your new countrymen (but keep it on the down low -- lest you
get arrested.)
Allahu Akbar, and Heil Hitler!"
*
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that a
German lawmaker is seeking to combat anti-Semitism by making new
immigrants attend World War II concentration camps.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's a fantastic idea. It's one thing to read about
the horrors of anti-Semitism, but to actually witness the history of it should
shock many anti-Semites back to their senses.

Sugar: And exactly what "hisstory" would ssomeone "witnesss" at
Bullsswitz, Boobuss --- other than a pile of frickin' sshoes and a bunch of
frickin' rockss?
Editor: If the chumps who get frog-marched through Bullshwitz each years
possessed even basic critical thinking skills, the sights themselves would
actually convince them that the whole story is a hoax.
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Marxist Loser King Day
An Editorial by The Anti-New York Times
EDITORIAL BY

Today, January 15th, we solemnly "celebrate" the birthday of that holiest of
American icons, the "Reverend" "Dr." Martin Luther King -- whom we
unaffectionately like to refer to as the Irreverand Marxist Loser King. We can
think of no higher (or would that be "lower?") honor to bestow upon this
bellowing Bolshevik bum than to judge him according to the very standards he
himself set forth in his famous "I Have a Dream" speech of August, 1963.
Preaching poetic platitudes probably penned for him by his Jewish-Communist
handler / ventriloquist, Stanley Levison, (cough cough) the man born "Michael
King" (uggggh!) thundered before the quarter-million-strong mob of commies,
libtards, anti-Whites and other assorted well-intentioned dupes of every stripe:
"I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they
will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character."
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Judged by the "content of character," eh Marty? Amen to that preacher! Let us do
exactly that with a bullet point review of your Red resume:

"Man of God, my asss!"
•

Plagiarized as much as 1/3 of his doctoral thesis at Boston College,
including punctuation errors.

•

Attended the Highlander Folk School, a communist-front training academy
in Tennessee.

•

Had adulterous sex with countless women and white prostitutes whom he
used to "get rough" with. (First Lady Jackie Kennedy was disgusted by
MLK's perversion, and referred to him as a "terrible" man.)

1. New York Times, October 11, 1991: "Boston U. Panel Finds
Plagiarism by Dr. King" 2. King attended communist training school
3- The Daily Mail (UK): "Jackie Kennedy hated Martin Luther King so much
she could barely look at photographs of him." -- In interviews taped in
1964 but only just released, she said the black civil rights leader was
a ‘terrible man’ and a ‘phony'." She claimed King bragged of being
drunk at her husband John F Kennedy’s funeral and had been caught
trying to set up an orgy.
•

Accused Senator Barry Goldwater, the great conservative and 1964
candidate for president, and his followers of "Hitlerism" ™
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•

Openly associated with known communists, even after President Kennedy
had told him to stop.

•

Agitated in favor of the power-grabbing Civil Rights Act of 1964 which, in
time, led to legalized discrimination against millions of White job applicants
and candidates for promotion -- and has since been expanded to "protect"
sodomites, bull-dykes and cross-dressers who demand 'equality." ™

•

Agitated in favor of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 which guaranteed
penniless illiterates and morons the "right" to bloc-vote for communist
Democrats. These "rights" have since been extended to include illiterate
newly-arrived aliens (legal and illegal), convicts and dead people.

1. The honorable patriot Barry Goldwater was slandered by the beast MLK:
“We see danger signs of Hitlerism in the candidacy of Mr. Goldwater.”
(King was referring to the "evil" Hitler of Marxist mythology, not the real one
that we know and love.) 2. 1964: LBJ signs the Civil Rights Atrocity with
MLK at his side 3.1965: LBJ signs the Voting Rights Atrocity, again, with
MLK at his side
And so, boys and girls, whether one chooses to judge Marxist Loser King
according to his shocking personal vices (prostitute-mongering, serial adultery, sex
orgies, slander, plagiarism, demagoguery, drunkenness etc.), or just by his critical
public pressure role in helping to pass two of the absolute worst laws in American
history, there is no reason to honor this filthy communist pig just because he was
made a martyr by an assassin's bullet. To the contrary, he merits the contempt of all
decent Americans, of all colors and creeds.
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1 & 2:The ONLY "American" with a Federal "holiday" solely in his honor
also has a Washington DC monument now. The pile of petrified cow dung
is actually larger than the sculptures of Jefferson and Lincoln. 3. Known
communist Stanley Levison was MLK's Jewish stage manager and
speech writer. He is the one who should get the "holiday" in his name!

1. Nasty Communist Eleanor Roosevelt presents an award to MLK.
2. MLK accepts an award from Red Rabbi Jacob Rothschild of Atlanta.
3. The usual suspects used MLK as a tool to wage war against White
gentile America. They still are.
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Boobus Americanus 1: Happy Martin Luther King Day.
Boobus Americanus 2: Amen to that. Although, with that racist Donald
Trump in the White House, Martin Luther King must be rolling over in his
grave.

Sugar: That'ss becausse I pisssed on his tombsstone.
Editor: Sugar!!
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NY Times: Hawaii Panics After Alert About Incoming
Missile Is Sent in Error
By ADAM NAGOURNEY, DAVID E. SANGER and JOHANNA BARR

REBUTTAL BY

The people of Hawaii were terrorized this past weekend when an early-morning
emergency alert "mistakenly" warned of an incoming missile attack. The cell
phone and TV alerts, sent by the Hawaii Emergency Management Agency
(HEMA), set off widespread panic in a state that was already on edge because of
the imaginary threat of North Korea. According to the "official story" put out by
HEMA, as quoted in this article: “Someone clicked the wrong thing on the
computer.”
Oops. Hey, we all make mistakes -- no biggie (rolling eyes).
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A simple "oops" caused 38 minutes of terror? Seriously?
The "oops" story simply does not add up. Alert systems such as this are multi-step
procedures -- not a simple "push button" thing. And if the alert was truly the result
of "pushing the wrong button," then why was it not immediately rescinded? Why
did it remain in place for 38 long and terror-filled minutes after it was issued?
Could it be that the alert was real? Could it be that an actual submarine attack -intended to put the blame on North Korea and trigger the war that Trump is
actually trying to avoid -- was thwarted by "the White Hats" on Saturday? Sound
crazy to you? Well, it's a heckuva lot more plausible-sounding that the idea of an
"oops" alert -- a colossal screw-up unprecedented in American history.
Now, who would dare to attempt such a horrible false-flag? Who, other than the
world's main superpowers, even possesses such submarine missile-launch
capacity? This is only a hypothesis, but certainly a much more reasonable one than
"oops." In fact, we have been warning about such a scenario for a few years now.
Flashback time: From The Anti-New York Time issue of April, 2017
***************************
"As it is in Syria, so too it is in the Korean peninsula. We are just one Israeli falseflag attack from being stampeded into another "Remember the Maine" moment.
Such a stunt would actually be easier to pull-off under Korean waters than on
Syria's land. You see, Israel's state-of-the-art submarines, sold to them at a deepdiscount by the pathetic Germans, have the capacity to prowl all of the world's
waters and even launch missiles. Who would dare to accuse "our ally" of taking
out an American vessel in Korean waters? Or of hitting Hawaii? No, sir. That
would be "anti-Semitic," don't you know?
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We are not predicting this nightmare submarine scenario. Suffice it to say that the
arrival of American warships in Korea and China's front yard will be an event
fraught with danger on many levels."

The public has already been conditioned to fear North Korean submarine
and missile attacks. Who would ever suspect Israel?

***************************
*End of flashback
One year before that article, in 2016, in a TomatoBubble piece titled, "Japan and
Israel Plot Against China and North Korea" we warned:

Once the game pieces have been set, a single false-flag torpedo blast from
one of Israel's state-of-the-art German-made, nuclear-armed submarines
could serve as the match which ignites the Pacific and draws JudaizedAmerica into something horrific.
***************************
*End of flashback
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We will not declare "nailed it" this time because A: This stuff is far too deadly
serious to even give the appearance of gloating about, and B: We cannot declare
Israeli treachery with 100% certainty. It's quite possible that the Globalist faction
of the CIA has its own submarines and missiles. Another possibility is that a false
alarm was triggered in the hopes of inducing a U.S. first strike (leading to a North
Korean retaliation), with no submarines involved. All that we will say is that we
ain't buyin' this "oops" explanation. No way. And what makes this strange event all
the more suspicious is that it came just weeks after numerous Fake News warnings
of a "missile threat" to Hawaii. Here are just a few examples:
•
•
•

Newsweek (December 17, 2017): Hawaii Taking Major Steps To Prepare
For Potential Strike From Kim
Washington Post (December 1, 2017): Hawaii Tests Nuclear Alarms as
North Korea Threat Escalates
Los Angeles Times (November 10, 2017) As North Korean Threat
Grows, Hawaii Prepares for Nuclear Attack

That's known as "predictive programming," -- just like "they" did during the runup to the 9/11 attacks. And right on cue, someone in Hawaii does an "oops." Yeah,
suuuuure.

Israel wants war with North Korea, but so do the Globalists. With North and
South Korea now talking again (thanks to Trump's pretended
warmongering and behind-the-scenes peace maneuvers), the warmongers
see their last hope for triggering World War 3 fading away.
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Boobus Americanus 1: Did you hear about the nuclear false alarm in
Hawaii?
Boobus Americanus 2: Yes. Amazing what havoc one fat finger can
wreak.

Sugar: Boobuss, you credulous cretin!!! The fat is between your frickin'
ears!
Editor: And with that simple official explanation, everyone just goes right
back to sleep -- both literally and metaphorically.
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NY Times: Horror for 13 California Siblings Hidden by
Veneer of a Private Home School
By LOUIS KEENE, JENNIFER MEDINA and PATRICIA MAZZEI

Right from the start, Sugar the Crazed Conspiracy Cat sensed that something didn't
smell right about this shocking story about the thirteen siblings found chained to
the furniture in filthy conditions after one of them managed to escape. The
homeschooling "parents" look like cornball actors straight out of central casting.
Then there are the matching costumes of the seemingly happy and healthy
children, ages 2-29, whose loving parents suddenly and inexplicably turned into
psycho torturers and starvers. It's all just reeks of Hollyweird.

1. David and Louise Turpin -- the home-schoolers from Hell 2 & 3.They
all seemed so happy on vacation and also when the parents renewed their
wedding vows. Was this part of a multi-year setup in advance of the
"schoolhouse of horrors" made-for-TV show?
But if, as we suspect (not "know") the story is indeed a CIA-Hollywood
production, then the question of "why" -- the motive -- naturally arises. The new
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laws that may grow out of this drama, as described in this article, may give us a
clue as to motive. From the article (bold emphasis added):
"By creating such a school of horrors, Mr. Turpin had kept the authorities at bay.
His children were never seen by teachers or counselors. ... On Tuesday, state and
local officials were on the defensive as they tried to explain how such things could
have occurred in a private school the state had sanctioned.
... the State Department of Education said it had registered the school, but had
never been inside.
The case raises questions about whether the state may be too lenient in its
approach to home schooling and whether it should have been monitoring Mr.
Turpin more closely. In California, almost anyone can open a private school by
filing an affidavit with the state. California is one of 14 states that ask parents only
to register to create a home school, and in 11 other states, including Texas,
parents are not required to submit any documentation at all.
The California Department of Education said it was sickened by the tragedy and
was investigating what had occurred."
You see, boys and girls, due to the fact that a privately home-schooled child
represents a mind that cannot be so easily contaminated with the "educational"
poison of libtardism, Globalist-Marxists HATE the growing phenomenon of
home-schooling (now at 3% of children nationwide). In some European countries,
home-schooling can even lead to the dispossession of your children by the state!

1. The home-schooling Romeike Family was forced to flee Mamma
Merkel's occupied Germany. The Obongo administration was going to send
them back until public awareness of their plight forced Obongo to back
down. 2. Commiefornia's Department of Education and the Marxist
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Governor Jerry Brown would love to shut down or "regulate" the state's
3,000 registered private home schools (200,000 home-schooled children
total).
Now, the punchline:
"Assemblywoman Susan Eggman, a Democrat from Stockton, Calif., and a social
worker who teaches at California State University, Sacramento, said that she
would support legislation to monitor such schools."
You see that? Problem -- Reaction -- Solution. What better way to create
"awareness" ™ of the "problem" of homeschooling than by staging a freak-show
of unimaginable horror, involving "13" children (Hmmmm -- a bit of Satanism to
spice up the tale?). Think the illusion-makers wouldn't or couldn't pull off such an
elaborate stunt? Have you forgotten the FAKE shootings at the Sandy Hook
School in 2012? Or the FAKE shootings at Charleston Black Church in 2015? Or
the FAKE shootings at the Orlando "Pulse" Fag Club in 2016? If we can conceive
it, the CIA can achieve it -- and you had better believe it!
With limited information, we are calling fakery here with only about 80%
certainty. But even if Sugar's gut instincts are wrong this time (very rare), the
political manipulation of this drama, be it fake or real, is fraught with danger for
the parents of the 1.8 million U.S. home-schooled children who are currently
beyond the reach of the Bolshevik brainwashers.

1. State Representative Susan Talamantes Eggman is an open dykelesbian who was a former "end-of-life social-worker" (a murderer of
seniors). She is wasting no time in using the Terrible Turpins as an excuse
to go after home-schooling. 2&3.The Problem-Reaction-Solution dynamic
of the Terrible Turpins is designed to herd the straggling and free-thinking
home-schoolers back into the libtarded public education herd.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that those
horrible parents who starved and tortured their thirteen children were
licensed to operate a private home-school!
Boobus Americanus 2: Something has got to be done to regulate these
home schoolers. Most of these parents don't even have proper credentials.

Sugar: Boobuss, you frickin' libtarded moron! Their "proper credentialss"
are esstablished by the fact that home-scshooled kidss run circless around
the shit-for-brainss zombiess being pumped out by the "credentialed" public
schoolss.
Editor: Obedient boobuses are obsessed with "credentials" -- not results.
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NY Times: 2017 was One of Hottest Years on Record
By HENRY FOUNTAIN, JUGAL K. PATEL and NADJA POPOVICH

REBUTTAL BY

As the "Global Warming" ™ Scare rolls into its 40th year without any visible
doom to show for it -- and a very nasty worldwide winter to boot -- the
government's Fake Scientists are having to resort to data manipulation on an
unprecedented scale. The proliferation of the rigged data is greatly facilitated by
the Fake News -- Sulzberger's Slimes being the lead fish of the Piranha Press. This
article is a perfect example of the Fake Science / Fake News alliance.
Hazmat suits and goggles on, boys and girls. Let's clean up some of this fraudulent
warmist filth.
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Prior to the birth of the Global Warming ™ HOAX in 1979 (fka "The
Greenhouse Effect") -- the "consensus" of "scientists" were warning us of
an imminent Ice-Age -- with some of them even linking it to manmade CO2.
Slimes: Scientists at NASA ...
Analysis: The "theoretical" scientists promoting this warmist bunk are generally
from the "Earth Science" division of NASA (a government agency) and should not
be confused with the world class experimental and applied scientists who design
things like rockets and spaceships. Although in this particular case, they are
actually using an operative from the "respected" Goddard Institute Division of
NASA to make the phony claims.
Slimes: ... on Thursday ranked last year as the second-warmest year since reliable
record-keeping began in 1880....
Analysis: The geographically limited record-keeping in 1880, as compared to
today's comprehensive space-based remote sensor reading, was primitive by
comparison and is subject to historical downward "tweaking."
Slimes: ... trailing only 2016. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration,
Analysis: NOAA is also a highly politicized government agency packed with
libtarded "scientists."
Slimes: .... which uses a different analytical method, ranked it third, behind 2016
and 2015.
Analysis: So, in direct contradiction of our own everyday common sense weather
observations, just because the government says so, we are to believe that 2015,
2016 and 2017 were the three hottest years on record? Yeah, sure. And Saddam
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Hussein did 9/11, and ObongoCare made health insurance affordable, and the
unemployment rate stands at only 4%, and there is no inflation, and Putin rigged
the 2016 U.S. election, and Lil' Kim wants to attack Hawaii and California, etc.
etc. etc..
Slimes: “This is the new normal,” said Gavin A. Schmidt, director of the Goddard
Institute for Space Studies, the NASA group that conducted the analysis.
Analysis: No, Gavin. The "new normal" here is the astonishing and worsening
level of data manipulation coming from the government scientists. Every last one
of you deceitful, money-grubbing, communist sons-of-bitches ought to be locked
up in a prison cell with a giant sex-crazed sodomite named Tyrone.
Slimes: But, he said, “It’s also changing. It’s not that we’ve gotten to a new
plateau — this isn’t where we’ll stay. In ten years we’re going to say ‘oh look,
another record decade of warming temperatures.’”
Analysis: Been hearing this "just-wait-till-next-decade" doom and gloom bullshit
since I was in the 8th grade, which was more years ago than I care to admit.
Slimes: An analysis by a private independent group, Berkeley Earth, ranked last
year as the warmest year on record without El Niño.
Analysis: An "independent" group, eh? Even by libtard-commie standards,
anything associated with the University of California at Berkeley can be
dismissed, sight unseen, as politicized nonsense to the left of Karl Marx. Berkeley
Earth was founded by physicist Richard A. Muller and his daughter Elizabeth.
Comrade Muller once served as a "fellow" at the Globalist MacArthur
Foundation -- an organization so subversive that it was kicked out of Putin's
Russia a few years ago. Give these characters a large enough grant check and
they'll give you whatever cooked-up "analysis" you want.
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1. Richard and Elizabeth Muller of communist UC Berkeley 2. The staff
of "Berkeley Earth" -- "bought-and-paid-for" libtard whores who will twist
data anyway their paymasters want it.
Slimes: By both the NASA and NOAA analyses, 17 of the 18 warmest years since
modern record-keeping began have occurred since 2001.
Analysis: Oh, so both NASA and NOAA arrived at this absurd conclusion of 17
consecutive record years "independently" of one another. (rolling eyes
sarcastically)
Slimes: The warming trend comes at a time that President Donald Trump is dialing
back many climate-related regulations and policies. Last year he announced that
the United States would withdraw from the 2015 Paris climate accord....
Analysis: Well then, clearly, we must rejoin the Paris Climate Accords and start
paying carbon taxes to "save the planet." (How conveeenient.)
Slimes: Scientists found the fingerprints of warming in many other weather events
as well, including a June heat wave that led to wildfires in southern Europe and
extreme heat in Australia’s summer.
Analysis: The "fingerprints of warming," eh? Such anecdotal cherry-picked
nonsense! Two can play that game. Every state in the continental U.S. has seen
snowfall this year, as has the Sahara Desert! And Siberian temps have approached
Antarctic levels! How bout' them frostbitten "fingerprints?"
Slimes: In other cases the links to climate change were not as conclusive, ...
Analysis: "Not conclusive," eh? Nuff' said.
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Slimes: ... but a series of catastrophes last year – including widespread hurricane
damage from Texas to the Caribbean and lethal wildfires in California – seemed to
indicate that such disasters were becoming much more common.
Analysis: "Seemed to indicate," eh? Nuff' said.
Slimes: The NOAA and NASA analyses both use temperature measurements from
weather stations on land and at sea.
Analysis: Aha! Gotcha! Why are NASA and NOAA relying on limited data from
old fashioned stations "on land and at sea" instead of unlimited measurements
from satellite-based Remote Sensor Systems? Hmmmm? - Answer: Because the
state-of-the-art RSS data, which is distributed evenly across the globe, cannot be so
easily rigged, is not subject to the "urban heat island effect," and has shown no
warming at all for the past 20 years! The "land and sea" readings, on the other
hand, can be limited in number, cherry-picked and even "adjusted." You dad-gum
liars!

Inconvenient data that the warmists are deliberately ignoring: 1. Snow in
the Sahara Desert -- 2. Space-based RSS data clearly contradicts land and
sea-based data. 3. An unheard of -88 degrees in the city of Yakutsk,
Russia (Siberia)
Slimes: “It’s startling to know there are individuals on the brink of adulthood who
have spent their entire lives in a climate that, largely due to human activity, is
vastly different from the one their parents experienced growing up,” said Rachel
Licker, ...
Analysis: No, Rachel. What's "startling" is that you and your kind continue to get
away with making such ridiculous false statements.
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Slimes: .. a senior climate scientist at the Union of Concerned Scientists, a
research and advocacy group.
Analysis: The "Union of Concerned Scientists" (UCS) is another notorious
Marxist front. It was founded by "Kristallnacht survivor" ™ Kurt Gottfried
(cough cough) and has always been wholly dependent on grants from Leftists.
Though professing to be scientifically objective, the group's contempt for Donald
Trump and "climate deniers" is open for all to see at their Twitter page.
End of analysis
*************
To sum it all up, this bit of Fake News about the burning planet is based on the
claims on four groups of Fake Scientists based at: 1) NASA 2) NOAA 3) Berkeley
Earth and 4) UCS. Therein lies the Marxist magician's illusion of "consensus."
The trick is to make it seem like four separate entities have all arrived
"independently" at the same numbers and conclusions. But in reality, it is only one
voice speaking -- that of the New World Order.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that each of
the last 17 years ranked among the 18 hottest since 1880.
Boobus Americanus 2: Oh my God!!! And now that Trump has pulled us
out of the Paris Climate deal, things are really going to heat up.
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"Zzzzzzzz. Zzzzzzzz. Zzzzzzzz"
Editor: I think I'll join you, Sugar.

JANUARY 2018

Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern of New Zealand, pictured with boyfriend, Clarke Gayford,
just announced that she was pregnant.

NY Times: New Zealand’s Prime Minister, Jacinda Ardern,
Says She Is Pregnant
By CHARLOTTE GRAHAM
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REBUTTAL BY

Though modern libtards and Marxified millennials will no doubt gush over this
"feel good" story; to a traditionalist with a healthy appreciation and respect for true
womanhood, true motherhood, and healthy culture, there is so much bloody wrong
with this pathetic comedy unfolding down in New Zealand.
Jacinda Ardern is a 37 year-old New Zealand feminist Globalist libtard who
became Prime Minister in October, 2017. During her campaign, she attracted
international media attention when she bitchily denounced a male interviewer who
had asked whether she planned to have children and take maternity leave if elected.
Ardern -- oblivious to the fact that she serves the public -- was applauded for
defiantly telling the interviewer that it was “totally unacceptable in 2017” for
women in the workplace to have to answer such a question.

Arden joins Refrigerator Solberg of Norway, the Frump Frau of Germany
and Mamma May of the UK as female leaders of libtarded nations. At least
she is much easier on the eyes than the other three hags.
Now, just a few months later, Ms. Ardern, who is not married, has announced that
she is expecting her first child, due in June. A bit of basic math confirms that she
must have already been pregnant while running for Prime Ministerette. How very
"modern" of her. But there's more. Her "partner" and "baby daddy," Clarke
Gayford, has just announced that he will take leave from his job after the birth to
become a stay-at-home dad. Still more modern comedy, straight from the article:
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"She admitted that her family’s situation was unusual in some ways, saying that
she had suffered “pretty bad” morning sickness during the first three months
while forming a new government, and that she did not know “how the government
cars would feel about having a baby seat in them.”
Ms. Ardern said she planned to work right up until she gives birth and would then
take six weeks of parental leave. During that time, she said, the deputy prime
minister, Winston Peters, will assume her duties.
After that, Ms. Ardern added, she planned to return to “full duties,” with Mr.
Gayford traveling with her and their child as often as possible."
This drama is really a dream-come-true for the modern libtard. It's got everything - a vomiting female Prime Minister who is an unwed mother, set to collect parental
leave pay while the de-balled and dutiful "baby daddy" adapts to his "stay-athome" subordinate role. We wonder, will the Prime Ministerette be breast-feeding
or breast-pumping in the back of her limo while she and baby-daddy are out and
about on state visits? Oh what a horrible example of "family life" to set for the
young women and men of New Zealand!

Meet the new Prime Ministerette and P-whipped First Baby Daddy of New
Zealand.
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Classless Australian Green Party Senator Larissa Waters openly breast
feeds on the Senate floor.
It is not out of disrespect for women, but rather, to the contrary, out of the highest
respect for women that Sugar and I, er "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New
York Times can only heap mockery upon this sordid spectacle. A woman's place - especially for a new mother -- and her ultimate satisfaction in life is to be found
in the "hearth and home," not the bloody, nasty, and intrinsically dishonest world
of politics. We understand that that the modern debt-based communist economy
requires many miserable mothers to work because one income is often insufficient
to carry a household. But that is not the case with "baby daddy" here -- who is
(soon-to-be "was") a well paid host of a TV fishing show.
Indeed, British Queen Victoria -- though she naively allowed the despicable
Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli (cough cough) to undermine the long term
interest of the Empire -- was spot-on correct when she looked into the future and
warned about feminism and women in politics. Tell it Queenie:

"I am most anxious to enlist everyone who can speak or write to join in checking
this mad, wicked folly of "Women's Rights", with all its attendant horrors, on
which her poor feeble sex is bent, forgetting every sense of womanly feelings and
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propriety. Feminists ought to get a good whipping. Were woman to "unsex"
themselves by claiming equality with men, they would become the most hateful,
heathen and disgusting of beings and would surely perish without male
protection. I love peace and quiet, I hate politics and turmoil. We women are not
made for governing, and if we are good women, we must dislike these masculine
occupations."
And yet, we doubt that even Queen Victoria could have foreseen this idiotic
modern freak show that is still developing down in New Zealand.

YIKES!
A few of the "hateful, heathen and disgusting" finger-waving maniacs
that Queen Victoria accurately foresaw: Killary Rotten Clinton, Senator
Elizabeth "Pocahontas" Warren, Congresswoman Maxine Waters

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the Prime
Minister of New Zealand is expecting a baby and will take maternity leave.
Boobus Americanus 2: That great. It sets a wonderful example of what is
possible for our daughters.
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Sugar: Boobuss, you pathetic little mangina! Thiss brazen little husssy
needss to ressign, quit her left-wing politicss, marry the father and sstay
home to raisse her litter -- like I did.
Editor: It's a shame that your ungrateful little kittens never call you.
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NY Times: Now on Stage, Stormy Daniels: A Strip Club and
a Presidency Meet After Dark
By MATT FLEGENHEIMER

REBUTTAL BY

It was alleged in a recent Wall Street Urinal piece that porn star / stripper
Stephanie Clifford -- aka "Stormy Daniels" was paid $130,000 in "hush money"
shortly before the 2016 election to conceal a past relationship with Donald Trump.
In a 2011 interview, made public in recent days, Ms. Clifford is quoted as saying
that she and Trump had their affair / encounter in 2006 -- just months after
Melania Trump had given birth to a baby boy. One of Trump's lawyers, Michael
Cohen, alleged to have been the person who arranged the hush-payment, has stated
that Trump “vehemently denies any such occurrence.” Ms. Clifford / Daniels isn't
talking.
The idea that playboy Trump may have cheated on his third wife would not
surprise us. What we find to be interesting and noteworthy, however, is the glaring
double-standard by which any allegation of sexual impropriety against Trump
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receives plenty of highly visible coverage in the Piranha Press, whereas equally
compelling allegations against some of the Golden Boys and Girls of the New
World Order are censored in the most thorough and Orwellian manner imaginable.
To illustrate this bias, we present three case studies of this hypocrisy.

Given what we already knew about Trump, these allegations may very well
be true. But so might some other claims made against other high-profile
politicians -- persistent allegations that the Slimes doesn't even want you to
know about.

Killary Clinton's Lesbian Affairs
Yoko Ono is the Japanese widow of degenerate communist Beatles singer John
Lennon. According to WorldNewsdailyReport.com, in 2016, Ono shocked local
Los Angeles reporters when asked what she thought about Hillary’s run for the
presidency. She is said to have let slip out:
“We met many times during the New York Vietnam War protests in the 1970s, and
became very intimate. We shared many of the same values about sexual equality,
fighting against the authoritarian, patriarchal, male-dominated society we were
raised in”
“We had a brief romantic fling when I lived with John in Manhattan and Hillary
was studying at Yale, but eventually we lost touch. I am amazed how things are
going well for her and wish her the best for her campaign.”
Two of Bill Clinton's former girlfriends, Jeniffer Flowers and Sally Purdue, have
also stated that Bill privately revealed to them that Killary was indeed a dyke.
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Whether Ono was accurately quoted, and whether Flowers and Purdue were telling
the truth misses the point. The double standard here is clear. Unproven allegations
against Trump are receiving ample coverage in the "respectable media," whereas
unproven allegations against Killary were buried.

Allegations about Killary's lust for female flesh have been swirling for 30
years. But the "paper of record" is not interested.

Barry Obongo's Homosexual Affairs
Bathhouse Barry has been linked to more sodomites than you can shake a hammer
and sickle at -- the most notable being his former "body man," Reggie Love and
Hollywierd actor Kal Penn. But the most compelling testimony of Obongo's
preference for P. & A. (you figure the acronym out) comes to us from a homohustler named Larry Sinclair, formerly of Chicago. During the run-up to
Obongo's presidency, Sinclair claimed that when Obongo was an Illinois State
Senator, he smoked crack cocaine with him in the back of a limo. Sinclair also
insists, that on two occasions, he, shall we say "serviced" the up and coming
politician.
Again, we say, whether Sinclair was telling the truth misses the point. The double
standard here is clear. Unproven allegations against Trump receive ample coverage
in the "respectable media," whereas unproven allegations against Obongo were
buried.
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Obongo has been "romantically linked" (barf) to Kal Penn, Larry Sinclair
and Reggie Love. But the "paper of record" is not interested.

Michelle / Michael Obongo's Strange Genital Bulge
Just six weeks prior to her strange, sudden and suspicious death, comedian Joan
Rivers publicly claimed that Barry Obongo was"gay" and that Michelle Obongo
was a "tranny." When later given an opportunity to walk back her comments, she
doubled down instead.
Headline: Huffington Post: (July 7, 2014): Joan Rivers Says Barack Obama Is
Gay, Uses Trans Slur Against Michelle Obama
“… an unidentified reporter asked controversial octogenarian when we will have a
gay president, to which she replied, “We already have it with Obama, so let’s just
calm down.“
She then goes on — unprompted! — to say “You know Michelle is a tranny.” When
the reporter attempts to clarify, she responds: “A transgender. We all know.”
In addition to the Rivers' allegations, there are the numerous photos and videos of
odd bulges and creases visible through the clothes in his/her/its genital area -- not
to mention his/her/its gruesome sans-make-up appearance and hulking physique.
Again, we say, whether Rivers and our own senses are correct or not misses the
point. The double standard here is clear. Unproven allegations against Trump
receive ample coverage in the "respectable media," whereas unproven allegations
against Sasquatch were buried.
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1. "You know Michelle is a tranny. ... We all know." 2 & 3. The former
First Beast has had and continues to have more than a few penile mishaps.

*

"Michelle" Obongo is alleged to be, and appears to be, a man. But the
"paper of record" is not interested.
Just going by the historical precedent, preponderance of circumstantial evidence,
intuition and logical inference -- we believe, with a high-level of certainty, that the
allegations made against playboy Trump here are true. We also believe, with an
even higher-level of certainty, that the lesbianism claims against Killary, of
faggotry against Obongo, and of cross-dressing against "Michelle" are true. The
fact that Sulzberger's Slimes and the rest of the "mainstream" Piranha Press will
publicize the former, and not mention -- not even to deny or dismiss -- the latter
three cases, constitutes all the evidence that one needs to realize that the mass
media is tightly controlled, and biased as heck.
Not to apologize for Trump's adulterous past, but there is an important mitigating
difference among these cases. At least Trump's lack of self-control in this regard
manifests itself only with members of the opposite sex, and attractive ones at that. - Make America Straight Again.
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A 1942 photograph of Naomi Parker Fraley that was the likely inspiration for the
famous 'Rosie the Riveter' poster

NY Times: Naomi Parker, the Real 'Rosie the Riveter,' Dies
at 96
By MARGALIT FOX

REBUTTAL BY

So, the inspiration for the "Rosie the Riveter" World War II propaganda poster has
died – again? In today’s Slimes, the woman’s identity is reported as Naomi
Parker Fraley.
From the article:
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“Unsung for seven decades, the real Rosie the Riveter was a California waitress
named Naomi Parker Fraley.
But just seven years ago, this story appeared in the same “paper of record.”
NY Times: (December 29, 2010) Geraldine Doyle, Iconic Face of World War
II, Dies at 86
“Geraldine Hoff Doyle, who was believed to be the unwitting model for the “We
Can Do It!” poster of a woman flexing her biceps in a factory during World War II
— an image that later became a symbol for the American feminist movement —
died on Sunday in Lansing, Mich. She was 86.”
Which one is it, Sulzberger? Naomi or Geraldine? Oh what a pathetic bunch of
reckless clowns these “elite journalists” are!

In 2010, the Slimes reported that Geraldine Doyle (left) was "Rosie the
Riveter." Now it's Naomi Parker Fraley?
Regardless of who the actual “Rosie” was (if there even was a model), to one who
is acquainted with the real story of “The Good War,” the “iconic” ™ poster
represents an American tragedy, not a triumph. Though nothing can compare to the
death and dismemberment of 100’s of 1000’s of American boys overseas, the fact
that World War II was a time of great sacrifice for many Americans on the home
front is often overlooked.
As consumers, the women who were herded into buzzing and often dangerous
factories faced strict communistic rationing and chronic shortages. Necessities
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such as metals, quality food, canned milk, sugar, rubber, firewood, shoes, cars,
lumber, coffee, shortening, lard, gas and clothes all became rare commodities.
That’s because the US, British, and Soviet armies sucked up the manufactured
“goods” while Americans were forced to “make due with less.” Car bumpers were
actually made of wood during these years as propaganda posters everywhere told
Americans it was their patriotic duty to work like animals and to go without.

"SACRIFICE" SO THAT WE CAN MURDER MILLIONS OF
INNOCENT PEOPLE FOR THE NEW WORLD ORDER!
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*
The vile deceiver and warmonger Franklin Delinquent Rosenfeld explained in a
"fireside chat" that for homefront Americans denied ''the privilege of fighting our
enemies in distant parts of the world,'' rationing offered the chance for ''equality of
sacrifice.'' And the obediently patriotic suckers of “the greatest generation” ™
bought his bullshit "hook, line and sinker" without complaint. In addition to the
"sacrifice," Americans were also urged to spend part of their meager income
buying war bonds. But there was another sinister angle behind the call for such
bond buying.
Treasury secretary, Henry Morgenthau Jr., (cough cough) admitted that ''60
percent of the reason'' for the patriotic bond drive was ''to give the people an
opportunity to do something,'' and ''make the country war-minded.'' Morgenthau
used the bond scheme, he himself explained, to ''sell the war, rather than vice
versa.''
So you see, Mr. & Mrs. "Greatest Generation" ™ -- the "sacrificial" joke that was
"The Good War" was on you. And it still is.

1. Roosevelt's explained the need for "sacrifice" and rationing during his
"fireside chats." 2. Treasury Secretary Morgenthau (cough cough) himself
admitted that his bond-buying propaganda was needed less for financing
and more so for pro-war public brainwashing. 3. After being worked like
animal and put on rations, "Rosie the Riveter" was then asked to spend
part of her wages buying Morgenthau's war bonds.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the
woman who was the inspiration behind the 'Rosie the Riveter' World War II
poster just died.
Boobus Americanus 2: Really? But I recall reading somewhere that she
died a few years back.

Sugar: Evidently, Rossie Riverterss are like these frickin' Holohoax
"ssurvivors" who multiply with each passsing year.

Editor:
*
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JANUARY 2018

NY Times: For Pope Francis, Fake News Goes Back to the
Garden of Eden
BY JASON HOROWITZ

REBUTTAL BY

The CIA’s Globalist agent in the Vatican -- installed by a palace coup in 2013 -- is
at it again. The "New World Pope" is now shooting off his big mouth, or in this
case, his pen actually, in condemnation of “Fake News.”
Of course, “youse guys” (New Jerseyese for the plural of you) surely understand
that when the likes of Frankie the Fake uses that term, he’s not talking about the
“mainstream” Piranha Press that we all know and hate. No sir. When a GloboCommunist like the former Cardinal Bergoglio uses the term, he is referring to the
legions of citizen journalists – bloggers like Sugar and me, er, “The Editorial
Board” of The Anti-New York Times and all the secondary re-posters (like youse
guys) to Facebook, YouTube, Twitter etc.
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The Piranha Press of Europe and the USA transformed this goofy
Argentinian Marxist into a "rock star" they dubbed as "The New World
Pope." Now he is working to protect the media which created him by
attacking alternative web-based news items as "Fake News."
On what the corrupted remnant of the Catholic Church strangely designated as the
“World Day of Social Communications,” the message from the boy-loving ass
clown again revealed his true red colors. Some very telling excerpts:
“The serpent in the Garden of Eden hissed the first fake news to Eve …We need to
unmask what could be called the ‘snake-tactics’ used by those who disguise
themselves in order to strike at any time and place.
I would like to contribute to our shared commitment to stemming the spread of
fake news. Untrue stories can spread so quickly that even authoritative denials fail
to contain the damage… those living virtual lives in like-minded silos allow
disinformation to thrive.. .the absence of opposing viewpoints turns people into
unwilling accomplices in spreading biased and baseless ideas.
Fake news often goes viral, spreading so fast that it is hard to stop, not because
of the sense of sharing that inspires the social media, but because it appeals to the
insatiable greed so easily aroused in human beings.
People who lie to themselves and listen to their own lie come to such a pass that
they cannot distinguish the truth within them, or around them, and so lose all
respect for themselves and for others.” (emphasis added)
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To combat “Fake News” (alternative media), Poop Frankie called for efforts to
“unmask disinformation” and also praised the growing educational programs, state
regulatory efforts and social media companies’ internal efforts to verify personal
identities “concealed behind millions of digital profiles.”

1. The Pinko Pope kisses the hand of Fr. Michele de Paolis, a
controversial and outspoken pro-homosexual advocate. 2. The Argentinian
Red accepts a communist hammer & sickle crucifix from Bolivian Marxist
Evo Morales. 3. When Rivkah Ravitz, a personal secretary to the
President of Israel told the Pope that for religious reasons, she could not
shake his hand or bow to him since he was wearing a Cross, he covered
up his Cross and bowed to her instead!
Satan's Pope went on to exalt mainstream journalists to become “protectors of
news” and characterized their profession as a “mission.” As Frankie sees it, it is
mainly up to social media giants, the MSM and the politicians to “safeguard” the
web from what he refers to as “that sly and dangerous form of seduction that
worms its way into the heart with false and alluring arguments.”
It’s interesting. The Viper of the Vatican has never once called upon “the
authorities” to censor the onslaught of degenerate filth, pornography,
homosexuality, cross-dressing and even soft-core pedophilia that is saturating the
airwaves and cyberspace of “the free world,” but when it comes to alternative
political views and news, Frankie the Fake wants to drop the hammer!
In essence, under the guise of fighting “Fake News,” the “liberation theologist”
(communist) from Argentina has issued a new version of the 10 Commandments
that he’d like his flock to blindly obey.
1. Thou shalt not visit unapproved news blogs.
2. Thou shalt not share unauthorized news items.
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3. Thou shalt not question Global Warming.
4. Thou shalt not question the Holocaust.
5. Thou shalt not think independently.
6. Thou shalt not oppose the immigration invasion.
7. Thou shalt not support nationalism in any form.
8. Thou shalt not condemn homosexuality.
9. Thus shalt not oppose wealth redistribution.
10.Thou shalt not support Trump or Putin.
How conveeenient that Bergogolio's latest public stunt should coincide with the
well-publicized recent efforts by various CIA-controlled European states such as
Germany, the UK, Italy, Spain and France to combat online "Fake News" being
planted by "the Russians." And this slippery sleazy slimy son of Satan has the
audacity to warn us about “serpents!” Project much, Poop Frankie?

1. Jeff Bezos of Amazon and Mark Zuckerberg of Facebook have already
started censoring "unacceptable" political views. Though not mentioning
them by name, Poop Frankie has praised such efforts. 2. The growing
number of TV shows and movies exalting homosexuality, even among
teens, doesn't make the Pope's censorship list. 3. On a visit to Israel, the
Jews' favorite Pope bowed and apologetically kissed the hands of a line of
'Holocaust survivors" ™.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Pope
Francis is calling upon governments and social media companies to police
Fake News.
Boobus Americanus 2: Good for him! As we saw in 2016, these rightwing and Russian bloggers now pose an existential threat to the integrity of
the democratic process.

Sugar: Wrong again, Boobus libtard! The $@#*&% $#@% are pisssed off
becausse they losst their monopoly on newss and thought. That'ss what
thiss iss all about.
Editor: If the usual suspects ever succeed in shutting down alternative
news sources, it's game over and very quickly too. That's why they have
activated agent Frankie on this issue.
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JANUARY 2018

NY Times: Doomsday Clock Is Set at 2 Minutes to Midnight,
Closest Since 1950's
BY SEWELL CHAN

REBUTTAL BY

It's that frightening time of the year again when the trumpets of holy Mount
Olympus summon us all to obedient attention. Hush up and drop to your knees,
boys and girls, the "scientists" who unveil the corny-as-can-be "Doomsday Clock"
™ have a dire warning for us all.
From the article:
“The Doomsday Clock, a potent symbol of scientific concerns about humanity’s
possible annihilation, was advanced by 30 seconds on Thursday, to 2 minutes to
midnight, the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists announced in Washington.”
Be afraid, boys and girls. Be very afraid.
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"Science" has spoken: If the nukes don't fry you, the melting ice caps will
drown you!
Back during the days when school children were terrorized with "Duck and Cover"
drills, the "Doomsday Clock" ™ was introduced (1947) by Globalist scientists who
used it to sell the sheeple on the idea that all nations should one day hand
over control of armaments to the U.N. as the only way to avoid "doomsday."
Though that radical proposal -- originated by the communist Robert
Oppenheimer (cough cough) and cryptically proposed by President Eisenhower
-- never came to fruition, the fear of "the bomb" was in fact successfully used by
the Globalists to expand America's "leadership role in the world" ™, consolidate
"the free world" ™; build the framework for today's European Union; and
strengthen NATO.
With the end of the Cold War, the "Doomsday Clock" ™, though still "calculated"
each year, faded into irrelevancy. But now, thanks to America’s “withdrawal from
world leadership,” the Globalist-manufactured “North Korean crisis" ™, and
Trump’s abdication of responsibility for “Climate Change” ™, the minute-hand of
the commie cuckoo-clock has been moved ahead by an additional 30 seconds from
last year’s advance.

The origin of the "Doomsday Clock" ™ coincided with the "Duck and
Cover" idiocy of the 50's & 60's. Then, as now, the purpose was to frighten
the weak-minded into accepting Globalism as the "solution." In the age of
Trump, the pathetic game is rapidly losing its effectiveness.
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Doing the honors at this year’s unveiling were “scientists” Sivan Kartha, of the
Stockholm Environmental Institute; Lawrence Krauss (cough cough) of the
Arizona State University Origins Project; Robert Rosner (cough cough) of the
University of Chicago; and Sharon Squassoni, of George Washington University.
According to the article, an apparently defensive Krauss, the ring leader, made a
telling acknowledgment.
From the article:
"Krauss acknowledged that in the fake news era, some critics were likely to
accuse the scientists of having a political agenda.”
Well, count Sugar and me, er, “The Editorial Board of The Anti-New York Times
as among those “critics,” professor! Sadly, the libtarded simpletons who worship
Sulzberger’s Slimes are more likely to buy such preposterous Globalist bullshit
simply because politicized “scientists” are the ones selling it – as if “scientists” are
infallible and incorruptible.

Three generations of high and mighty (and oh-so-serious-looking)
"scientists" have had their cuckoo-clock at minutes-to-midnight for 70 years
now. The goofy game is up --- time to find real jobs, professors!
We hold true men of science in very high regard. However, not all those claiming
to be practitioners of science know what the heck they are talking about. Their
ignorance can be even more pronounced when they wander off into to matters
political and philosophical. Apart from the fact that many of these academic assclowns are just well-paid liars, there is also a whole category of “scientists” that fit
the observation once made by James Watson – a co-discoverer of the DNA
double-helix structure:
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“One could not be a successful scientist without realizing that, in contrast to the
popular conception supported by newspapers and mothers of scientists, a goodly
number of scientists are not only narrow-minded and dull, but also just stupid.”
Tell it, Professor Watson, tell it!
On an unrelated but very interesting note, that’s the same James Watson that the
usual suspects blacklisted, drove into poverty and forced to auction off his Nobel
Prize for Science because he stated that DNA differences among races impact
intelligence and achievement.
Fortunately, Russian billionaire and friend-ofPutin, Alisher Usmanov paid $4.8 million for the Nobel medal -- and then
promptly returned it to Watson!

1. The contribution to science made by James Watson -- a critic of “stupid
scientists” and co-discoverer the double-helix structure of the DNA
molecule -- dwarfs that of fools such as Einstein or the "Doomsday Clock"
ass- clowns. 2. The winning bidder, Russia's Alisher Usmanov, saved
Watson from poverty and then returned the Nobel medal to him.
3. Usmanov is also buddies with Vladimir Putin.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in today's New York Times that a group of
highly distinguished scientists are now so concerned about Trump's climate
denial, belligerent rhetoric and abdication of world leadership that
they have moved the famous Doomsday Clock to two minutes to midnight.
Boobus Americanus 2: Two minutes to midnight?! Wow! Now that's
getting too close for comfort.

Sugar: Come here Boobuss! I'll sshove that frickin' clock up your butt-hole!
Editor: That would cause brain damage.
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JANUARY 2018

NY Times: Are Corporate Tax Cuts Raising Pay? Yes, For
Bosses.
BY: THE EDITORIAL BOARD

REBUTTAL BY

For readers new to The Anti-New York Times, the weasel-faced wordsmith Andrew Rosenthal (cough cough) is the putrid little maggot who gets away
with posing as the high and mighty "Editorial Board" of Sulzberger's Slimes. This
is not to say that he pens each and every article attributed to "The Editorial Board,"
but whatever is not personally written by him is controlled and edited by him.
Even by his own standards of deceit, this particular editorial slamming the Trump
tax cuts is breathtaking in its wickedness and dishonesty. Hazmat suits and goggles
on! Join us for a rebutting dive into Rosenthal's, er, "The Editorial Board's" latest
bit of bloodthirsty anti-Trumpian excrement.
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Be neither afraid nor impressed by all the smoke and noise of the Not-SoHigh and Not-So-Mighty "Editorial Board". It's only a pathetic little wordsmith named Andrew Rosenthal typing out lies from behind the curtain.

Rosenthal: Recent announcements by Apple, Walmart, AT&T, Starbucks and
other businesses that they are giving workers raises, repatriating foreign profits and
investing in the United States because of the tax bill Congress passed last year are
clearly music to the ears of President Trump.
Analysis: Having just accurately summarized some of the positive news that
cannot be denied, Rosenrat gets the inconvenient truth out at the very start. Expect
a quick pivot to the quintessentially Jewish "yeah but."
Rosenthal: But these statements ...
Analysis: There it is! "Yeah-buttism" in all its slimy splendor. Oh how well we
know the sleazy sons-of-bitches.
Rosenthal: ... are also cleverly designed public relations spin that tells us little
about the actual long-term economic impact of the tax law.
Analysis: Do tell us about the actual "long-term economic impact" of the tax cuts.
Rosenthal: The economy is humming, with the unemployment rate at 4.1 percent.
This is, of course, very good news.
Analysis: Putting aside the fact that the 4.1% is a rigged number and many people
are hurting badly, notice how Rosenscat again confirms that this is "very good
news." You know what that means, right? In 3... 2... 1...
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Rosenthal: But ....
Analysis: But, but, but ...

No "buts" about it. The large cut in business taxes is already having a
positive effect on wages and growth.
Rosenthal: ... beware the spin: Regardless of what’s in the tax overhaul,
businesses have an incentive to raise wages to retain and attract workers because of
the tight job market.
Analysis: You see, according Rosenscum, the hundreds of companies giving out
bonuses and raises are not doing it because of the tax cuts. No. It's because the job
market is tight. It is only by coincidence that all of these companies only figured
out that unemployment is down in the days immediately following the tax cuts!
Rosenthal: It is also very much in the political interest of companies to attribute to
the new tax law the changes they make to salaries or investment plans.
Analysis: Does this ass-clown not understand what a massive cut in the corporate
rate from 35% to 21% means to these businesses? Of course he does!
Rosenthal: That’s a surefire way to win favor with Mr. Trump, a notorious sucker
for flattery.
Analysis: Some of the companies handing out bonuses and raises -- Apple and
Starbucks in particular come to mind -- are run by outspoken Trump-hating
Democrat Globalists. It is absolutely preposterous to suggest that libtards like
sodomite Tim Cook of Apple and Howard Schultz (cough cough) of Starbucks -101

who actually condemned the Trump tax cut -- would raise wages simply to "win
favor" with Trump.
Rosenthal: And it is a way to deflect attention from the insidious aspects of the tax
law: It will add about $1.5 trillion to the federal deficit over 10 years.
Analysis: All of a sudden, the scum of Sulzberger's Slimes are concerned about the
deficit? Are you frickin' kidding me, Rosenrectum? Dude, Obongo added $1.5
Trillion to the National debt in just his first year!

1. Libtard CEO's Tim Cock and Howard Schultz increased wages as a
result of the Trump business tax cuts. 2. The "Editorial Board" of the Slimes
never complained about Obongo's monster deficits. Now, all of a sudden,
Rosenrat is concerned about an alleged increase in the deficit?
Rosenthal: It’s the corporate elite who stand to benefit most from the tax law.
Analysis: Only envious losers concern themselves with how much money others
are saving. The fact remains that virtually every worker in America will experience
a higher take home pay in addition to the raises and bonuses that many of them
will also receive.
Rosenthal: Take Walmart. The company says it will spend $700 million on
bonuses and higher wages for cashiers, drivers and other hourly workers. That’s a
tidy sum,...
Analysis: Can you smell it coming? 3... 2... 1...
Rosenthal: ... but ....
Analysis: I knew "youse guys" could.
Rosenthal: ... the company is spending far more — $4 billion — to buy back its
stock, which will benefit its investors by raising the share price.
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Analysis: You do realize that many of those "investors" are Walmart employees as
well as millions of other average Joes and Janes with 401 K's, IRA's and pension
funds invested in the stock market, right Rosenfeces? Of course you do!
Rosenthal: Apple says it is repatriating most of the $252 billion of cash it holds
abroad by making a onetime tax payment of $38 billion to the federal government.
The company also has promised to create 20,000 jobs and build a new campus.
This sounds great.
Analysis: 3... 2... 1...
Rosenthal: But thanks to the Republican tax law, Apple will pay at a fraction of
the tax rate on its foreign profits.
Analysis: But... but ... but
Rosenthal: It’s great that after decades of anemic wage growth, some workers are
finally getting a raise.
Analysis: My God! These demons are literally losing their mind over Trump! 3 ...
2... 1...
Rosenthal: But if President Trump...
Analysis: (palm to face, sighing, shaking head)
Rosenthal: ... and the Republicans in Congress were serious about helping
workers via the tax code, they had obvious options open to them: They could have
cut taxes on the middle class ...
Analysis: Dirty, lying, Godless, no good, stinking swine! They absolutely DID
"cut taxes on the middle class"and starting next week, scores of millions of
Americans will see a nice boost in their paychecks.
Rosenthal: Instead, they chose to write giant checks to big investors on the
accounts of future generations.
Analysis: Pure, unadulterated, childish, Marxist class warfare demagoguery
straight out of George Orwell's "Animal Farm." As we said at the very beginning
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of this rebuttal: Even by Rosenfilth's own standards of deceit, this editorial is
shocking in its wickedness and dishonesty.
Amazing, and amusing.

Papa Satan to Rosencrap: "Nice work, Andy!"

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in today's New York Times that the Trump
tax cuts will benefit wealthy investors.
Boobus Americanus 2: Well, that may be so -- but I did see more money
in my paycheck this week, and my 401 K statement was a most pleasant
surprise as well.
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Sugar: Even for a frickin' idiot like Boobusss libtard; cold hard cassh-inhand will ssoon "Trump" the Slimess evil propaganda.
Editor: Indeed it will -- though I do believe that this stock market boom is
too bubbly for comfort.
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JANUARY 2018

NY Times: The Gathering Threat to Abortion Rights
BY: THE EDITORIAL BOARD

REBUTTAL BY

From the editorial:
"Mr. McConnell is set to hold a procedural vote this week on a bill that would ban
abortion at 20 weeks of pregnancy. The so-called Pain-Capable Unborn Child
Protection Act, sponsored by Senator Lindsey Graham, a South Carolina
Republican, is part of a long-term legislative effort by the anti-abortion movement
to gut Roe v. Wade and severely curtail abortion access nationwide."
Such wickedness! Even after 20 weeks of pregnancy, the blood-thirsty demons at
Sulzberger's Satanic Slimes remain absolute in their commitment to "a woman's
right to choose." ™ And notice how Rosenthal's rascals at "The Editorial Board"
refer to the proposed Act as the "so-called" Pain-Capable Unborn Child Protection
Act. There is nothing "so-called" about the medical fact that unborn children, long
before 20 weeks actually, do indeed feel the excruciating pain of saline / chemical
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burning and/or bodily dismemberment. Gruesome video footage of the abortion
procedure clearly show the helpless fear and agony that the doomed child
experiences.
Here, have a look at what the Slimes want women to "choose" to do to their own
children at the point of 20 weeks and over. For the sake of those who cannot bear
the nightmarish images that you can only imagine, a large gap in the page follows.
You can exit now, or scroll down if you think you can handle it.

*
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*
Powerful and deeply upsetting images, to say the least. And if you thought those
were bad, you should watch some of the videos! If Sulzberger's Slimes and the rest
of the Piranha Press were ever to allow the American public to see the nauseating
truth about "a woman's right to choose" ™, particularly in the advanced stages of
pregnancy, support for "abortion rights" ™ would quickly erode among all but the
most hopelessly libtarded segments of the citizenry -- which is why these pictures
and videos will only be seen by those with the curiosity and the self-initiative to
seek them out.
Rest in peace, little angels.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in today's New York Times that
Republicans want to ban abortions after 20 weeks.
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Boobus Americanus 2: Nazi bastards! Once they get their foot in the door
they will gradually restrict a woman's right to choose until abortion will be
banned altogether!

Sugar: What's wrong with you frickin' humanss?! You don't ssee us
animalss doing that ssick ssh!t!
Editor: There is much we can learn from you animals.
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JANUARY 2018

NY Times: Trump’s First State of the Union Address: A Call for
Unity That Wasn’t Always Heard That Way
NY Times: Trump Can Sell an Improved Economy, but Not
Himself
NY Times: Melania Trump and the Case of the White Pantsuit
NY Times: 2018 State of the Union Fact-Check
NY Times: What Trump Doesn’t Get About the State of the Union
NY Times: The Fictitious State of Trump’s Fantastical Union

REBUTTAL BY

Soooooo much butt-hurt over Trump's successful State-of-the-Union speech is
emanating from the communist scribblers at Sulzberger's Slimes. Dee-lightful! Of
course, Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times fully
understand that the purpose of these goofy rah-rah spectacles is purely about public
relations and marketing. And we also wish to emphasize that Trump's "happy days
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are here again" rhetoric is grossly exaggerated. That's the way the game is played.
Don't hate the player, hate the game.
That being understood, the fact that Trump's first year in office -- as compared to
the ruinous eight-year reign of Mr. & Mr. Obongo -- marks a great improvement
and positive shift of direction can, at this point, only be denied by the most
severely libtarded of our fellow Americans.

Though the "greatness" of Trump is exaggerated by many in the truth
community, the magnitude of the upgrade from Mr. & Mr. Obongo to the
Trumps is undeniable.
Here's a sorry snippet, with some rebuttals, from one of the Slimes articles
headlined above:
Slimes: Never mind that in some fundamental ways the economy is growing no
faster than it did at points during President Barack Obama’s second term.
Rebuttal: In addition to the weasel-worded qualifier -- "in some fundamental
ways" -- this dishonest attempt to credit Obongo, by focusing solely on GDP
statistics, ignores other important factors which, because of Trump, manifested in
2017. Among these are a drop in unemployment rates, the elimination of close to
1,000 regulations, the withdrawal from the Paris Climate scam, an increase in
manufacturing jobs, lower tax rates for individual and businesses, increasing
confidence among the business community, a steady influx of increased investment
from both domestic and foreign companies etc.
Slimes: Mr. Trump is at heart a salesman, ...
Rebuttal: And the greasy snake-oil peddling Marxist Obongo wasn't a
"salesman?" What politician isn't?
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Slimes: ... and he rarely lets details get in the way of a good story. ... he has
managed to convince many Americans, especially corporate leaders, that the
economy really is surging in a way it has not for years.
Rebuttal: Oh, I see. The reason why American and foreign business leaders (some
of them libtards!) and small business owners are suddenly, and with great
confidence, investing in expansion and handing out bonuses and pay-raises has
nothing to do with Trump's regulatory rollbacks and large tax cuts. No. It's all the
result of Trump's hypnotic effect on the business community. Makes perfect sense.
(rolling eyes)
Slimes: The challenge for Mr. Trump is that even as he sells the economy with the
fervor of a real estate developer, he has not been able to sell himself. His approval
ratings remain at historic depths, and effectively unchanged after a year in office.
Rebuttal: The "approval ratings" of any U.S. President are, in large part, actually
a measurement of the degree of positive or negative propaganda which the Piranha
Press chooses to bestow upon whoever is occupying the White House. To attack
Trump day-in and day-out, and then follow up the attacks with a "poll," is an
illustration of the logical fallacy of self-fulfilling prophecy.
Slimes: His success at passing tax cuts and the continued progress of the economy
he inherited ...
Rebuttal: The economy he "inherited," eh Sulzberger? You dirty stinking lying
Satanic sons-of-bitches! --- Wow. Just wow.
Slimes: ... have not changed the dismal views that a sizable majority of Americans
hold of their president."
Rebuttal: Really? Seriously, if a "sizable majority of Americans" hold a "dismal
view" of Trump, then how the heck, pray tell, did he manage to get elected? Think
about it, butt-hole!
Furthermore, as even polling data from the Piranha Press has confirmed, Trump's
performance went over extremely well with "independents" and, get this, even a
surprising number of Demonrat voters. Though the spell is far from being totally
broken, the high priests of the Fake News are indeed beginning to lose their grip on
the malleable mind of Boobus Americanus.
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The so-called "unpopularity" of Donald Trump is not borne out by the hard
data.

Again, evaluating the speech purely from a standpoint of an ex-marketing guy, the
most satisfying element of Trump's performance was that he, while playing the role
of the reasonable compromiser, was able to draw a distinction between himself and
the unmovable, hate-filled, communist Demonrats. The whole country witnessed
the sour faces, murderous stares, and Satanic anger of the seething Demonrats who
sat on their hands and refused to mildly applaud for even the most generic happy
platitudes.
As Trump began to speak about the anguish of American parents whose children
had been murdered by alien invaders, a few of the Demonrats could actually be
heard booing! The boos quickly subsided when Trump pointed toward two sets of
Black Hispanic parents whose daughters had been raped murdered by Salvadoran
MS-13 gangsters brought into the country under Obongo's "Unaccompanied
Minors" program. That move was truly a masterstroke by Trump.
As for our own assessment of "the State of the Union" under Trump after Year 1,
our position is this: Though Trump and the suddenly re-balled (just one)
Republican't Party are unlikely to save this decadent, degenerate dying culture
and nation from the long-term fate that has already been cast upon it, America has
indeed gained a temporary "stay of execution." Had Killary been elected, Lady
Liberty would have already been "six-feet under" by now, and so might the AntiNew York Times have been too.
Whew! That was some close call in 2016.
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1. Congressional Black Caucus with their stupid African scarves sat stonefaced and angry throughout the speech -- refusing to even politely applaud
when Trump mentioned that Black unemployment was down. 2. Demonrat
leaders Stoney Hoyer and Nancy Pelosi scowled the whole time. Above,
Pelosi disrespectfully fidgets with her watch.

Boobus Americanus 1: The New York Times really trashed Trump's
State-of-the-Union speech.
Boobus Americanus 2: You know, I never thought I'd say this, and I know
that he is still a jerk and a racist, but I think Trump is actually doing OK in
some ways.
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Sugar: Atta boy, Boobusss! Keep thinking. I know it must be very taxing
for that pea-brain of yourss, but the pain goess away after a while.
Editor: If just 20% of the mildly libtarded can be moved a bit more toward
the center, the Demonrats may be in for a nasty surprise come the fall midterm elections.
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Employees at an Amazon warehouse. The company will join forces with Berkshire
Hathaway and JPMorgan Chase to try to improve health care.

NY Times: Amazon, Berkshire Hathaway and JPMorgan
Team Up to Try to Disrupt Health Care
By NICK WINGFIELD, KATIE THOMAS and REED ABELSON

REBUTTAL BY

We're not quite sure what to make of the recent announcement that Jeff Bezos
(Amazon), Warren Buffett (Berkshire Hathaway) and Jamie Dimon (Wells
Fargo) intend to combine their vast resources and experience to form a new health
care company. Putting political differences with libtards Buffet and Bezos aside, if
they can "build a better mousetrap" that offers more affordable rates, then that's
fine and dandy. But unless and until the higher level fundamental problems of
America's problematic health care system are defined and addressed, don't expect
any miracles.
So many factors and
insurance unaffordable
Marxist propaganda of
insurance companies is

bone-headed policies have combined to make health
for many businesses and individuals. But contrary to the
the Fake News and the Demonrats, the "greed" of health
not one of them. As an industry, health insurance actually
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ranks as one of the lowest profit-margin sectors -- a measly 3%! The profits come
from volume. That means that $970 of a $1000 per month insurance policy goes to
cover reimbursements and overhead costs. So even if insurance companies
operated as non profits, there would be minimal affect on the rates. Tell that to
your nearest libtard the next time you hear him / her spout off the usual Marxist
idiocy about insurance companies being "greedy."

1. Bezos, Buffett, Dimon --- looking for solutions? Or just a new monopoly?
2. With a profit margin of only 3%, insurance companies are not the
problem.
There are many facets to this ever-worsening problem. As we see it, here are the
three biggest problems that no one ever seems to talk about.
1. There is no direct connection between buyer and seller
Employers don't give us "free" car insurance, so why should we expect them to
give us "free" health insurance? It was during the fog of the terrible war which he
himself initiated that Franklin Delinquent Rosenfeld offered incentives to
employers to, in essence, pay part of the employee's wages in the form of health
insurance "benefits." By creating a system in which the "freely" insured cares
neither about the cost of the policy nor the prices charged by physicians, the
critical shopping dynamic which enables the market to work its magic was
permanently perverted.
It is interesting and enlightening to note that in the market-based field of cosmetic
medicine -- in which the patient must actually shop and pay for with his own
money / credit -- the prices of hair transplants, nose jobs, boob jobs etc, keep going
down, whereas that for insured medical procedures keep going up.
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FDR's interference in health insurance gave rise to "Employee Benefits."
Because the insured perceive these "benefits" as "free," they can shop for
health care with their medical cards as recklessly as females hit the
shopping malls with their credit cards (no offense, ladies). This
undisciplined system exerts constant upward pressure on the cost of
insurance policies.
2. Policies are required to cover too many services.
With the government incentives eventually came directives to cover minor services
and procedures that people should be paying out-of-pocket. We don't expect our
auto policies to cover the cost of oil changes, car washes, tire rotations, do we? We
don't demand that Homeowners Insurance cover the cost of lawn maintenance,
window washing and gutter cleaning. Can you just imagine the reimbursement
requests that merchants would start submitting to insurance companies for car
washes and lawn mowing if that were the case? How idiotic would that be? And
yet Boobus Americanus has been taught to demand "free" checkups, blood work,
birth control pills etc. as a "human right."
Newsflash, libtards! All of these mandates and "rights," as well as the added
paperwork that comes with them, drive up insurance costs.

How would "free" lawn care and "free" car washes affect the price of home
and auto insurance policies? Why should minor services like routine
checkups, blood work, EKG's, teeth cleaning and birth control pills be
insured by government mandate?
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3. The Medical Mafia artificially blocks students from becoming doctors.
Think that graduating with good grades from a good college will get your kid into
an American medical school? Probably not. The difficulty of admission, the
obscene costs of medical school, and the many years of school and brutal residency
required to become a doctor are why the U.S., for all its wealth and opportunity,
ranks an embarrassing 52nd in doctor-to-population ratio at 1 to 390. That may be
good for the money-grubbing millionaire doctors, but it is bad for the rest of us. It's
not that we begrudge anyone a high income, of course. But that's for the market to
decide, not the Medical Mafia's protection racket!
By comparison, the shitty little impoverished Communist island of Cuba churns
out 1 doctor per every 170 citizens– and good ones too! Despite its Castro-caused
and embargo-caused problems, Cubans do at least have access to decent health
care. Of course, America's knee-jerk libtards will grasp this straw as an argument
to defend Marxist ideology. In realty, though the Castro clowns were probably
oblivious to this dynamic, the abundance of doctors is actually a market supplydemand mechanism without which, Cuba’s universal coverage would not be
possible. More supply = wider availability = lower cost. The fact that Cuban
doctors earn peanuts helps too, but that's not the point.
Because it would truly serve the public interest / "general welfare," and would pay
back huge savings to society, many more medical schools need to be established
and made “free” (paid by taxpayers) but only for deserving students. The ensuing
tripling or even quadrupling of the number of doctors (done for a fraction of the
cost of ObongoCare & Medicaid!) would go a long way to dramatically collapsing
the prohibitive cost of medicine. It would also have the added benefit of curbing
the arrogance and pomposity of some of these overvalued $300,000 to $600,000 +
per-year-income doctors by bringing them closer to the socio-economic level of the
people which they serve. Allowing the more humble children of the poor and
middle class goyim an opportunity to also become doctors would have that positive
social affect as well.
.
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We don't mind you earning a very good living for yourself, Doctor Goldberg
(cough cough). But let some of the goyim kids get a piece of the action too
--- and it wouldn't kill youse guys to provide some free service to the poor
every once in a while either.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times that Bezos, Buffett
and Dimon are attempting to disrupt the health care market by forming their
own company.
Boobus Americanus 2: Well, if anyone can solve this problem, it's those
three.
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Sugar: Don't bet on it Boobuss. Unlesss the government-medical complex
is ssmashed up at the macro level, micro economic sschemess will only
have limited effect.
Editor: Tell it, professor. Tell it.
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NY Times: About 90 Migrants Feared Dead After Boat
Capsizes Near Libya
By NICK CUMMING-BRUCE and DECLAN WALSH

REBUTTAL BY

About once every month or so, your 3/4 Italian reporter here (other 1/4 is Irish)
makes it a point to visit a widowed dear old Aunt of mine from the Italian side of
the family. Because "Zia" Flora is a bit hard of hearing, the TV, usually set to an
Italian station and which I can somewhat understand, is always really blasting.
Over the course of the past 7 years or so, it seemed like during every visit that the
big story on Italian CIA-TV that day was a harrowing account of a boatload of
refugees capsizing on route from Libya to Sicily -- causing the deaths of many
Turd World invaders. Zia breaks out into her usual lament: "Mamma mia! Un'altra
volta? Che peccato!" (Oh mother! Again? What a shame!)
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1. After Killary and Obongo murdered Qaddafi, Libya became the jumpingoff point for the final leg of the human smugglers' journey into Europe. 2 &
3. "Mamma Mia! Quei poveri Africani!" (Oh mother! Those poor Africans!")
It's really surreal -- like a recurring dream that never changes. How can it be that
every ... single ... time (or so it seems) that I pop over to Zia Flora's for a shot of
espresso and some Italian cookies, Italy's CIA-TV is carrying yet another
breathless report about a boatload of invaders perishing in the generally calm
Mediterranean Sea? Just do a Google Search for the terms: "Migrants Drown
2010," "Migrants Drown 2011," "Migrants Drown 2012," "Migrants Drown 2013,"
"Migrants Drown 2014," etc. and see what I mean. As we all know, these horror
stories do get a fair amount of coverage from the Fake News / Piranha Press here
in the USA. But over in Italia, they are enormously hyped like you wouldn't
believe!
Why so many disasters? And why do these human smugglers (who work for NGO's
funded by George Soros) continue to even operate these boats if they are so risky?
The answer to this riddle can be solved by observing Aunt Flora's reaction to the
Italian TV News -- one that is surely similar to that of many of her former
compatriots actually living in Italy (she came to US as a teenager). You see, never
once have I heard Zia express any anger or concern over the invasion. The only
emotions are of those of pity and empathy. The constant stories of poor drowning
"migranti" serve the purpose of neutralizing, or at least mitigating the Italian and
European public's anger over the invasion.
If you haven't already deduced where we are going with this, let Sugar and I, er,
"The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times spell it out for you in no
uncertain terms. We believe that all or most of these "disasters" have been, and
continue to be, FAKED with the use of crisis actors, props and even flotation
dummies. Have a look at just a few of the many comedy shots that can be found
with a bit of searching:
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1. "I'm dying! I'm dying!" -- Oh the bloody drama! 2. Notice how neatly the
closed life-jacket washed up on the beach.
*

1 & 2. Nothing like a "dead toddler" and a "grieving father" to silence Italian
anger. How did that kid wash up on shore feet first like that? 3. Crisis actor
migrant pulled to safety.
*

1. The guy standing gives the scam away 2. A frickin' floating plastic
dummy to fool the live human dummies of Europe. 3. "You boys wave for
the helicopter. Try to look desperate."
*

More plastic dummies and child crisis actors.
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"Drowning" for the cameras... and for Zia Flora.
In Catholic Zia Flora's case, Pope Frankie the Fake's constant calls for "mercy" for
his precious "migranti" makes the emotional con-job all the more effective.
Although the influence of the Roman Catholic Church has, over the years, waned
greatly over in CIA-ruled Italy, the Church still remains an influential moral force
for many Italians. Poop Frankie's role in urging the devout as well as the twice-ayear Catholics to support, or at least passively tolerate, the Turd World invasion is
critical for the Globalists.
There are, however, many Italians who are really starting to get pissed-off about
this Globalist madness. More and more anti-Establishment politicians are also
speaking out and gaining supporters. As the push-back against the Italian Left and
Poop Frankie Fakeout over this invasion intensifies, expect more and more boats to
allegedly "capsize" as they approach Italian waters. Yes sir. The script writers at
Langley may just give my dear old Zia Flora a heart attack yet. And yes, I did try
to gently school this wonderful saintly old woman about this scam; but I'm sure
"youse guys" (New Jerseyese for the plural of you) can just imagine how that went.

Because the Italian island of Sicily is not that far from North Africa, the
Globalists had to mind-rape the people of Italy (also Greece) into pitying
the invaders who arrive there and then later fan out though the rest of
Europe. The hyped-up fake "drownings" and the relentless "do-gooder"
activism of Poop Frankie in Rome are the two most critical ingredients
necessary to keep the Italian public sedated.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that another
boat full of migrants capsized on its way to Italy -- 90 dead!
Boobus Americanus 2: Oh my! What a shame? It's hard not to feel sorry
for these poor migrants.

Sugar: Torpedo all the frickin' boatss!!! That'ss how I would handle it!
Editor: That's really not necessary, psycho. By simply denying them
shelter, food and money upon arrival, the word will get out and they will
stop coming on their own.
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NY Times: Dow and S.&P. Drop by More Than 4%,
Extending Stock Sell-Off
By MATT PHILLIPS

REBUTTAL BY

Regular readers of the Anti-New York Times will recall that, at various points
over the course of the soaring of the 2017 stock market, we warned Trump to be
careful about taking credit for what is clearly a bubble. Just last week, the
psychotic feline pundit and your editor here had the following closing exchange:
Sugar: Even for a frickin' idiot like Boobusss libtard; cold hard cassh-in-hand
will ssoon "Trump" the Slimess' evil propaganda.
Editor: Indeed it will -- though I do believe that this stock market boom is too
bubbly for comfort.
As it was during the days of poor old President Herbert Hoover, the moneymasters of the New World Order (cough cough) are demonstrating that they can
pop a bubble just as easily as they can inflate one. The fact that last Friday's crash
coincided with the release of "the memo" ™ exposing the whole "Russian
collusion" fiasco as a criminal conspiracy against Trump is, as they say in poker
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parlance, an obvious "tell" of what is taking place here. And the "666" points lost
on Friday was an especially twisted Satanic touch.

1 & 2: The Crash of 1929 (like so many others) was deliberately
engineered -- the purpose being to destroy President Herbert Hoover and
the Republican Party (which was mainly conservative & constitutional in
those days). The crash and the Fed's prolonged contraction of the money
supply tortured Americans who then blamed Hoover. 3. "666" --- The devils
love to throw clues in our face.
*

1. As Fed Chairman throughout the post crash years of 1930, 1931 and
1932, Eugene Meyer (cough cough) kept the money supply tight so that
the economy could not recover under Hoover. (Meyer later bought the
Washington Compost newspaper) 2. Election 1932: A rigged market and a
rigged money supply led to Globalist Franklin Delinquent Rosenfeld
unseating Hoover in a Democrat Party landslide victory. 3. To this day,
Fake History books still blame Herbert Hoover for the engineered market
events that were totally outside of his control.
Even set against the context of a 25,000 market value, Monday's 1,175 point drop
added to Friday's 666 amounts to enough of an eyebrow raiser for the barking
Bolsheviks of the Piranha Press to begin nipping at Trump's heels over this. A few
example headlines:
•

CNN: Market mayhem puts Trump in a tough spot
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•
•
•
•

Politico: Trump's Stock Market
Washington Post: Trump’s shortsighted campaign to claim ownership of
stock market could backfire
Vanity Fair: Is Trump's Stock Market Honeymoon Headed to Chernobyl
(nuclear meltdown)
CNBC: White House concerned about stock market drop

The drip-drip media "Hooverization" of Trump will only get worse if the market
"correction" continues. The only way Trump can stop it is to shut down the
investigations exposing the Demonrats, the "Deep State," McCain the Insane and
others. That's not likely to happen. So expect the war to get uglier.

1. The release of the "Nunes memo" ™ was just one of the many more
shoes that are expected to drop. The Tweeter-in-Chief and his allies in
Congress are really going after the conspirators who illegally wire-tapped
his people and essentially tried to frame him for treason. For that reason,
we believe the recent market turmoil is being engineered by the Globalists.

Former Fed Chair Alan Greenslime's (cough cough) announcement last week was
probably the trigger to signal the start of the collapse.
Headline: CNN Money (January 31): Alan Greenspan: 'We have a stock
market bubble'
And now, former Fed Chair Yenta Yellen (cough cough) is also adding to the
panic:
Headline: New York Post: (February 5) Yellen fears bubble as stock market
sees sharp decline
As someone who made his billions in the bubbly world of real estate, Trump, of all
people, ought to have recognized the dynamics of an artificial bubble in the past
year's soaring market, and refrained from commenting on the Dow Jones. Should
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the bearish bloodbath continue, Trump will have a very hard time transitioning
from his "my stock market" stance of recent months to an "I-don't-control-themarkets" defense. And it will only be a matter of days before putrid scum like the
Slimes' "Nobel Prize winning" ™ economist / journalist Paul Krugman (cough
cough) concocts an argument linking the crash to Trump's "tax cuts for the
wealthy." ™
They did it to Hoover. They'll try to do it to Trump.

1. Stock market bubbles can be artificially propped up for a long time and
then brought down gradually and partially -- but when former Fed bosses
like Greenslime (cough cough) and Yenta Yellen (cough cough) start
screaming "Bubble!" -- big crashes can follow. 2. How soon before beadyeyed, rat-faced Paul Krugman -- the favorite economics guru of libtards -begins Hooverizing Trump?

Boobus Americanus 1: It's really scary what's going on with the stock
market.
Boobus Americanus 2: It sure is. An enormous amount of wealth was
wiped out these past two sessions.
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Sugar: It was all a "bullshit" wealth bubble to begin with, Boobuss! Nothing
but frickin' imaginary "valuess" and hot air that dissappear the moment a
few heavy hitterss sstart casshing in.
Editor: This site actually takes its name from The Allegory of The Great
Tomato Bubble --- a must read.

FEBRUARY 2018

NY Times: Jerome Powell Is Sworn In as Federal Reserve
Chairman
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM
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REBUTTAL BY

For nearly the past half-century, with the exception of a 17-month stint served by
the relative "outsider" G. William Miller (1978-1979), every Chairman of the
Hebrew National Bank, er, "Federal Reserve System" has been a member of "the
Tribe" (*Chairman Paul Volcker's maternal grandparents (Klippel), were,
according to Ynet News of Israel, German Jews who "converted" to Lutheranism).
Though it is refreshing to finally see one of the "goyim," Jerome Powell, finally
take the helm (at least as a figurehead) of this all-important power position, the
Fed remains what it is -- namely, an all-in-one loan-sharking, counterfeiting and
market-rigging crime syndicate. Even if we were to assume that the Republican
Powell will be an improvement over libtard Janet "Yenta" Yellen, the best we can
hope for is that he will not attempt to deliberately engineer a crash that can be
blamed on Trump and used to resurrect the Demonrats. Apart from that, the
criminal institution will remain in place until somebody goes full-blown Andrew
Jackson on it.

1. The Jewopoly at the Fed is over. L-R: Former Chairmen Yenta Yellen
(cough cough), Alan Greenslime (cough cough), Ben Bernanke (cough
cough) and Paul Volcker (single cough) 2. Trump may have nominated
Powell, but that in no way means that he has control over him. 3. Andrew
'the Great' Jackson killed the evil Central Bank when its charter came up
for renewal. The "Bank War" lasted from 1833-1836.
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As regular readers all know by now, Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The
Anti-New York Times are masters at placing current events in an historical
context. By better understanding the century-ago conspiracy and deceitful
manipulation that went into establishing what is, in essence, the Third National
Bank that we now refer to as "The Fed," the reader will be better equipped to
understand why this evil debt-machine must be killed, and not merely "reformed."
Sugar, fire up the time machine, please, and set the dial for 1907.
JANUARY, 1907: SCHIFF ISSUES A WARNING
In a speech before the Chamber of Commerce, Jewish banking mogul and
Rothschild ally Jacob Schiff "prophetically" warns:
"Unless we have a Central Bank with control of credit resources, this country is
going to undergo the most severe and far reaching money panic in its history."
OCTOBER, 1907: CRISIS SCARES AMERICA
The New York Bankers have inflated the stock market with easy loans. When
lending is then tightened, the bubble bursts because there is less money in
circulation to pay back the outstanding loans. Stocks crash 50% and bank runs
follow. The New York Times and Wall Street bankers use The Panic of 1907 to
make a case for a European style Central Bank.
1911: SENATOR OWEN: 1907 PANIC WAS A CONSPIRACY!
Four years after the 07' Panic, Senator Robert Owen of Oklahoma will demand an
investigation into the sudden crash. He insists that the Panic was deliberately
engineered:
"(The Panic) was brought about by a deliberate conspiracy for the enrichment of
those who engineered it....I regard it as treason against the United States....a few
men control the power of expanding or contracting credits. This unrestrained
power means the power to create panics and coerce this country politically."
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1 & 2. Rothschild associate Jacob Schiff (cough cough) "predicted" the
crash an panic of 1907. 3. Senator Robert Owen smelled the rat.

1908: TEDDY ROOSEVELT APPOINTS COMMISSION
Zio sock puppet - President Theodore Roosevelt, appoints a "bi-partisan"
National Monetary Commission to study the causes of the Panic and to make
suggestions. The Chairman of the Commission is Senator Nelson Aldrich (who's
daughter will one day be the mother of the 5 Rockefeller sons, David, John III,
Nelson, Winthrop, & Lawrence)
SURPRISE! COMMISSION CALLS FOR CENTRAL BANK
The main recommendation of Aldrich's National Monetary Commission is to
establish a Central Bank with monopoly control of credit and currency issue. The
privately owned Bank would create money out of thin air and lend it local banks
and the government at interest.
1910: SECRET MEETING AT JEKYLL ISLAND
Aldrich, Paul Warburg (cough cough), and other agents of the Rockefeller &
Rothschild dynasties meet secretly at JP Morgan's private club in Jekyll Island,
Georgia. One of the conspirators, Frank Vanderlip, will, years later, reveal to The
Saturday Evening Post:
"There was an occasion, near the close of 1910, when I was as secretive, indeed,
as furtive as any conspirator. ... We were trying to plan a mechanism that would
correct the weaknesses of our banking system as revealed under the strains and
pressures of the Panic of 1907. I do not feel it is any exaggeration to speak of our
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secret expedition to Jekyll Island as the occasion of the actual conception of what
eventually became the Federal Reserve System. … Discovery, we knew, simply
must not happen, or else all our time and effort would be wasted. If it were to be
exposed publicly that our group had gotten together and written a banking bill,
that bill would have no chance whatever of passage by Congress."

1. Teddy Roosevelt was a blustering loudmouth tool of the Banksters. 2.
Senator Aldrich was an in-law of the Rockefellers. Grandson David ran
Trilateral Commission and (CFR) Council on Foreign Relations. 3. Paul
Warburg (cough cough): Father of The Fed and first Director of the CFR.

2010: FLASH FORWARD 100 YEARS!
The Banksters OPENLY celebrate the 100th anniversary of the
conspiratorial meeting at Jekyll Island. Fed Chairman (at the time) Ben
Bernanke (cough cough) and Ex Chairman Alan Greenspan (cough
cough) are both in attendance at the conference entitled "A Return to
Jekyll Island: The Origins, History, and Future of the Federal Reserve"
- held exactly 100 years after the original 1910 meeting, and in the exact
same building.
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1912: THE 'ALDRICH BILL' DIES .
Senator Aldrich introduces a bill to establish a Central Bank (The Aldrich Bill).
The scheme (hatched at Jekyll Island) is transparent, and Aldrich's name is too
closely linked to the Money Masters of New York. Congressman Charles A
Lindbergh Sr. (father of the famous aviator) declares:
“The Aldrich Plan is the Wall Street Plan. It means another panic, if necessary, to
intimidate the people. Aldrich, paid by the government to represent the people,
proposes a plan for the trusts instead.”

Opposition to Aldrich's scheme is so strong, that the bill to create a Central Bank is
never even brought to the floor for a vote.
1913: THE 'ALDRICH BILL' IS REPACKAGED - THE FED IS BORN! .
A few cosmetic changes are made to the old Aldrich Bill and the bill is renamed
'The Federal Reserve Act'. Congressman Lindbergh is not fooled:
“This is the Aldrich Bill in disguise ....This Act establishes the most gigantic trust
on earth. When the President signs this bill, the invisible government by the
Monetary Power will be legalized. The people may not know it immediately, but
the day of reckoning is only a few years removed. The worst legislative crime of
the ages is perpetrated by this banking bill.”
The bill passes anyway, on December 23, after many Senators and Congressmen
had left town for Christmas Break! Puppet President Woodrow Wilson quickly
signs the bill creating the privately owned Federal Reserve System. Weeks earlier,
Wilson had already enacted the nation's first Income Tax (needed to pay interest to
the bankers after they set up their Central Bank!) The counterfeiting, insider
trading, loan sharking, Globalist Money Masters now control America, and have
ever since.
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1. Charles Lindbergh Sr. and his famous son. 2. An anti-Central Bank
cartoon from 1912.. 3. Puppet Wilson enacted the Fed deal and the income
tax in 1913 -- both needed to finance America's entry into the coming First
World War was to begin in 1914.
Now that "youse guys" know, or have at least been reminded of, how this wicked
institution came into existence, we can dispel any notion that something good can
ever come out of Mr. Powell's Board -- regardless of whether his intentions are
more honorable than those of his Jew predecessors or not. No sir. This debt-money
monster must be killed, Andy Jackson style!

Boobus Americanus 1: I read about the new Chairman of the Federal
Reserve in the New York Times -- a guy named Powell. He seems like a
steady and well-qualified guy.
Boobus Americanus 2: You know, I never quite understood how the Fed
operates. I really should read up on it more.
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Sugar: Boobuss! Read my very funny allegorical book, Bancarotta. Even
a frickin' retard like you will be able to undersstand how badly the Fed iss
sscrewing you!
Editor: Your book? --- Your book? --- Really?
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NY Times: Senate Leaders Reach Budget Deal to Raise
Spending Over Two Years
By THOMAS KAPLAN

REBUTTAL BY

Over the course of past years and decades, how many times have American
(Canadian, Australian and European too, we would imagine) taxpayers been
forced to endure re-runs of these corny Dog & Pony shows about budget battles.
The Piranha Press soap-opera drama over a looming "government shutdown" ™
builds and builds and builds. But at the end of the children's show that the
Demonrats and Repuiblican'ts put on for Boobus Americanus to enjoy, it's always
the same old "bipartisan" ™ result -- specifically, more spending, more debt and
more taxes, at least in the long term.
From the article:
"Senate leaders struck a far-reaching bipartisan agreement on Wednesday that
would add hundreds of billions of dollars to military and domestic programs over
the next two years while raising the federal debt limit, moving to end the cycle of
fiscal showdowns that have roiled the Capitol."
Ugh!
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1. The demonic Upchuck Schumer (cough cough) and the creepy as all
hell Republican't , Mitch McConnell reach a "bipartisan" ™Senate deal to
rob us some more. 2. Skeletor Pelosi of the D's and Paul Ryan (aka Eddie
Munster) of the R's run the same "bipartsian" ™ scam in the House. 3. Let
the red ink flow, baby!
Although, thus far, Trump has earned high marks from Sugar and me, er, "The
Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times on issues such as resisting the
Global Warming ™ / Climate Change ™ Hoax, deregulation, gun rights, repealing
the individual mandate of ObongoCare, passing corporate and individual tax cuts,
finishing off (with Putin & Assad) CIA-ISIS; this is one subject, and a major
subject at that, in which we have no choice but to give Trump a big fat red "F" on
his presidential report card.
Granting that cutting the size and cost of government would require the unlikely
cooperation of a Congress filled with communist Demonrats and gutless
Republican'ts, the fact remains that Trump has never even talked nor tweeted
about slashing the size of the Monster State. Where's the leadership? To the
contrary, his bizarre claims that the "depleted" US military needs to be rebuilt have
led to a massive increase in the size of the budget for Department of Offense.

1. Generalissimo Trump 2. The "depleted" military of Trump's imagination
consumes more tax money than that of peaceful Russia and China
combined and doubled! 3. Just the increase in General Trump's Offense
budget, by itself, is equal to the cost of the entire State Department, EPA
and foreign aid giveaways.
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This isn't rocket science, boys and girls. A massive Federal budget and its attendant
growth in the National Debt require massive tax revenues to be stolen, both overtly
and covertly, from us working slaves in more creative ways that you can shake a
hammer & sickle at. Just the interest that we forced to cough up for debt service
each year amounts to $266 Billion -- which translates into an average of about
$3,200 per working household. I don't know about "youse guys," but "The
Editorial Board" wouldn't mind having an extra $260 per month in our pockets
each month, especially since Lulu, like Amazon did last year, just banned "The
Bad War." Ouch! (hint hint for you donors).
Do we really need such an obscene Department of Offense budget of $716 Billion
(for 2019)? Do we really need to be paying out Social Security checks to those
"senior citizens" ™ who already have hundreds of thousands or even millions of
dollars in liquid assets? Do we really need to be handing out free health care (both
Medicaid and Medicare) to the many millions of impoverished Turd Worlders who
arrive her each year? Do we really need the Departments of Education, Interior,
Commerce, Labor, Transportation, Homeland Security and so many others? And
don't even get us started on the indirect costs inflicted upon society by the loansharking, counterfeiting, and stock-rigging criminal syndicate known as "The Fed."
Sorry, Mr. President. Raising the budget ceiling so that the government can keep
growing and growing will never "make America great again." Hear it from the
truly great man who penned the Declaration of Independence that the gluttonous
drunken boobs of America pretend to celebrate every 4th of July.
“And to preserve their independence, we must not let our rulers load us with
perpetual debt. We must make our election between economy and liberty, or
profusion and servitude. If we run into such debts, as that we must be taxed in our
meat and in our drink, in our necessaries and our comforts, in our labors and our
amusements, for our callings and our creeds, as the people of England are, our
people, like them, must come to labor sixteen hours in the twenty-four, give the
earnings of fifteen of these to the government for their debts and daily expenses;
and the sixteenth being insufficient to afford us bread, we must live, as they now
do, on oatmeal and potatoes; have no time to think, no means of calling the
mismanagers to account; but be glad to obtain subsistence by hiring ourselves to
rivet their chains on the necks of our fellow-sufferers.” Thomas Jefferson
Tell it, Mr. President. Tell it!
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Barbeques on the 4th of July are great --- but how many people actually pause to reflect
upon the sad fact that the high ideals contained in Jefferson's Declaration of July 4,
1776 are now null and void, and that Americans are now economic slaves to endless
debt, taxation and currency debasement.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that a
bipartisan agreement was reached to avoid another government shutdown.
Boobus Americanus 2: Bipartisanship is good.

Sugar: Boobuss, you frickin' ssimpleton! All that "bipartissanship" meanss
iss that you're getting %$#*&^% up the #*% by two partiess instead of one!
Editor: (palm to face, shaking head, sighing) Please excuse the cat, dear
reader. The anger issues and poor manners stem from her shelter days.
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NY Times: Art Looted by Nazis Gets a New Space at the
Louvre. But Is It Really Home?
By AURELIEN BREEDEN

REBUTTAL BY

The World War II song that never ends has many recurring stanzas. The main one,
of course -- outnumbering the other well worn-out verses by a ratio of 1000 to 1 -is, as we all know, that tiresome refrain about the 6,000,000 Jews who died in "zee
gas chambers." ™ But as for that second tier of recycled myths that the "the
powers that be" (cough cough) have crapped into the public mind-well for the past
75 years or so, the fairy tale of "Nazi looted art" ranks very high on the repetition
meter.
As long as the slandering scribblers of Sulzberger's Slimes insist of repeating this
looted-art libel, Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board of The Anti-New York
Times will just keep on rebutting it.
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The song that never ends will be countered by ANYT rebuttals that never
end.
During World War I, under Kaiser Wilhelm II, the highly cultured
Germans had gone to great lengths to protect and preserve artworks
located in combat zones. The German word to describe this principal of
saving Europe's cultural and artistic treasures during wartime is
"Kunstschutz" (art protection). At the end of World War I, rescued artworks
were returned voluntarily. Unlike World War II, anti-German propaganda
actually faded away following World War I. As a result, Germany was later
praised for "Kunstschutz" / art protection during "The Great War."

1 & 2: Kaiser Wilhelm tried to avert the war which was forced upon
Germany. Even while winning the war, the Kaiser held out an olive branch
to the Allies, while his Kunstschutz units protected artworks belonging to
enemy nations.
3. World War I was very destructive. Thanks to Germany, many works of
art located in Belgium and France were saved.
A talented painter himself, Adolf Hitler has a great appreciation for art and culture.
He saw Churchill and FDR as uncultured barbarians with merciless disregard for
innocent life, architecture, and works of art. As the Germans had done during
World War I, Hitler too ordered the protection of artworks throughout the combat
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theatres of Europe. The task of protecting the art was handed over to Air Force
Marshal Hermann Goering.
As Allied terror bombing ravaged Europe, thousands of paintings and sculptures
from Italy, France, Belgium, Russia, Romania, and Poland were gathered and
meticulously inventoried by the Germans. This process only began in the fall of
1943. Had the Germans wanted to "loot" the art of Europe, they could easily
have done so in 1940, 1941, 1942, and the first 9 months of 1943. It was only
after Allied carpet bombardment was unleashed upon Italy (later on France), and
the Soviets began advancing from the East, that the German began gathering up the
artwork and evacuating cultural centers such as Athens, Rome and Florence so that
no battles would take place in them.

As men of culture, Hitler and Goring placed high priority on art protection.
Rescued from Naples: 'Danaë' by Titian (l) and "The Blind Leading the
Blind" by Pieter Bruegel
After the war, the American Art Looting Investigation Unit (ALIU) of the Office
of Strategic Services (OSS) issued 13 reports on the German “looting” of
artworks. By the way, this is the same OSS (forerunner of the CIA / "Deep State" )
that also accused the Germans of using dead Jews to make “shrunken heads,”
“lamp shades,” and “bars of soap” - allegations which are today universally
acknowledged as false. In the decades following the war, endlessly repeated
propaganda has elevated the OSS-CIA fable of “looted Nazi art” into a virtual
reality in the minds of the brainwashed public.
There is also a financial twist to this lie. See if you can detect it in the following
excerpts from this article. We'll even put the hints in bold for "youse guys":
"Critics, while praising the intention, say the new rooms represent a missed
opportunity because they do little to further the search for the rightful owners of
the paintings or their heirs....
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An estimated 100,000 objects in France alone were looted by the Nazis or sold
under duress and transferred to Germany — paintings, but also drawings,
sculptures and antiquities. Many had belonged to Jewish families whose homes
were raided during the Nazi occupation, or who were forced to sell art to survive
or to flee the country."
See the scam? We knew that you could. Cheese and crackers! These moneygrubbing shysters would lay ancestral ownership claims to the Eiffel Tower and
the Roman Coliseum if they thought they could get away with it.

1. The "Cloak & Dagger" Logo of the OSS says it all! This agency -whose stated purpose involves strategic deception and propaganda -crafted the "looted art" lie. 2. The mass-murderer Eisenhower (shown
examining "looted art") also helped to sell the post war lie. 3. Schemer
says: "Oy vey! Zee paintings in the Louvre actually belonged to my Great
Uncle's first cousin twice-removed. Zee whole family vas gassed in
Aushvitz so I am zee only remaining heir. I svear to God!"

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that an exhibit
of Nazi-looted art in the the Louvre may be displaying artworks whose
rightful owners may be Jewish families.
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Boobus Americanus 2: Perhaps they should sue the Louvre to get them
back.

Sugar: They will Boobuss, they will. Jusst give it time.
Editor: And they would win too. They always frickin' win.
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NY Times (Saturday): Israel Strikes Iran in Syria and Loses
a Jet
NY Times (Sunday): Russian Plane Crashes Near Moscow,
Killing 71 on Board
REBUTTAL BY

From the Saturday article:
"On its way back from the mission, one of Israel’s F-16 fighter jets crashed in
northern Israel after coming under heavy Syrian antiaircraft fire. It is believed to
be the first Israeli plane lost under enemy fire in decades."
* Editor's Note: Syria's advanced anti-craft systems are supplied by its Russian
protectors.
From the Sunday article:
"A Russian plane carrying 71 people crashed near Moscow shortly after takeoff on
Sunday afternoon, killing all on board.
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Flight 703, operated by the Russian regional carrier Saratov Airlines, was
carrying 65 passengers and six crew members.
The cause of the crash was not immediately clear....
Several minutes after takeoff, radio connection with the crew disappeared, the
plane’s mark disappeared from radars.”
As the "Church Lady" of old Saturday Night Live fame would say, "How
conveeenient!"

Putin's support for Assad of Syria and also for Iran makes him an enemy of
Satanyahoo, regardless of how cordial the two may act toward each other
in public.
**********************
Headline: RT News (February 10, 2018):
Putin urges Netanyahu to avoid dangerous escalation following
Syria raids
**********************
In the aftermath of the establishment of an Iranian and Russian presence in Syria
and the subsequent defeat of CIA-Mossad ISIS, it appeared that Satanyahoo's
grand ambitions for a "Greater Israel" had finally been thwarted and that the
boxed-in shitty little state would be compelled to behave itself. Evidently, that is
not the case as Israel is still clearly itching for a fight with Iran -- regardless of
what President Putin has to say about it. We therefore suspect that "the powers that
be" (cough cough) were behind this mysterious plane crash. Falling airplanes have
long been a "Sicilian Message" which the usual suspects have used time and time
again. See our 2015 piece, "Defy Israel, Lose an Airliner"
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If Israel continues its aerial forays into Syria -- for the main purpose of attacking
Iranian targets based there -- a direct confrontation with Iran becomes more likely.
Iran, backed directly by the heroes of Hezbollah (Lebanon), and indirectly by
Russia and China, is no minor adversary. The danger posed to Israel by a regional
war would be far greater than any conflict that it has ever been involved in before.
This raises the question: Is Satanyahoo insane, or does he believe that he has a
"Trump card" (pun intended) up his sleeve to do the heavy lifting for him?

If Satanyahoo ignites an all-out war with Syria, Iran and Hezbollah, will his
wholly-owned Republican't lapdogs and Evangelical Bapdungs come to his
aid?
The US is currently maintaining about 2,000 troops in Syria in support of local
"anti-ISIS forces" until the "terrorists are defeated" and the "area is stabilized." The
Syrian Army has vowed to eject these troops (who came uninvited in order to "stop
ISIS") and, given their small number, would be quite capable of doing so. That
could also be another triggering point for wider US involvement --- to be spun as
the well-meaning and protective US gentle giant stumbling into another war which
was forced upon it.
Exactly where Trump stands in the broader scheme of this dangerous powder keg
is still an open question. If Satanyahoo unleashes hell and Trump takes us to war in
"defense" of Israel; we will then know with absolute certainty that his antiGlobalist "America First" posture was purely for the sake of his Zionist masters all
along. But if Satanyahoo's war should backfire on Israel as the US stands on the
sidelines -- well, just the mere thought of shit-stained chosenites fleeing in terror as
Iranian and Hezbollah missiles rain down across "the promised land" is enough to
give us the warm & fuzzies all over. On the downside, if the psychopaths in Israel
should escalate to the nuclear option.... oy vey, as the yids like to say.
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The purpose of all those FAKE beheading videos was to provide the
pressure and protective political cover needed to get US troops stationed in
Syria in order to "stop ISIS." The scam worked! With the US, Iran, Turkey,
Hezbollah and Russia all in the same area, Israel is trying hard to ignite the
powder keg.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times that an Israeli jet
was shot down by Syria using Russian made missiles.
Boobus Americanus 2: Interesting. And I read in the New York Times that
a Russian plane crashed near Moscow.
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Sugar: You frickin' Boobusses can't even connect the ssimplesst of dotss.
Editor: Which is why we call them Boobusses.

FEBRUARY 2018

NY Times: Mike Pence Tangles With Olympian Adam
Rippon Over Gay Rights Record
NY Times: Denied U.S. Flag With Coin Toss, Davis Snubs
Ceremony
NY Times: No Handshakes as Pence Avoids Kim Jong-un’s
Sister at Olympics
NY Times: What Ban? Patriotic Fervor Grips Russia’s
Celebration House in South Korea
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REBUTTAL BY

It sure didn’t take long for Sugar and me, er, “The Editorial Board” of The AntiNew York Times to become totally disgusted and turned-off by the Globalistinspired international version of the American Stupor Bowl freak show. NBC’s
politically correct coverage of the PyeongChang (South Korea) Winter Olympics
makes it even more unbearable to follow --- but we carry on for the benefit of our
beloved readers.
There’s the in-your-face “diversity” (code word for: let’s get rid of the White guys)
most manifested by NBC’s surprising decision to replace little Bobby Commie
Costas with the Black Mike Tirico. This mimics NBC’s replacement of long time
"anchorman" Lyin’ Brian Williams with Black gabber Lester Dolt, in 2015.
Pretty soon, the only talking heads on TV will be the “people of color” ™, Jews,
females and sodomites. It’s almost that way already.
And there's the politicized, agenda-driven TV commercials which, if one had just
arrived on Earth from a neighboring planet, would leave our curious Martian
visitor with the impression that every couple and family in America was either
Black, Brown, Asian or interracial.
And then there’s the Black speed-skating champion, Shani Davis, throwing a
hissy-fit and boycotting the Opening Ceremony because he lost, by way of a coin
toss, the contest to decide who gets to carry the U.S. flag. In one of his petulant
tweets, Davis cited Black History month, appearing to suggest that it, along with
his past achievements, somehow entitled him to lead the U.S. team while carrying
Old Glory.
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1. "Diversity" = White libtard Costas out --- Black libtard sex pervert / stalker
/ groper Tirico (Google: ‘Tirico sex controversy’) is in. 2. Whining twittering
negro-with-an-attitude boycotts the opening ceremonies because he didn't
get to hold the flag.
And there is the sodomite American duo of flaming faggot figure skater Adam
Rippon and skier Gus Kenworthy who, like all drama fairies, went out of their
way to draw attention to themselves by trying to pick a pissing match with Vice
President Mike Pence – who was at the opening ceremony to officially represent
the United States. Rippon, that little faggot on ice, speaking of his refusal to meet
with Pence, stomped his little foot down and declared:
“You mean Mike Pence? The same Mike Pence that funded gay conversion
therapy? I’m not buying it.”

1. Kenworthy, kissing Rippon, declares, via Twitter: "We're queer. We're
here. Get used to it." 2. The very annoying sodomite Rippon talks and
acts more feminine-like than a feminine 16-year old girl.
And speaking of that GOP Israeli ass-wiper of a VP, there was Pence’s
disrespectful, shameful and ungentlemanly public snub of Kim Yo Jong, the sister
of North Korean leader Kim Jong Un. She sat just feet away from him during the
ceremony and he wouldn’t even acknowledge her. Then, as the North and South
Korean teams marched out together to a rousing applause, Pence was the only one
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in the booth, if not the whole stadium, who remained seated and refused to clap for
the historic gesture. Talk about the quintessential (a $10 word for perfect example
of) “ugly American!”
And then there is the hype over Canadian Eric Radford, another sodomite skater
who, as the breathless broadcasters couldn't wait to inform us, repeatedly, had just
became "the first openly gay" skater to win an Olympic Gold Medal (though there
have been several closeted fruit-loops that won skating medals before).

1. As Ms. Jong sat a few feet away, VP Pence, much to the delight of the
FOXtard and "right wing" radio crowd, rudely ignored her and sat stonefaced as the two Koreas marched out together. 2. Eric Radford, another
semen-guzzler on ice hyped up by the media, tweeted of his victory: "This
is amazing. I literally feel like I might explode with pride." (gay pride, as
the rainbow flag which he attached to his tweet clearly indicates.)
3. Methinks that media darlings Radford and Rippon may "hook up" for
some anal action in the Olympic Village very soon.
And of course, there’s the most annoying, offensive, insane and ongoing of all the
idiotic subplots – namely, the bizarre making believe that the Russian athletes do
not exist. It started with the opening ceremony in which the team officially dubbed
“the athletes from Russia” had to march in drab gray suits instead of the customary
red colors; and under an Olympic flag instead of the Russian flag. You see, though
“Russia” has been banned from these Olympics over a totally fake, Globalistinspired “doping” scandal -- as thoroughly exposed in the November 2017 ANYT,
scroll down to November 15, -- most of its athletes have been permitted to
compete --- just as long as the word “Russia” is not uttered and the Russian flag is
not displayed. Under this Orwellian set of sanctions, the Russians can only be
referred to as “the athletes from Russia,” but not actual “Russians!”
We must admit, watching some of the early figure skating events did provide a bit
of comic relief. The announcers and analysts speak of this man of Canada, and that
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woman of Italy, and this man of France and then --- that one of “the athletes from
Russia.” How do the announcers even keep a straight face while playing this
game?
The IOC (International Olympic Committee) has stated that if the big bad Russians
behave themselves and grovel sufficiently, they may be able to march behind the
Russian flag during the closing ceremonies. How bloody magnanimous of them!
Oh what a farce this modern world of Globalists and libtards has turned into. Do
we laugh or do we cry?

1. Those aren't Russians marching into the stadium. They are "athletes
from Russia." 2. The "doping scandal" is every bit as phony as the Russian
"election meddling" scandal. 3. The international sports "authorities" have
always been dominated by imperious Globalists / One Worlders. The abuse
and humiliation of the athletes from Putin's Russia should be viewed in that
context.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times that there are more
openly gay athletes at the Winter Olympics than ever before.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's great. But what's with Russia being
referred to as "the athletes from Russia?"

Sugar: It's all a big frickin' freak sshow for your mental diverssion,
Boobuss. And the joke iss on you, $*&^%!
Editor: Freak show is right --- and there are still about two more weeks of
this snow and ice circus remaining! ... By the way, if you don't clean up that
kitty litter mouth of yours, you will no longer be referred to as a Turkish
Angora. You will called, an Angora cat from Turkey.
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NY Times: Obama Portrait Artists Merged the Everyday
and the Extraordinary
By ROBIN POGREBIN

REBUTTAL BY

Get your barf bags out, boys and girls -- cuz if this story doesn't make you wanna
toss your breakfast, nothing will. From the article:
"For 50 years, the official paintings of the nation’s former leaders at the National
Portrait Gallery have been composed of white presidents painted by white artists.
But when the curtains fell from two official portraits Monday morning, they
revealed the first black president and first lady, Barack and Michelle Obama,
painted, for the first time in the gallery’s history, by black artists, Amy Sherald
and Kehinde Wiley."
The hideously weird portraits of Mr. & Mr. Obongo are loathsome enough on
their own merit, or lack thereof. Frankly, even if Leonardo da Vinci or Charles
Wilson Peale or Norman Rockwell had painted stunning images of the Obongos,
just the sight of those two communist shit-stains would still be enough to make any
decent and well-informed person want to crawl out of his skin. And still, especially
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with regard to skinny Barry's portrait, the funky art style isn't nearly the worst of
it.

-- to this -The cartoonish portraits of Mr. & Mr. Obongo are in poor taste and totally
inappropriate for the National Portrait Gallery
Now, for the really disgusting part. The fellow Black homosexual who was
commissioned to "paint" Bathhouse Barry (it actually looks more like graphic
design than painting) apparently enjoys painting portraits of triumphant-looking
Black women holding the severed heads of White women (two such paintings).
The artist, Kehinde Wiley, of New York also has an affinity for the cop-killing
Black Panthers. Sorry libtards, but there is absolutely no way in hell that any artist
selected to immortalize a U.S. President for the National Gallery could not have
been fully vetted; which means that "Black Jesus," his handlers and his henchmen
knew exactly who they were selecting.
Does this not trouble the "anti-racist" specimens of human vermin at Sulzberger's
Slimes and throughout the rest of the Piranha Press -- all of whom remain silent
over this national disgrace which Mr. & Mr. Obongo have committed? Just
imagine the hysterical firestorm which would have ensued had a White
"Klansman" ™ or "Nazi" ™ artist -- with a history of glorifying the murder of
Black women -- had been tapped to paint Donald Trump's portrait! Why the
double-standard? Answer: Because the diabolical agenda of the Media Masters
(cough cough) is to ultimately achieve what Mr. Wiley did conceive!
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1 & 2: "Die White bitches, die!" The beheader Wiley paints a ghoulish and
grisly dream that Mr. & Mr. Obongo share, but cannot talk about publicly. 3.
Note the Black Panther logo on the jacket.
And finally, adding sexual obsession and indecency to all his hatred and ugliness,
wily Wiley placed his signature hidden homosexual touch to Obongo's portrait -- a
sperm cell, crawling right up the side of Obongo's forehead. We kid you not, boys
and girls.
Obongo's cyber apologists -- who, unlike traditional media, do not enjoy the luxury
of simply ignoring unpleasant Internet-based facts -- were very quick to spin
Wiley's inconspicuous sperm cell into a "forehead vein," and the sperm sightings
as the illusions of "conspiracy theorists." ™ But that spin doesn't work. It turns out,
sodomite Wiley has artistically ejaculated on some of his other artworks as well!
Wow. Just wow.
From politics to economics to demographics to education to culture to foreign
policy; Freak Show Americana rolls on and on. And the runaway train won't stop
until the beheadings of Wiley's twisted imagination become a reality one day.

FOXtard bigmouth Sean Hannity tweeted about the concealed sperm on
Obongo's face, but quickly soiled his panties and deleted the tweet as soon
communists started hissing, squealing and "debunking."
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Disinfo Wars was quick to debunk the debunkers who claimed that the
sperm cell was actually a "vein." They discovered similar sperm cells on
some other of Wiley's paintings.

Boobus Americanus 1: I saw the portraits of Barack and Michelle Obama
in the New York Times today. They were both painted by Black artists.
Boobus Americanus 2: Yes. Stunning images. It's time for a new style for
presidential portraits.

Sugar: Boobuss, you sself-hating libtarded ssycophant! I bet you'd lick the
frickin' goo right off of Obongo's forehead if you could.
Editor: (palm to face, shaking head) -- Sorry, boys and girls, sorry.
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NY Times: Florida School Shooting: ‘No Words’ as 17 Die in
a Barrage of Bullets
By AUDRA D. S. BURCH and PATRICIA MAZZEI

REBUTTAL BY

Do we really even need to analyze this event, at all, before concluding, sight
unseen, that yet another crisis-actor-hoax-shooting has occurred, this time in
Broward County, Florida? Regular readers of The Anti-New York Times, who
should all know by now how the familiar "drill" (pun intended) works, should
reject this hoax with extreme prejudice.
* Editor's Note: We do not dismiss the possibility that a few actual murders may
be blended into some of these mass death stunts. Nonetheless, the incidents
basically remain crisis-actor hoaxes.
Whether it was the Aurora theater "Batman" shootings, the Sandy Hook School
"massacre," the Boston Marathon bombing, the shooting in the Charleston Church,
the shooting at San Bernadino, the shooting at the Orlando fag club, the on-air
execution of a TV reporter in Virginia, the Las Vegas shooting and so many other
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fake shootings, fake bombings, fake car & truck attacks that we have already
forgotten by now --- it's always the same old template of fake tears, candlelight
vigils and mushy personal stories.

1 & 2: Sandy Hook School (CT), 2012: Robbie Parker is caught laughing
hours after his 6-year old daughter was murdered? Just seconds later, he
went into character and start crying and getting choked up. 3. Just like "The
Bad War" by yours truly, James Fetzer's "Nobody Died at Sandy Hook"
was also banned by Amazon.
Nevertheless, for the sake of thoroughness, let's have a look at just a few of the
"tells," as they say in poker parlance, which reveal this latest trick played on us by
the CIA's illusion makers at Langley, VA. We begin with a Google Search of the
term: "Florida school shooting hoax" and also "Florida school shooting fake" to
see what some of America's citizen sleuths have dug up.
The very first item to populate for both terms, as is now always the case with
these stunts, is the usual CIA misdirection posted at CIA newsite Buzzfeed.com -the same shady bunch that published that fake story about Trump and the Moscow
prostitutes which led to him being illegally wiretapped by Obongo's CIA
henchmen. Note how Buzzfeed seeded its headline and article with the words
"hoax" and "fake" so that they could dominate the search.
•

Headline: Buzzfeed: Here Are The Hoaxes Already Going Around About
The Florida School Shooting

A fake Bill O'Reilly account is spreading a hoax --- continues to spread hoaxes -- is also spreading a hoax --- the fake article --- started sharing fake posts --- a
similar hoax... this fake news --163

That's 9 total mentions in all of either the word "fake" or "hoax" -- used in a clever
way to describe unrelated matters.

Buzzfeed is an important CIA presence on the Internet. In this case, the
site was used to gain a top search spot to divert the curious away from
"hoax" and "fake" relating to this stunt down in Florida.
Another big show of the CIA's hand was the hilariously pathetic crying
performance of known CIA agent Philip Mudd -- a man who once suggested, on
air, that "the government is gonna kill this guy (Trump)." Get your barf bag out for
this performance, boys and girls.
•

CNN: A CNN Analyst Broke Down In Tears While Talking About
Florida School Shooting

A former CIA official broke down in tears Wednesday on CNN while discussing
the deadly school shooting in Broward County, Florida.
Philip Mudd was responding to questions about the shooting at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School when he said that "a child of God is dead" and became
overcome with emotion.
"Cannot we acknowledge in this country," Mudd said through a cracking voice,
"that we... we cannot accept this."
Mudd, bowing his head and still fighting back tears, then told CNN anchor Wolf
Blitzer, "I can't do it, Wolf. I'm sorry. We can't do it."
The camera cut away seconds later.
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CIA = Crying Is Acting
And finally, we observe the manifest B-movie corniness of the "witnesses" and
"survivors" and "mourners" and "first responders" who were photographed at the
fake scene for the benefit of the horrified suckers watching at home on TV. Oh the
bloody dry-eyed drama! The staged images -- all of them -- reek of rehearsed bad
acting and really speak for themselves.
Freak Show Americana rolls on. Have a look:

1. If a mad gunman (or gunmen) is gunning down students as if they were
bowling pins, shouldn't the kids be running the heck away from the scene
instead of lining up like sitting ducks? 2. Waaaaa, waaaa, waaa for the
cameras. Nice CIA-Hollywood touch with the 'Ash Wednesday' Catholic
cross on the forehead. 3. A little inter-racial waaaa, waaa, waaa as White
man comforts a Black girl. The choked-up teary-eyed boobs at home will
eat that "diversity" moment right up! --- And another nice CIA-Hollywood
touch with the Valentine's Day balloon.
*
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1. Gotta always have that group prayer shot --- very powerful tool to get
the Evangelicals a snifflin'. 2. From 2014: school shooting drills -- some
with actual armed actors -- take place all the time in America. Footage from
such drills -- including fake blood -- could easily have been used to support
this fake event.

Boobus Americanus 1: Another school shooting tragedy! Something has
to be done!
Boobus Americanus 2: My wife was crying all night. Trump has got to
confront the National Rifle Association and put an end to this madness.
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Sugar: Relax Boobuss, and tell that bitchy, teary-eyed idiot wife of yourss
it wass jusst another movie.
Editor: A movie with the usual lousy amateur actors.

FEBRUARY 2018

NY Times: Why 'Black Panther' is a Defining Moment for
Black America
By CARVELL WALLACE

Ryan Coogler’s film is a vivid re-imagination of something black Americans
have cherished for centuries — Africa as a dream of our wholeness, greatness
and self-realization
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Have "youse guys" heard the hype about the anticipated "box office sensation,"
coming out in theatres this weekend? Unlike so many other hyped-up films which
turn into box-office duds, we suspect that 'Black Panther' might actually sell a
whole lot of tickets for the same reason that so many Blacks turned out to vote for
Black Jesus in 2008 and 2012. It's a "cultural" thing, engineered by the usual
suspects for the purpose of firing up their Black legions with anti-White hatred.
Indeed, pre-ticket sales for BP have already outsold those for any other Marvel
super-hero movie.
The author of this Slimes review, Carvell Wallace, gives us a glimpse as to what's
going on here. Get a whiff of these excerpted bits of Bolshevik barf, from the
Slimes review:
"Here in Oakland, I am doing what it seems every other black person in the
country is doing: assembling my delegation ... We bought tickets for the opening as
soon as they were available — the first time in my life I’ve done that.
We have for centuries sought to either find or create a promised land where we
would be untroubled by the criminal horrors of our American existence.
The artistic movement called Afrofuturism, a decidedly black creation, is meant to
go far beyond the limitations of the white imagination. It isn’t just the idea that
black people will exist in the future, will use technology and science, will travel
deep into space."
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1 & 2. Slimes anti-White reviewer and group-ticket organizer "Carvell"
Wallace. Evidently, his momma named him after an ice-cream cake, and
misspelled the name to boot! 3. The expected success of the film is the
product of Jewish hype and Black anti-Whiteness. Let's hope the mania
passes peacefully.
Reviews, summaries and trailers reveal seem to indicate that the film will have lots
of fighting and lots of killing. Though the film itself has a virtually all-Black cast,
which means that the violence is all Black-on-Black; the illusion-makers of
Hollywood (cough cough) and the promoters in the Piranha Press (cough cough)
damn well know that the film will stoke the flames of hatred and violence against
Whitey nonetheless.
Our advice to you "crackas" who still attend theaters, or are simply planning on
shopping at an attached mall while BP is playing -- stay away, or least carry a
handgun with you (if your state allows concealed carry). Now we truly do love,
appreciate and embrace our tiny (really tiny) handful of Black reader / donors as
"bruthas" and "sistas" under God; but "y'all" know even better than we how
excitable some of your peeps can get. No White man who values his safety and
that of his loved ones will want to be in the vicinity when a theatre showing BP
vomits out its agitated contents at closing time..
As for the futuristic plot, it is as fantastical as it is comical. After the murder of the
king of the African Kingdom of Wakanda, the dead king's son, T'Challa, (aka
Black Panther), returns to Wakanda to assume his rightful place as king of a great
civilization with secret advanced technology (rolling eyes). When powerful
enemies, seeking to capture Wakands's technology and exploit its resources,
challenge King T'Challa, he is drawn into a war that holds the fate of Wakanda in
the balance. The young king wears an indestructible Black Panther suit made of
"vibranium" (oh that African technology!) and battles the evil doers on behalf of
his people.
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Fight scenes and Black warriors will fire-up the audience -- and don't think
for one minute that just because the fighting is Black-on-Black that the
movie won't foment violent Black ethno-nationalism rooted in anti-White
sentiment.

It's important to note that in 1966, at a time when the real Black Panthers were
murdering police officers and setting cities aflame, Marvel Comics’s Black Panther
was created by Stan Lee (cough cough) and Jack Kirby (cough cough). Fastforward to today's movie version, Ryan Coogler is the Black director and cowriter of the script. The production company is Marvel Studios (cough cough) and
the distributors of BP is Disney Studios (cough cough). It's not too hard to figure
out what is going on here.
Black Panther, the movie, is just another case of the usual suspects using Blacks as
a battering ram against White western civilization. White people will be viciously
attacked and murdered as a result of this communist crap. Even if no one is harmed
directly by theater mobs, to the extent that this garbage infuses simple-minded
viewers with a sense of warrior aggressiveness, the film will, as intended,
indirectly and latently contribute to future violence against Whites. Bet on it!

1 & 2. Stan Lee (cough cough) created a Black Panther comic book series.
His fellow tribesmen are behind the movie version. 3. Black director-writer
Ryan Coogler --- ah, show us the shekels, Ryan, show us the shekels.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read a movie review about the Black Panther
movie coming out this weekend. It's expected to do extremely well at the
box office.
Boobus Americanus 2: It sounds very interesting. I'd like go see that.

Sugar: Yess, Boobuss! Pleasse go! And make ssure the theater is near a
city. And take your sstupid frickin' ssuburban family with you. That
experience ought to cure your libtardissm right quick.
Editor: I once knew a libtarded young Asian-American woman who was so
proud of herself for having taken a job in an inner city High School. After a
female student grabbed her hair and dragged her down a flight of stairs,
she woke up to reality and was cured 'right quick' as you say.
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NY Times: Iran Plane Crashes Into Mountain, Killing All 66
Aboard
Miami Herald: Who is Nicolas de Jesus Cruz, accused
gunman in Florida high school
Washington Post: Florida massacre: Broward Sheriff Scott
Israel’s plea for gun control
REBUTTAL BY

It seems that not a year goes by without an Iranian airplane falling from the sky, or
crashing upon landing, or flying into a mountainside. Mass casualty incidents
occurred in : (2002) - (2003) - (2005) - (2006) - (2008) - (2009) - (2011) - (2014) (2018). Were they all really "accidents?" The laws of probability, especially in
light of Israel's hatred for Iran, scream "no way."
This latest tragedy comes just a few days after a Russian plane crash. Iran and
Russia -- the two countries currently blocking the geo-political objectives of both
the Globalist and Zionist factions of the geo-ruling elite. How conveeenient!
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But for today's rebuttal, what Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The AntiNew York Times really want to talk about is the sick twisted manner in which
"the powers that be" (cough cough) throw symbolic clues right in faces when
carrying out real acts of terror, false flags, and crisis actor hoaxes. They do this
because of the sense of power they derive from mocking us.

In Alfred Hitchcock's 1948 suspense thriller, "The Rope," a pair of young New York City
elites strangles a friend to death just for the fun of it. Later that night, they host a party in
which the dead boy's father was invited. As the father -- by now a little worried over his
missing son -- leaves the party, the mastermind killer hands the older man a stack of
used books to add to his home library. Holding the books together is the very rope with
which they had murdered his son with only hours ago! --- These are exactly the type of
sick, twisted clues which the psychopaths of the PRC (Predatory Ruling Class) enjoys
putting right under our noses as they laugh at us.

Past examples of this ghoulish game include the "D-Day" (Devil's Day?) invasion
of June 6, 1944, which kicked off exactly at 6 AM, on the 6th day, of the 6th
month of 1944 -- 6-6-6. In addition to 6's, repeating digits also carry Satanic
significance. Armistice Day (World War I) took place on 11-11 of 1918. The
murder of John F Kennedy, 11-22 of 1963. The murder of Robert F Kennedy,
4:44 AM (Eastern Standard Time); the terror attacks of 9-11, 2001; the London
subway and bus bombings of 7-7, 2005 -- just to name a few.

The evil-doers love to inject 6's and anything with repeating-digits into their
schemes.
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6-6-6
2012: Celebrities and contestants of "The Voice" honor the "victims" of the Sandy Hook
School Shooting Hoax by holding up signs with the names and ages of the "dead." All
of the child victims were age "6." (with one "7" thrown in)

The first headline listed above reads: Iran Plane Crashes Into Mountain, Killing
All 66 Aboard. With tension increasing between Israel and Iran by the day, that
"66" seems to shout: "Ha ha ha ha! We did it! Ha ha ha ha! And there's not a
damn thing you can do about it."
The second headline, which reveals the full name of the fake shooter of the fake
Florida shooting also carries a message. The "killer's name" is Nicolas de Jesus
Cruz. The name "de Jesus" is Spanish for "of Jesus," and the name "Cruz" means
"cross." Combine this with name of the Broward County Sheriff Scott Israel (from
headline #3) who is screaming for "gun control," and the message is even clearer:
Jesus and the cross are bad, Israel is good.

1. Nick de Jesus Cruz handcuffed before authorities -- 2. Jesus
handcuffed before authorities and soon to be nailed to the "Cruz." 3. The
"good" Sheriff Israel will prosecute "de Jesus of the Cross." Note the
Rainbow Fag-Flag on display in the background -- another added in-yourface Satanic touch.
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Also, the name of the school where the hoax was staged is probably not by
accident either. The Marjorie Stoneman Douglas School is named after a
legendary feminist, environmentalist, ACLU Communist hag who died in 1998, at
the age of 108.
And now, the kicker. As has been repeatedly reported both in print media and on
the Electronic Idiot Box, the "shooting" took place while a certain subject was
being taught to a classroom full of "victims." Hip waders on and barf bags ready,
boys and girls. This is a doozy!
From CBS
"Two students died in that classroom Nick Dworet was fatally shot, so was Helena
Ramsey. In a sad twist, the kids were in a Holocaust studies class, learning about
the evil that comes from hate.
“We watch eyewitness of people survive the holocaust,” Schamis tearfully
recalled. “And here they are in their horrible own experience of hate.”
Yes sir. Satan's earthly henchmen have been enjoying many good laughs at our
expense -- with many more to come.

1. Before her death, Marxist hag Stoneman was honored by Bill the Rapist
Clinton. 2. Some of the "survivors" of the Florida Shooting Hoax were
learning about the "Holocaust" ™ when "of Jesus" of "the cross" started
"holocausting" them. 3. Waaaa... waaaa... waaaa! The NRA did this!
Enough is enough! We demand "gun control!" ™
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times that an Iranian
passenger plane crashed into a mountain, killing 66.
Boobus Americanus 2: What's with all these passenger planes going
down? Last week in Russia, now, it's Iran.

Sugar: Boobuss! Think, Boobuss, think! I know it hurtss, but it'ss not too
frickin' difficult to figure out.
Editor: Even people far more intelligent than Boobus have a hard time
conceptualizing the ocean-like depths of the evil which lords over us --which is why the bloody bastards get away with it every time.
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NY Times (Op-Ed): Whatever Trump Is Hiding Is Hurting
All of Us Now
By THOMAS FRIEDMAN

REBUTTAL BY

Of all the no good, dirty, lying journalistic Jew jackals in Sulzberger's stinky
kennel of seditious scribblers, three-time "Pulitzer Prize winner" ™ Thomas
Friedman (cough cough) has got to be the most vile and the most vicious of the
whole putrid pack -- well, maybe a close second to Paul Krugman (cough cough).
Or maybe to Andrew Rosenthal (cough cough)? Or David Brooks (cough
cough)? Or Maggie Haberman (cough cough)? Steven Lee Meyers (cough
cough)? Or Nicholas Kristoff (cough cough)? Roger Cohen (cough cough)? Or -- damn! They are all really, really bad.
Even by Friedman's own standards of deceit, the Bolshevik boldness behind the
lies contained in this latest anti-Trump hate-piece are astonishing to behold.
Hazmat suits and goggles on, boys and girls. Into Friedman's filth we go for a few
excerpts and rebuttals.
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Among the scheming deceivers at Sulzberger's Slimes, the competition for
biggest liar of all is fierce. Above: Krugman (cough cough), Friedman
(cough cough), and Brooks (cough cough).

Friedman: Our democracy is in serious danger.
Rebuttal: Oh the bloody drama! Already you're getting on my frickin' nerves.
Friedman: President Trump is either totally compromised by the Russians ....
Rebuttal: Putin is blackmailing Trump? Really? Friedman, I don't even think the
stupidest of your stupid sycophants will buy that kosher whopper of a mendacity
sandwich anymore.
Friedman: ... he has shown himself unwilling or unable to defend America against
a Russian campaign to divide and undermine our democracy.
Rebuttal: We're still waiting for any evidence of this "Russian campaign."
Friedman: ... either Trump’s real estate empire has taken large amounts of money
from shady oligarchs linked to the Kremlin — so much that they literally own him
Rebuttal: How do you bribe a multi-billionaire? Can you provide any evidence of
these financial transactions, please?
Friedman: .. or rumors are true ...
Rebuttal: "Rumors," eh Friedman? Yeah, invented and spread by Satanic scum
like you.
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This reminds me of an hilarious skit from an episode of the old comedy, "The
Honeymooners," starring Jackie Gleason. The workers at the bus company for
which "Ralph Kramden" drives, are buzzing with the rumor that Ralph is about to
be promoted to manager. When a supervisor hears about the false rumor, he
confronts the drivers and demands to know who started the rumor that Ralph was
going to chosen. Each driver then reveals who it was that told him about Ralph's
imminent promotion until the chain finally traces back to the originator -- Ralph
himself!
Friedman: .. that he engaged in sexual misbehavior while he was in Moscow
running the Miss Universe contest, which Russian intelligence has on tape and he
doesn’t want released...
Rebuttal: Interesting "conspiracy theory," Friedman. But do you have any
evidence?
Friedman: ... or Trump actually believes Russian President Vladimir Putin when
he says he is innocent of intervening in our elections -- over the explicit findings of
Trump’s own C.I.A., N.S.A. and F.B.I. chiefs.
Rebuttal: So, the same gang of Deep State shysters whose "explicate findings"
about "Weapons of Mass Destruction" in 2003 got us into the Iraq War disaster are
now saying that Putin is guilty of "intervening in our elections." (sighing)

Speaking of "intervening in elections," have a look at TIME Magazine cover
from July 15, 1996:
"Yanks to the Rescue: The Secret Story of How American Advisers
Helped Yeltsin Win."
"Last winter Yeltsin's approval ratings were in the single digits. There are
many reasons for his change in fortune, but a crucial one has remained a
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secret. For four months, a group of American political consultants
clandestinely participated in guiding Yeltsin's campaign. "

Friedman: In sum, Trump is either hiding something so threatening to
himself, or he’s criminally incompetent to be commander in chief.
Rebuttal: Or maybe he simply doesn't feel the need to respond to your
junk journalism. Ever consider that possibility? Of course you have,
asswipe.
Friedman: Russia is not our friend.
Rebuttal: Correction: Russia is not your friend because Putin doesn't take
his marching orders from the Council on Foreign Relations -- of which
you are a longtime member -- or the Editorial Page of Sulzberger's Slimes.
Friedman: It has acted in a hostile manner.
Rebuttal: How the frickety-frack has Russia acted in a "hostile manner?"
Specifics and evidence, please.
Friedman: Trump’s behavior amounts to a refusal to carry out his oath of
office — to protect and defend the Constitution.
Rebuttal: Trump, according to Friedman, is now guilty of high treason -- an
offense punishable by death. It is amazing how these little demons can get away
with printing such criminal libel day after day.
Friedman: Our F.B.I., C.I.A. and N.S.A., working with the special counsel, have
done us amazingly proud. They’ve uncovered a Russian program to divide
Americans and tilt our last election toward Trump — i.e., to undermine the very
core of our democracy.
Rebuttal: No. No. No. The only thing these criminal agencies did was invent a tale
about thirteen Russian nobodies, pretending to be Americans, posting nasty things
about Killary on social media. As if there weren't already tens of millions of
Americans (including yours truly and many ANYT readers) trashing Killary online
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during the campaign! Oh yeah, those terrible thirteen ghosts really turned the tide
against Killary, eh Friedman? (rolling eyes).
Friedman: It is so obvious what Trump is up to.
Rebuttal: It is??? (scratching head)
Friedman: Again, he is either a total sucker for Putin or, more likely, he is hiding
something that he knows the Russians have on him.
Rebuttal: Dear Lord. Calm our righteous hatred and lead us not into the
temptation of taking the 30-minute bus ride from "Joisey" into the Port Authority
Terminal in Manhattan, grabbing a street-vendor pretzel with mustard, strolling
across 8th Avenue, entering the Slimes Building, taking the elevator up to
Friedman's rat's lair, and midget-tossing the little lying m-effer right through the
skyscraper window.
Friedman: Donald, if you are so innocent, why do you go to such extraordinary
lengths to try to shut Mueller down?
Rebuttal: Actually,Trump could fire Mueller at any time, but he hasn't. Smoke and
noise aside, Mueller hasn't really done anything to damage Trump and maybe, as
some suspect, is actually looking into other matters not related to Trump at all, but
rather, to people like the Podesta Brothers and Killary herself.
Friedman: Putin used cyberwarfare to poison American politics, to spread fake
news, to help elect a chaos candidate, all in order to weaken our democracy. We
should be using our cyber-capabilities to spread the truth about Putin — just how
much money he has stolen, just how many lies he has spread, just how many rivals
he has jailed or made disappear .....
Rebuttal: OK. That's enough heart-attack inducing poison for one sitting.
Anymore of this kikencrap and Sugar and I really will get on that bus to New York
Shitty. Bastard!
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Friedman is featured at top right on the cover of the ANYT Quarterly
paperback versions -- right next to King Sulzberger. Purely as a therapeutic
fantasy, we imagine him being hurled out of his office window.
* The ANYT does not in any way endorse violence.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read a scathing editorial in the New York Times
by Thomas Friedman. He now believes that the Russians are blackmailing
Trump.
Boobus Americanus 2: Friedman is a brilliant Pulitzer Prize winning
journalist, and Trump is a racist; however, I just don't see any evidence of
collusion between Trump and Putin.
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Sugar: Even idiot-boy Boobuss doessn't buy thiss Russsian collusion crap
anymore.
Editor: At this point, the goal of the big lie is to harass and weaken Trump.

FEBRUARY 2018

Gus Kenworthy in the men’s ski slopestyle final.

NY Times: Gus Kenworthy Wins Without Making the
Podium
By KAREN CROUSE
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REBUTTAL BY

What an odd headline: "Gus Kenworthy Wins Without Making Podium." Isn't
"winning" in the Olympics defined as standing on the podium to receive a Gold
Medal for 1st place? Or at least a Silver for 2nd, or even a Bronze for 3rd? From
the amount of publicity that Kenworthy, 26, has been showered with by the
Piranha Press, one would think that he had won multiple Gold Medals in multiple
events. But he didn't even finish in the top three. Actually, in the men's finals for
the "freestyle slopestyle," Kenworthy was most Unworthy -- finishing dead last out
of a field of 12 skiers! And yet, he will leave these Olympic games with the name
recognition of a world champion. Why is that?
Well, you see, boys and girls, not only did Gus Unworthy proudly "come out" as a
sodomite for these games, but he did so in such an in-your-face manner that it
greatly pleased the degenerate "powers that be" (cough cough) of the Piranha
Press. It started with a childish "tweet" in which he took a shot at the United States'
official representative to the game, VP Mike Pence (wrongly perceived by libtards
as "anti-gay"). Unworthy tweeted: "Broke my thumb yesterday in practice. It won't
stop me from competing (obviously), but it does prevent me from shaking Pence's
hand so... Silver linings!"
Ha ha. Very funny, sissy boy. But the Piranha Press ate it up and hyped it up
approvingly.

1. & 2. Unworthy used his broken thumb to make a joke about Mike Pence.
Notice the logo for "Monster" Energy Drink on his ski. It's actually Hebrew
for 6-6-6. 3. Unworthy came in last place in the men's finals and he's all the
media wants to talk about!
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For his next "look-at-me-everybody" stunt, Unworthy had his photograph taken
with openly flaming faggot figure skater, Adam Rippon. Just as the picture was
snapped, Unworthy planted a seemingly unwanted kiss on little Rippon's cheek.
And again, the Piranha Press viralized the moment for millions to see -- including
children.
And lastly, for the grand finale, the deranged attention-whore kissed his boyfriend
at the bottom of the ski slope on live TV. It was one of the "iconic" ™ images of
the games and its most "historically significant" moment -- the gushing talking
heads inform us. Unworthy's comments about kids watching the kiss were truly
disturbing:
“I think that’s amazing. That’s something I wanted at the last Olympics, to share a
kiss with my boyfriend at the bottom and it was something I was too scared to do
for myself. And so to be able to do that, to give him a kiss and have that affection
broadcast for the world is incredible. That’s not something I had as a kid. I didn’t
see a gay athlete at the Olympics kissing their boyfriend. I think if I had it would
have made it a lot easier for me.”

1. Kissing Kenworthy planted one on little Rippon's cheek, but Rippon didn't
seem too pleased about it. Is there a "#MeToo" movement for queers? 2.
Next came the "unplanned" ski-slope kiss seen all across America, thanks
to NBC. 3. Unworthy tweeted about the hand-holding picture: "My Seoul
mate! So happy to have my bf (boyfriend), my family and some
amazing friends here in Korea to cheer me on!"
Unworthy is correct. His televised and re-televised man-on-man kisses will indeed
"make it a lot easier" for innocent young boys to "explore" their sexuality with
other confused and corrupted young boys and older men. Think the bloody West is
bad now? Youse guys just wait and see the full scope of the homo-tranny-pedo
tsunami that the 20-and-under generation will unleash upon the West. We calculate
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that by the year 2035, North America / Europe / Australia will make Sodom &
Gomorrah seem like Victorian-era England.
But in a very sad sense, we almost can't blame Unworthy for how he turned out
and how he continues to act. He and millions of other young men are the deliberate
product of Marxist media manipulation and its associated familial degradation. We
are dealing with culturally engineered Frankenstein monsters manufactured by the
usual suspects for the usual reason, namely, to tear down family-centered
civilization so that a New World Order global slave state can be erected in its
place. That's the truth, and Sulzberger's Slimes knows it -- which is exactly why
"the paper of record" and the rest of the Piranha Press continue to promote
Unworthy's twisted televised kisses as much as they are.

1. What a shame! Gus Unworthy is such a handsome, young and athletic
man, but he was shaped into an attention-seeking sodomite by a poisoned
culture that deliberately twisted his head at a young age. 2. Unworthy's
degenerate pro-homo cheering section. 3. All by design -- as the
conservative orthodox inner core which regenerates World Jewry keeps its
traditional family structure intact.
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Boobus Americanus 1: Did you see that skier kiss his boyfriend at the
Olympics? They are saying it was an iconic moment.
Boobus Americanus 2: Well ... yeah ... I don't know... It's OK ... I guess...
love is love... who are we to judge, right?

Sugar: Come on Boobuss, ssay it!!! Deep down you know that's some
frickin' ssick twissted sstuff.
Editor: In order for him to remain a domesticated libtard in good standing,
Boobus has to artificially suppress the inner voice of instinctive reason -which comes from God.
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NY Times: The Making of a No. 1 YouTube Conspiracy Video After
the Parkland Tragedy
NY Times: Right-Wing Media Uses Parkland Shooting as
Conspiracy Fodder
NY Times: Florida School Shooting Survivors Are Not 'Crisis
Actors'
NY Times: Florida Legislator's Aide Is Fired After He Calls
Parkland Students 'Actors'
Washington Post: ‘I am not a crisis actor’: Florida teens fire back at
right-wing conspiracy theorists
CNN: 'Crisis Actors' conspiracy in Florida
NY Daily News: Conspiracy that shooting survivors are 'actors'
easily debunked
USA Today: The conspiracy theory that won't end: 'Enough is
enough'
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REBUTTAL BY

Oh the bloody butt-hurt!!!
To paraphrase the classic line from Shakespeare's 'Hamlet' which, in contemporary
usage, is used to describe someone who excessively denies something in order
to hide the truth: "Methinks the 'Gray Lady' of New York (and the rest of the
Piranha Press) doth protest too much." It's a good sign because it confirms that
more and more people are indeed becoming suspicious of all these lousy lineflubbing and dry-eyed B-list and C-list actors that pop up after every shooting
hoax.

1. David Hogg the "student journalist" appears with his father (former FBI)
on CNN's Anderson Cooper (former CIA): "My son is not a crisis
actor." 2. "Parkland Strong" T-shirts and professional signs popped up
"spontaneously."
Unfortunately, Trump, the NRA, the "conservative" clowns of talk radio, and even
"extremists" like Disinfo Wars refuse to call out these hoax shootings for what they
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are. Unless and until us ground-level "conspiracy theorists" ™ get some protective
air cover from the big gunships, this "conspiracy theory" ™ will be contained by
the Fake News, and even used to make us look like raving nutters.
This is the second major hoax shooting (Las Vegas) to occur during Trump's
presidency, which means that in spite of the Internet legend "Q's"
sometimes spooky accurate predictions and optimistic revelations, the "Deep State"
remains in total control and can boldly do whatever the hell it wants. It's been that
way ever since "they" murdered President John F Kennedy on live television on
11-22 in 1963, and then killed "the lone gunman" ™, Lee Harvey Oswald, also on
live TV, just a few days later; and finally, killed the killer of said "the lone
gunman" ™, Jack Ruby, in prison just a few years later.

1. Trump meets with Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School shooting
"survivors" and "gun control activists." 2. Right on cue, crisis-acting little
CIA teen-bitch starts crying into her handkerchief as she sits next to Trump
-- the goal is to publicly shame him and the Republican'ts over "gun control
“and make it an election year issue. 3. Florida Senator "Little Marco" Rubio
allows himself to be badgered and verbally abused by disrespectful antigun brats who were fed questions by CIA-CNN.
Speaking of JFK -- the last President who tried to "drain the swamp" -- we suspect
that the name of the school (Marjory Stoneman Douglas High) and/or its location
(a town called Parkland, FL) may have had something to do with why CIA
selecting it at least one year in advance. Leftist Marjory Stoneman Douglas' main
claim to fame was in opposing any draining of the Florida Everglades -- America's
largest and best known swamp. The "Defender of the Everglades" is what the
National Park Service describes her as.
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"Draining the Swamp" of its '"Deep State" dwellers has been a main theme
of Trump since he first announced his candidacy in 2015.
And Parkland matches the name of the Dallas hospital where JFK, Oswald and
Ruby all died or were pronounced dead. Call us "conspiracy theorists" and "crazy"
all you want, but these subtle added touches are often added to such events as a
message to both the target (Trump) as well as the "in crowd." We believe that at
least one of these names (Douglas or Parkland) was a factor in selecting this
school location, and then enrolling a handful of crisis-actor students, like the
thoroughly phony ringleader David Hogg, well in advance.
The NRA, with all its money, all its members and its high visibility needs to go all
out, pedal-to-the-medal and expose the crisis-actor hoaxes. If de-balled
"conservatives" continue, for strategic reasons, to accept these tear-jerking films as
real on the one hand, while arguing in favor of the 2nd Amendment right to bear
arms on the other, the N.W.O. gun-grabbers will win in due time. The only way to
fight the CIA's epidemic of anti-gun hoaxes is to call the stunts out as such, thus
inducing the screaming press to scream even louder so that more people become
curious about all the noise. The hysterical headlines listed above clearly prove that
TRUTH is the only thing the Slimes and their friends fear. Youse guys know the
old adage: "The flack is heaviest when you are over the target." -- So let's stay on
target!
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1. Marjorie Stoneman Douglas was best known for fighting tooth & nail
against even the most limited "draining of the swamp." 2. Rather than
arguing for armed guards at the nation's schools, the NRA's whiny Wayne
LaPierre needs to put the NRA's massive resources to work in exposing
the hoaxes of Sandy Hook and Stoneman High. It would be pianful and
risky, but there is simply no other way to avoid the eventual confiscation of
semi-automatic rifles.
THIS JUST IN.... From a reader, J.S.
Headline: The Jewish Forward: (February 16, 2018)
School shooting striked deep in the heart of Jewish Florida, by Aiden Pink
Of the 17 people who lost their lives, five so far have been identified as Jewish.
The Chabad movement, of which Biston is a part, said the school is 40% Jewish.
"Five victims so far have been described as Jewish .... the school is 40%
Jewish.”

\
*
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that crazy
conspiracy theorists are saying that the activist students down in Florida
are actually actors.
Boobus Americanus 2: Shameful! These right-wing racists have no
respect for the dead and their surviving families.

Sugar: Oh, don't get your frickin' pink pantiess up in a bunch over it.
Boobusss. Nobody died at Sstoneman and nobody died at Saandy Hook
either.
Editor: Keep on hissing the truth, tigress. Hiss it!
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NY Times: Ivanka Trump, in South Korea, Calls for
Pressure on the North
By CHOE SANG-HUN

REBUTTAL BY

Baby girl Ivanka Trump arrived in Seoul, South Korea to officially represent the
United States at the closing ceremony of the Winter Games. President Trump,
noting her arrival, lovingly tweeted out about his dipsy baby girl, “We cannot have
a better, or smarter, person representing our country.”
That tweet reminds your raving reporter here of days gone by when my own boys,
just barely out of diapers, would draw up some incomprehensible crayon image
and then present it with great pride for refrigerator-magnet immortalizing. "Oh
what a talented little boy you are!" -- mommy and daddy would gush while giving
each other a knowing look and a smirk.
Thankfully, if the "inside baseball" coming out of the White House is to be
believed, this bratty little New York libtard and her goofy Jew husband, Jared
Kushner, seem to have had their roles diminished to symbolism only. Sugar and I,
er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times are "OK" with allowing
Baby Girl have dinner with the South Korean president and smiling for the
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cameras at the closing ceremonies. Just keep this "Ivy League educated" ™
Manhattan dingbat out of any policy-making roles -- particularly when it comes to
her pet commie crap issues of "Global Warming" ™ aka "Climate Change" fka
"Greenhouse Effect," "paid family leave" for working women (while stay-at-home
mom's get nothing!) and funding for Planned Abortionhood.

1. According to Climate Con Man Al Gore, Ivanka is very concerned about
"Climate Change" ™. 2. Baby Girl has been pestering daddy with her
stupid commie ideas about "child care." 3. Ivanka is a big fan of Planned
Parenthood, the abortion provider which libtards seem to think is a
government agency forever entitled to funding.
Someone really needs to sit down with this child and explain to her that her
"accomplishments" in business aren't as impressive as she thinks. When your last
name is Trump, and you're plugged into Big Jewry through your husband, it ain't
all that difficult to make a few phone calls and get your fashion line into the big
retailers. A million other cute "fashionista" babes could -- if given access to the
same unlimited capital and the same high-powered connections as Ivanka -- also
"succeed" in this business. So much for Baby Girl's vaunted "business acumen."
We believe that former White House adviser Steve Bannon was correct (if a leak,
which he did not deny, is accurate) when he described Ivanka as being "dumb as a
brick." She is a libtard, which automatically entails a high degree of stupidity. The
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scuttlebutt is that Baby Girl is trying to work her way out of the quasi-exile
engineered by Chief-of-Staff John Kelly. Spoiled Jewish princesses (even
converted ones) never quit until they get their way.

1. Bannon couldn't stand this libtarded little brat. 2. And it appears that
Kelly can't either. 3. Deprived of the fatherly attention she needed as a little
girl, Ivanka, a child of divorce, is always seeking approval. She apparently
had her own jewish children write false-flag "fan mail" to her and posted it
to her Twitter! Notice how all the "fan mail" says "Thank You" and is written
by the same type of markers in the same style. What are these phantom
child-fans thanking her for anyway?
On a positive note, this article does at least appear to confirm something that we
have been saying for the past year, namely, that Trump's sabre-rattling antics with
regard to North Korea were all just for show --- intended to conceal the behind-thescenes peace negotiations that representatives of Trump, Xi and Lil' Kim have all
been engaged in.
From the article:
"Mr. Moon then stressed the importance of easing tensions on the peninsula,
thanking “President Trump’s strong support for inter-Korean dialogue.”
“North Korea’s participation in the Winter Olympic Games has served as an
opportunity for us to engage in active discussions between the two Koreas, and this
has led to lowering of tensions on the peninsula,” he said."
That's good to hear.
Mr. President -- Allowing Ivanka to have dinner with the South Korean President
and chat fashion with his wife is one thing, just keep this annoying eternal child of
yours away from any matters of national significance. But by all means, do allow
the adorable little whippersnapper to feel important.
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1. Baby Girl's parents split-up when she was just 10 years old. Childhood
insecurities evidently drive her idiotic, busy-body, attention-seeking
libtardedness. 2. Ivanka's business achievements are grossly
exaggerated. 3. Let her have dinner and look pretty in front of foreign
leaders. But no more than that!

FEBRUARY 2018

NY Times (Op-Ed: America Is the Gun
By CHARLES BLOW
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REBUTTAL BY

As "youse guys" (New Jerseyese for the plural of you) surely all know by now, the
evil Left's obsession with "gun control" ™ has been given a booster-shot by the
recent shooting hoax in Parkland, Florida. Already the commie kiddies have
succeeded in cowing a bunch of gutless executives into terminating business
discount relationships with the big bad NRA (National Rifle Association). The
Hall of Shame so far includes Hertz, Avis, MetLife, Wyndham Hotel Group,
Paramount Drugs, Best Western, Enterprise Rent-a-Car, SimpliSafe, United
Airlines, Symantec and Allied Van Lines.
Thank the good Lord and thank "youse guys" for buying enough of my books and
making enough donations that your freed-up reporter here was able to escape from
that fake world of back-stabbers and ass-kissers back in 2013 in order to research
and publish full-time instead. Of course, the money is not as good (hint hint) but
providing our beloved readers with critical knowledge and information is both a
privilege and a calling.

1 & 2: The girly men and manly girls of today's corporate America are
being bullied by stupid high school kids. 3. I know, Mr. Washington. I know.

In this propaganda poop-pie, Sulzberger's token House-Negro, Charles Blow -who, by the way, actually does "blow" if you know what I'm sayin' -- makes no
attempt to hide what the agenda of his kosher bosses masters truly is. From the
article:
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"The current push for stricter gun control is aiming too low. Sure, passage of new
regulations would be a welcome change from our political intransigence and lack
of response to our ongoing epidemic of gun violence and mass shootings in this
country.
But we often talk about The Fix, as if any half-measure that has any chance at all
of making it through this group of cowards in Congress would be a magical, onestep remedy. It won’t.
There are things that we could do right now that could lessen the lethality of the
guns currently available and we could ban some guns — neither of which is likely
to happen. I’m convinced that we must think big and systemically. We must treat
gun violence in this country as a public health crisis, because it is.....
The N.R.A. estimates that between 8.5 million and 15 million assault rifles are in
circulation, based on manufacturer data." (bold emphasis added)
You see, boys and girls, the New World Order gang fears that millions of "good
ol' boys" (many of them ex-military) packing that amount of rifle heat could be
problematic for its CIA scheme to one day unleash (a la Syria) Black militants,
Antifa terrorists, MS 13 gang thugs and Homeland Security jackboots upon
conservative White America. Hence, the never-ending drive to neuter Billy Bob
and Bubba.

1. Sulzberger's house-negro Charles Blow 2. American Militiamen -- the
real target of the NWO Mafia.
Let us pretend, "in arguendo," (a $10 Latin term which simply means "for the sake
of argument") that the "assault rifle" ™ massacres at Sandy Hook School and the
Marjorie Douglas Stoneman School actually did take place (rolling eyes). And
let us also pretend that the elite gun grabbers of the PRC (Predatory Rulling
Class) are just well-meaning but out-of-touch idiots who truly do have the safety
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interests of "the children" ™ at heart. (rolling eyes) The facts would still show that
this hysteria over "assault rifles" ™ is totally unwarranted, and hence, any policies
based on said hysteria would therefore be ill-advised. Here, put these little factoids
in your debating guns, and blast away at that special libtard in your life -- though
we doubt that any amount of truth, unless accompanied by sleep deprivation and
physical beating, can cure them of their mental disorder.
1. The semi-automatic "assault rifles" ™ that have got "progressives" ™ and
suburban "soccer moms" peeing in their pink panties only fires one bullet at a time,
at about the same rate of speed as a handgun. No, libtards. An AR-15 is not what
"Rambo" was firing when he took out the entire Vietnamese army.
2. In tight quarters (like a classroom with scampering kids), "assault rifles" ™
would be harder to aim than a hand gun would be, and the extended barrel could
more easily be grabbed by a "bum-rushing" intended victim fighting for his life.
3. The bullet calibre of .223 is smaller than that of most handguns. In fact, some
states prohibit the hunting of deer with "assault rifles" ™ because the small bullet
often fails to drop the deer, thus enabling the creature to run away and later die in
suffering.
4. The handgun is also more dangerous because its user can conceal it until the
moment comes. But a killer carrying an "assault rifle" ™, on the other hand, is far
more likely to telegraph his intentions by carrying such a large weapon to the
scene. Advance warning gives more time for escape or defend.
5. More children die in baseball accidents and choking incidents than in "school
shootings." Yes, even one death is tragic, but are we going to ban Little League
baseball and the consumption of hot dogs (number one choking killer -- about 77
children per year )
Perhaps the de-balled men and silly skirts of the new corporate America ought to
sever business relations with Little League Baseball, Sabrett Hot Dogs and Oscar
Meyer Weiners?
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Thrown and batted baseballs kill more children than "assault rifles" ™. -And hot dogs, by comparison, are downright genocidal! Yet the Piranha
Press remains fixated on scaring the sheeple over "assault rifles" ™.
*

Boobus Americanus 1: I read an op-ed in the New York Times today in
which Charles Blow opines that half-measures won't cut it when addressing
this tragedy of school shootings.
Boobus Americanus 2: It's that damn NRA! Politicians are afraid of them.
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Sugar: Boobuss, you frickin' credulouss ass-clown!!! Every one of thesse
masss sshootingss is frickin' hoax!
Editor: The crisis-actor revelations may be too much shock-therapy for
normies like Boobuss to handle, but we must keep planting the seeds of
truth.

FEBRUARY 2018

NY Times: With Xi’s Power Grab, China Joins New Era of
Strongmen
By STEVEN LEE MYERS

NY Times: (Op-Ed) Xi’s Power Grab
By PATRICK CHAPPATTE
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REBUTTAL BY

Much butt-hurt emanating from Sulzberger's Slimes and the rest of the Piranha
Press over the Chinese government's decision to scrap the two-term limit (5 years
per term) for its appointed President, Xi Jinping. The tsunami of condemnation
from the great and the good who occupy the high places of "the free world" ™ has
been so intense, that it only took hours after the announcement for Sugar and me,
er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times to grant expedited
trademark privileges for the term "power grab" ™ -- ("Xi power grab" already
returns 513,000 results for Joogle Search)
Before we dig into a few select excerpts from Sulzberger's scribblers, let us note,
with gleeful approval, that the evil, deceitful, seditious Slimes, both the English
and Chinese as well as both the print and cyber versions, was banned in China
back in 2012. And with "strongman" ™ Xi's latest "power grab" ™, it doesn't look
like "the paper of record" will be allowed to corrupt young Chinese minds anytime
soon.

1. At a 2014 press conference in Beijing, Xi publicly dressed down Slimes
correspondent Mark Landler (brought there and deliberately planted by the
demon-bastard Obongo) over his stupid question about the Slimes' travel
restriction problems in China. Xi: “Media outlets need to obey China’s
laws and regulations. When a car breaks down on the road, perhaps
we need to get off the car to see where the problem lies. And when a
certain issue is raised as a problem, there must be a reason.” 2 & 3.
Xi's pro-business, pro-tradition, pro-public morality and culture-based
"socialism with national characteristics" (his term) is identical to The
Great One's "national socialism" in Germany.
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Meyers: There was a time, not so long ago, when a Chinese leader setting himself
up as ruler for life would have stirred international condemnation for bucking the
global trend toward greater democracy. Now, such an action seems fully in
keeping with moves by many countries in the other direction.
Translation: What Meyers (cough cough) is really saying is: "Damn it. We are
losing our grip on too many countries!"
Meyers: The surprise disclosure on Sunday that the Communist Party was
abolishing constitutional limits on presidential terms — effectively allowing
President Xi Jinping to lead China indefinitely — was the latest and arguably most
significant sign of the world’s decisive tilt toward authoritarian governance.
Analysis: Notice how selective these Globalists are in their condemnation of
"authoritarian governance." The President of their beloved and revered Brusselsbased European Union and also the EU "Council of Ministers" are non-elected and
rule by decrees from which member states cannot escape without sanctions or
threats of sanctions.
Meyers: The list includes Vladimir V. Putin of Russia, Abdel Fattah el-Sisi of
Egypt and Recep Tayyip Erdogan of Turkey, all of whom have abandoned most
pretenses that they rule according to the people’s will. Authoritarianism is also
reappearing in places like Hungary and Poland that barely a quarter-century ago
shook loose the shackles of Soviet oppression.
Analysis: Again, note the hypocrisy and selective application of standards. The
Frumpy Frau of Germany has run that oppressed nation with an iron fist since 2005
and will likely stay in office until 2021, before handing over the reins of Germany's
apocalyptic horses to her hand-picked successor -- an even homelier hyphenated
hag named Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer. And yet, we never seem to hear
complaints about Angie's "power grab" ™, do we?
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1. The "authoritarians" Xi, Putin, Sisi and others don't give a rat's ass what
the Jew York Slimes has to say. And that is why Sulzberger's scribblers are
"concerned." 2 & 3. Unlimited terms are 'OK" if the "authoritarian" in
question is a Globalist libtard. After 16 years as Boss Lady of Bolshevik
Germany, the Frumpy Frau will likely be succeeded by her hand-picked
cronie bitch, Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer (yikes!)
Meyers: There are many reasons for such moves by Mr. Xi and others ... but a
significant one is that few countries have the standing or authority, morally or
otherwise, to speak out — least of all, critics say, the United States.
“I mean, who is going to punish him internationally now?” asked Susan L. Shirk,
the chairwoman of the 21st Century China Program at the University of California,
San Diego.
Analysis: Let me get this straight, Professor Shirk (cough cough). You want Xi to
be "punished" for his "authoritarianism" ™, but lament the fact there is no one who
can do it. We wonder, bitch, when the "democratic" ™ USA terror bombed the
innocent populations of Serbia and Iraq into submission, and unleashed proxy
terror armies upon Syria and Libya, did you and your fellow eggheads ever call for
Messrs' Clinton, Bush and Obongo to be "punished internationally?" Hmmm?
Meyers: “Thirty years ago, with what Xi did, with what Erdogan has done, there
would have been an outpouring of international concern: ‘You’re getting off the
path,’ and so on,” said Michael A. McFaul, a political scientist and diplomat who,
... wrote extensively on building democracies.“Nobody is making that argument
today,” he added, “certainly not Trump.”
Translation: What "political scientist" McFaul is really saying: "1990's China and
Yeltsin's democratic ™ Russia used to fear us. Now they won't obey and Trump is
sympathetic to their nationalistic authoritarian ™ tendencies."
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The way in which history links to the present is really fascinating. Way back in the
1930's, The Great One (that's Hitler for all you newbies and normies) was on to
this trademarked "democracy" ™ vs "authoritarianism" ™ jive talk. Tell it, Great
One, tell it:

1. Hitler: "Yes, Germany, before us, was back then a democracy, and
we had been plundered and squeezed dry. No, what does democracy
or authoritarian state mean to those international hyenas? They don’t
care at all. They are only interested in one thing: Are you willing to be
plundered? Yes or no? Are you stupid enough to keep quiet in the
process? Yes or no? And when a democracy is stupid enough not to
stand up, then it is good. But when an authoritarian state declares,
‘You are not going to plunder our people, neither from the inside nor
the outside’, then that is bad."
2. Academic egghead Susan Shirk wants Xi to be punished, but doesn't
know how it can be done.
Meyers: President Trump’s administration on Monday brushed off questions about
Mr. Xi’s move. “I believe that’s a decision for China to make about what’s best for
their country,” said Sarah Huckabee Sanders, the White House press secretary.
Analysis: Add a few check-marks to the "plus side" of Trump's ledger.
Meyers: Even the Russia that emerged from the ruins of the Soviet Union adopted
a democratic constitution and instituted free elections. ...
Analysis: Democracy was imposed upon Russia by western Globalists who
thought they could control the political parties.
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Meyers: Whatever the chaos of Boris N. Yeltsin’s era in the 1990s, democracy
was taking root when Mr. Putin came to power — in a relatively free and fair
election, no less.
Translation: "I don't care if Russians were starving and freezing to death during
the economic collapse of the Yeltsin years. At least we had control over Russia's
internal politics back then."
Meyer: “(Western liberal democracy) is no more,” Brad W. Setser, a Treasury
official during the Obama administration who is now at the Council on Foreign
Relations, wrote in a message after news emerged of Mr. Xi’s move.
Analysis: So, the notorious Council on Foreign Relations -- founded in 1921 for
the purpose of recruiting ambitious politicians, journalists and academics to work
towards creating an eventual world government -- isn't too happy about "Xi's
move." That alone, boys and girls, is reason for all of us to give a great big round
of cyber-applause for "China's Hitler" --- Heil Xi Jinping!

1. Trump is being mocked for his indifference towards Xi's "power grab"
™. 2. The Globalists were pleased when their control over Russian
"democracy" brought death, poverty and starvation to Yeltsin's Russia.
Note the sub-headline from Time Magazine (July, 1996): "The Secret Story
of How American Advisers Helped Yeltsin Win." But now that the
"authoritarian" Putin has brought stability and growing prosperity to Russia,
it is bad. 3. The CFR -- whose original Director was Paul "Father of the
Federal Reserve" Warburg, has been at this dirty game of foreign intrigue
for nearly 100 years!
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today about the
president of China's recent power grab.
Boobus Americanus 2: That Jinping is becoming the Hitler of China.

Sugar: And why exactly iss that a bad thing, Boobuss?
Editor: Halloween is not till October, Sugar.
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NY Times: Harper Lee’s Will, Unsealed, Adds Only More
Mystery to Her Life
By SERGE F. KOVALESKI and ALEXANDRA ALTER

REBUTTAL BY

Upon hearing of her death back in February, 2015, Sugar and I, er "The Editorial
Board" of The Anti-New York Times had already suspected that the self-hating
southern White libtard Harper Lee would be immortalized. Lee, you will recall,
was the wretched wench who penned the 1960 "classic" novel, "To Kill a
Mockingbird" -- a Jewish-promoted, anti-White sob story which has no doubt
served to incite the murder of many innocent White people.
Over the years, hundreds of millions of impressionable High School students have
been forced, and continue to be forced, to read her goofy garbage. Compounding
the tragedy, many millions more have been "moved" by the 1962 Hollywood
(cough cough) rendition of her book, starring the notorious commie-pinko
Gregory Peck as the crusading lawyer, "Atticus Finch."
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The propaganda plot centers around a southern Black man falsely accused of
raping a White woman, and a noble White lawyer who oh-so valiantly, but
unsuccessfully, argues his client's innocence amidst evil Alabama's toxic
environment of "racism" ™. Break out the violins and tissues, boys and girls.
Youse guys know the procedure. Variations of this predictable scenario have been
run and re-run a million times, so that's really all you need to know.

Image 1: Butchy Harper Lee, early 1960's

Summary: "Once upon a time, in the racist, evil, redneck, White
supremacist southern state of Alabama, there was an kind, gentle, innocent
Black man who was wrongly accused of raping a White woman, and a
saintly White liberal who did all he could to save him."
The most troubling element of the To Kill a Mockingbird phenomenon is how the
book -- published by J. B. Lippincott & Co. (self-righteous idiot Quakers from
Philadelphia) -- became required reading in most American High Schools, and
the film is still being re-run on cable TV. That silly old gorgon amassed a massive
fortune peddling her stereotypical anti-southerner commie-crap. Many of Harper
Lee's captive White readers, or movie / TV viewers have grown up with a pathetic
and suicidal guilt complex. And we can only guess how many Black readers or
viewers grew up with a reinforced hatred of "the White man?"
To the extent that books and films such as To Kill a Mockingbird created a climate
of general hatred against Whites, particularly Southerners, can it not be said that
Lee, much like Al Charlatan and much like Mr. & Mr. Obongo, are directly
responsible for violence toward and the death of innocent White people?
Incitement, no matter how subtle, equals death; and To Kill a Mockingbird always
was, and still is, an incendiary piece of literature and cinema, as well as a piece of
something else we will not mention.
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Thanks Ms. Lee, and thank you Jewish Supremacists who control book
publishing, Hollywood, and the New York Slimes.
The tragic irony of "Mockingbird" is that even the fake historians cannot point to a
single case in which a 1930's southern Black man, in spite of clear evidence of
innocence, was ever deliberately and wrongly convicted of rape by a White jury.
For if they could cite such a clear case, we would surely have all heard about it
(1,000 times!) by now. Instead, a fictional book / film, and the deep emotions
which they evoke, are accepted by the subconscious public mind as "a true story."
To the contrary, we do know of high profile cases in which Black jurors, in spite of
clear evidence of guilt, have deliberately and wrongly acquitted Black murderers
and rapists -- ever hear of O J Simpson (double murder) and Bill Cosby (serial
drugging and rapes)?
Unfortunately, according to the article, “Mockingbird” still sells more than one
million copies per year worldwide, generating some $3 million in royalties for the
copyright holder. The article also reveals that Lee's hometown of Monroeville,
Alabama now has plans for a "Harper Lee Trail," which local officials expect will
attract hundreds of thousands of brain-dead tourists each year. The planned
attractions will include a museum dedicated to Lee and replications of characters’
houses from the film. Cheese and crackers! The’re gonna turn this low-talent idiot
into the next Anne Frank ™!
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1 & 2: Evidently, the "one-hit-wonder" never fully understood what dark
and mighty forces were truly behind the immense and unexpected success
of her book. The fool must think that her talent broke through on its own
merit. 3. In 2007, Lee received the "Medal of Freedom" from 9/11 coconspirator George W Bush.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Harper
Lee's 'To Kill a Mockingbird' still sells more than one million copies each
year.
Boobus Americanus 2: It is truly an iconic work, an American cultural
classic that reminds us of the injustice which this country has inflicted upon
and continues to inflict upon people of color.
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Sugar: Rape! Rape!
Editor: Sugar, stop it with the comedy act and focus on rebutting these
two ass-clowns.
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Pro-European Union CIA-NGO Polish traitors protest Poland's "dictatorship."

NY Times: The European Union Must Stand Up to Polish
Nationalism
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD

REBUTTAL BY

For readers new to The Anti-New York Times, the word-smith Andrew
Rosenthal (cough cough) is the putrid little maggot who gets away with posing as
the high and mighty "Editorial Board" of Sulzberger's Slimes. This is not to say
that he pens each and every article attributed to "The Editorial Board," but
whatever is not personally written by him is controlled and edited by him.
A legend in his own mind, today's delusion of Rosenthalian grandeur aims at
dictating to the Soviet European Union as to how it should go about dictating to
increasingly "nationalist" and "conservative" Poland. Hazmat suits and goggles on,
boys and girls! Join us for a rebutting dive into Rosenthal's, er, "The Editorial
Board's" latest bit of Globalist excrement.
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Be neither afraid nor impressed by all the smoke and noise of the Not-SoHigh and Not-So-Mighty "Editorial Board." It's actually just a pathetic little
word-smith named Andrew Rosenthal (cough cough) typing out lies from
behind the curtain.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": Since coming to power in Poland in
2015, the nationalist Law and Justice party has enacted one outrageous measure
after another
Translation: Poland is passing laws without the all-mighty EU's approval. How
dare they!
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": ... placing the nation’s courts under
political control, trying to do the same with the news media, purging the civil
service and, most recently, criminalizing any suggestion of Polish complicity in the
Holocaust.
Rebuttal: Many countries through Europe have "criminalized any suggestion" that
the Holocaust ™ was a hoax. Why aren't you complaining about those
"outrageous" measures, eh Rosenrat?
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": Behind these moves runs a concerted and
dangerous rewriting of history to create a narrative of heroic Polish victimhood —
under the Nazis and Communists ...
Rebuttal: Look who is whining about "creating a narrative of victimhood." Dude!
What is Judaism but a 3,000 year, and still counting, "narrative of victimhood?"
Project much, Rosenvomit?
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Let me get this straight -- a senior media and political spokesman for world
Jewry is accusing Poland's Law & Justice Party of whining about
"victimhood." -- Are you frickin' kidding me?!!!
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": ... but also as a maligned defender of
traditional values against a degenerate and controlling European Union.
Translation: Unenlightened Poland has not yet learned to accept the cultural
progress which pornographic saturation, homo-erotic buggering and cross-dressing
have brought to their western European counterparts. Damn!
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": There is more than a little irony in the
way Poland has turned on the European Union. Billions in the union’s funds have
been used to build Poland’s highways and roads, sewage systems, kindergartens
and other facilities. Poland’s exports, largely to other member countries, have
boomed, and young Poles travel and work all across Europe.
Translation: Look at what the oh-so-benevolent EU has done for you. Why won't
you ingrateful Poles accept its cultural, political and immigration dictates?
This is typical control-freak behavior, not unlike the occasional donor to
TomatoBubble.com who then feels he has earned the right to demand that we
drop "controversial" subjects such as crisis actors and intelligent design or he will
cease donating. We agree with Poland's approach to such financial bullies --- F-off
and take you dirty money with you!
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": The countryside, where support for Law
and Justice is particularly strong, has been among the biggest recipients of the
union’s largess. Biting the hand that feeds it is a gentle way of putting it.
Translation: It's always the ignorant country folk that hold back "progress" ™ -- a
variation of Obongo's famous "clinging to guns and religion" quip from 2008.
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Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": Jaroslaw Kaczynski, the real power
behind Law and Justice, has built his populist appeal on resisting what he describes
as the European Union’s effort to dictate cosmopolitan cultural terms and
immigrant quotas.
Rebuttal: It's not a "populist appeal" ™. It's a fact. Rosenrectum and his beloved
EU want Poland to go full blown degenerate and take in millions of Turd World
invaders -- and the Poles ain't havin' it. Good for them!

Image 1: Austrian bearded tranny pop-star Conchita Wurst

Poland (and Hungary) are saying: "Thanks. but no thanks." to the oh-soenlightened cultural and immigration policies being pushed by the Slimes
and the EU.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": To portray the bloc’s policies as
oppressive is ludicrous, ....
Rebuttal: Really? Then why are so many people throughout all the captive
countries of the EU, including folks who once supported the concept, wanting to
get out (but can't)?
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": ... but as Steven Erlanger and Marc
Santora of The Times recently wrote....
Rebuttal: See that trick? One of Sulzberger's scribblers is citing two other
Sulzbergerian scribblers to support his fallacious argument, (palm to face, shaking
head, sighing)
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": ... has thrived on contrasting a
“conservative, Catholic Poland and its family values with a godless, freethinking,
gender-bending Western Europe.”
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Rebuttal: Well, Western Europe is, for the most part, "godless and genderbending," is it not, Rosenscrotum?
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": .... for Mr. Kaczynski — as for some
other populist leaders in Eastern and Central Europe, most notably Hungary — the
purpose of rewriting history in this way is to gain power.
Rebuttal: A classic use of the Appeal to Motive Fallacy. Ever think that the
"populist leaders" perhaps really do oppose the idea of their nations being wiped
out by degeneracy and Turd World immigration, eh Rosenfeces?
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": In fact, what the Polish government is
doing is eroding democracy, and Europe must do what it can to defend its founding
principles of “democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights.”
Rebuttal: Oh cut the crap about "democracy" ™ and "human rights,"™ will ya
Rosenscat! The EU's President and Council of Ministers are unelected dictators
and few Europeans even know their damn names.

Even Gorby the Globalist -- a former Golden Boy of Sulzberger's Slimes
and the rest of the Piranha Press -- thinks the EU has gone too far:
“The most puzzling development in politics during the last decade is
the apparent determination of Western European leaders to re-create
the Soviet Union in Western Europe.” ― Mikhail Gorbachev.

Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": The union has already taken the
unprecedented step of warning Warsaw that it could lose its voting rights in the
organization if it carries on.
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Rebuttal: How very "democratic" ™ of them, eh Rosenfilth?
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": It may not be easy for the European
Union to follow through on that threat, since Hungary, for one, has vowed to veto
any such sanction. But it cannot back down.
Rebuttal: Hungary is also on Rosenshit's hit list -- but the EU must not "back
down" in the face of such disobedience. How "democratic" ™ you are indeed, Mr.
Rosenvermin.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": If Hungary does cast a veto, the bloc
could divert some of the aid that flows to Poland, and diplomats from other
members could minimize contacts with Warsaw.
Rebuttal: I don't know, Rosenscum, but your recommendations for how the EU
should respond to uppity little Poland and Hungary sure do sound
"authoritarian"™, and dare we say, even a bit "oppressive" ™ to us. Don't you
think?
*********
Rosenkike's Owellian "doublethink" is truly astonishing to behold. The Wizard of
Zog (Zionist Occupied Government) prattles on and on about the wonders of
"democracy" ™ while warning about the dangers of "dictatorship" ™. All the
while, he ignores the fact that Poland's elected government is actually defending
the will of the people as the smug little imperious bastard calls upon the unelected
commissars of the EU to strip Poland of its vote and thwart the will of the people.
If when the EU ever gets its own military and internal security force, you can be
sure that Rosendung will gleefully call for a full blown invasion of Warsaw and
Budapest.
Wow. Just wow. Do the oh-so-educated libtards who worship "the paper of record"
not notice the complete insanity of this glaring contradiction? Evidently not!
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In order for Sulzberger's vision of a communistic European Union to rise,
European Fascism had to fall. And THAT is what World War II was really all
about! It's a crying shame that the Poles have yet to figure out that they
were manipulated -- BY THE GLOBALISTS -- into starting that horrible
conflict for that sole purpose -- (resisting the temptation here to make a
"Polish joke").

Boobus Americanus 1: I read an editorial in the New York Times today
about the lastest anti-democratic developments in Poland.
Boobus Americanus 2: Eastern Europe has not yet learned to be multicultural. The EU will have to discipline Poland and Hungary.
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Sugar: Come here, Boobuss! I'll "disscipline" you with my nailss, right
acrosss that sstupid frickin' face of yourss.
Editor: True story -- A few years back, Sherrie came up with the bright
idea of bringing Sugar to the mall to have her picture taken on Santa's lap.
The little psycho slashed Santa Claus on the hand as amused onlookers
laughed.
Sugar: That mall Santa wass a frickin' communissst, he desserved it!
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Canada is the No. 1 exporter of steel and aluminum to the United States and is
vulnerable to tariffs.

NY Times: Stung by U.S. Tariff Plan, Canada Takes a Deep
Breath
By CATHERINE PORTER and IAN AUSTEN

REBUTTAL BY

Lots of butt-hurt at Sulzberger's Slimes and throughout the rest of the international
Piranha Press over the announcement of Trump's planned tariffs on imports of steel
(25%) and aluminum (10%). Though Canada's weirdly effeminate and insanely
libtarded Prime Minister Justin Trudeau strikes us as the type who might actually
enjoy a little penetrating butt-hurt, this isn't the type of abuse he had in mind. You
see, Canada, which this anti-American Editorial describes as "the long-suffering
and restrained American trading partner," stands to lose the most because it is a
big exporter of both steel and aluminum to the United States.
An excerpt:
"It was yet another slap in the face from the bellicose best friend and neighbor to
the south.
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But as the news settled on Friday, Canadians took another breath and hoped that
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and the army of cheerleaders he has deployed to
charm American officials since President Trump was elected would cajole the
United States back from the edge of a trade war.
Rather than erupting in rage, Mr. Trudeau — ever conscious of how much his
country’s economy relies on the United States — remained calm and firm, counting
off the reasons that Mr. Trump’s move defied economic sense."
In short, Globalist Justine Trudeau: good -- Nationalist Donald Trump: bad.

1. Girly Boy bows before Manly Man 2. What a pussy! He even sits like a
woman. 3. Limp-wristed Justine approached Trump to make small talk at
the 2017 meeting of the Goofy-20. Trump just ignored him and walked
away.
Canadian Foreign Ministerette, Chrystia Freeland, bitched and moaned that any
tariffs on steel or aluminum were “absolutely unacceptable” and warned that
Canada might complain to the World Trade Organization or set off “responsive
measures.” Bring it on. douchebag. You'll lose!
Of course, Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times
hold no animosity toward our neighbors to the north, and nor does Trump. His
purpose with the protective steel tariffs is twofold: 1. Strengthening America's
badly damaged steel industry, and 2. Striking at the heart of the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), one of the most cherished institutions of the
Globalist schemers. Steel and aluminum are absolutely critical to NAFTA because
these metals are heavily utilized in manufacturing plants which the Globalists stole
from the US and placed in Turd World Mexico.
And as for that oh-so-friendly government to the north, it was Canadian One
Worlder agents who think exactly like Justine Trudeau and his late father, also a
Prime Minister, Pierre Trudeau — who helped build large industrial plants for
Mexico for the specific purpose of throwing hundreds-of-thousands of Americans
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out of work. The Globalists have, for decades, been hard at work to hollow-out
America's manufacturing base and cut us down the size as the Turd World "catches
up" to meet us in the mediocre middle that is to be the New World Order
economy. By the way, this gutting of our manufacturing base is also one of the real
purposes behind the Global Warming ™ / Climate Change ™ Hoax.

1 & 2. December, 1993: With "bipartisan" ™ support from Republican't exPresidents Gerald Ford and George Bush 41 (both members of the
Globalist CFR group), and CFR Demoncrap Jimmy Carter, Globalist
Golden Boy Bill Clinton (CFR) signs the treasonous NAFTA bill into law.
Said Clinton of the bill: "NAFTA means jobs." 3. The REAL long term
goal? -- a North American Union (to later be expanded to Central & South
America) modeled along the lines of the European Union.
As the CIA's Fake News screams "trade war!" ™ -- "trade war!" ™ and spouts
doom and gloom, the people most negatively impacted by NAFTA's destruction
are firmly in Trump's corner on this. The entire rank & file of the United Steel
Workers' Union, generally not a Republican constituency, stands with Trump.
On the other end of the steel / aluminium spectrum, management and shareholders
are also pleased. The Luxembourg-based steel manufacturing corporation
ArcelorMittal had warned that it was preparing to idle its US mill and eliminate
150 American workers employed there. But they will now be able to keep open
that operation open. And Michael Bless, CEO of Century Aluminum has already
stated that Trump's new proposed tariffs won't affect consumers' wallets as Justine
Trudeau alleges, but will benefit “devastated” communities by bringing jobs back.
He added that Trump's tariffs will allow his company to invest $100 million and
hire hundreds of American workers.
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But what do the people who have spent their whole careers managing or working
for the steel and aluminum industries know? Sulzberger's scribblers would rather
we listen to the metrosexual Marxist mangina, Justine Trudeau, instead.

1 & 2. CEO Michael Bless. Management and labor agree -- NAFTA stinks!
3. Libtard Ivanka (shown making eyes at Justine) seems to have a thing for
girly boys. Thank goodness that she and her hubby Jew Jared have been
squeezed out of influence by General Kelly.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump
wants to start a trade war with Canada and Mexico.
Boobus Americanus 2: A trade war is the last thing we need. When
Canada retaliates, Americans will also suffer.
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Sugar: Relax, Boobuss! The U.S. economy is more than ssix timess larger
than Canada and Mexico combined. That'ss why that pusssy Trudeau is
pisssing in hiss pink pantiess.
Editor: In the broader scheme of things, it would be a blessing for all
nations if The New World Order monster plot ever came crashing down.
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Times Caption: Representative Daniel Lipinski, a conservative-leaning Democrat
from Illinois, is in a fierce primary fight for his House seat.

NY Times: As Primaries Begin, Divided Voters Weigh What
It Means to Be a Democrat
By JONATHAN MARTIN and ALEXANDER BURNS
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REBUTTAL BY

* This rebuttal should in no way be taken as an endorsement of the useless
Republican't Party.

There appears to be a civil war brewing within the Demoncrap Party -- a "mopping
up" operation is probably a better way to describe it. The generally older, 90%
communist faction of the Party's Congressional members -- absurdly referred to by
the Slimes and hard-core libtards as "conservative leaning Democrats," now finds
itself under attack from the generally younger purist Trotskyites. The article
describes the plight of Chicago Democrat Congressman Daniel Lipinski -- a solid
libtard with an 87 score (out of 100) according to ProgressivePunch.org. (In
contrast, the most liberal Republicans are rated in the 20's)
From the article:
"When Representative Daniel Lipinski, a conservative-leaning Democrat and scion
of Chicago’s political machine, agreed to one joint appearance last month with his
liberal primary challenger, the divide in the Democratic Party was evident in the
audience that showed up.
Mr. Lipinski’s outnumbered supporters were the diminished lunch-pail Democrats
that once dominated his Southside district. Those of his rival, Marie Newman,
came from the party’s ascendant coalition — young progressives and women like
Elizabeth Layden, a Patagonia-clad teacher who explained her opposition to Mr.
Lipinski in blunt terms.
“Because he’s a dinosaur, ’cause he’s a phony, ’cause he’s a Republican who
claims to be a Democrat,” said Ms. Layden, 49, who has been making phone calls
and knocking on doors to help unseat Mr. Lipinski, a seven-term House member, in
the primary race this month. “Hello, women’s rights, and hello, my reproductive
rights. Get out of my uterus.”
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Demoncrap Lipinksi's Marxist rating of 87 is not pure enough. Demoncrap
challenger Marie Newman will get that seat's voting record up to 99-100.
As to the question embedded within this story's headline, allow Sugar and Me, er,
"The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times, to clarify the posed question
regarding "what it means to be a Democrat." We have that answer for "youse
guys," and do hereby present the qualifications necessary for serving the Party of
the donkey's ass.

The Ten Commandments of a Demoncrap
1. You shall always support massive government spending, massive deficits, high
taxes, endless money printing, and any regulatory scheme or executive mandate
that will increase and consolidate the dictatorial power of the Federal government.
2. You shall always blame the ensuing economic dislocation and inevitable
hardship caused by the 1st Commandment upon "the rich" and the business class.
Rub raw the wounds of public discontent and then present your yourself as the
benefactor of downtrodden humanity while rolling out the next program for
government expansion.
3. You shall always support the killing of unborn babies -- referring to them as
"fetuses" -- right up until the 9th month of pregnancy and even afterwards. Selling
the organs for cash is an added bonus.
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4. You shall always support, promote and protect insanity, ugliness, godlessness,
perversion and depravity of any kind -- including abstract art, degenerate music,
literature and film, pornography, adultery, graphic sex-education for children,
promiscuity, the glorification of the "single mom," child pornography,
homosexuality, lesbianism, cross-dressing and even, albeit it with necessary
caution, bestiality and the raping of children.

*
5. You shall always support any incremental step toward the ultimate abolition of
private firearm ownership. Use "the children" as your main front for this project.
6. You shall always support any incremental step toward the ultimate blending out
and murdering off of the White Race. This includes discrimination, imposed under
the high-sounding name of "diversity," against White college applicants and job
candidates; the agitation of Blacks, Browns, Asians and Jews into envying and
hating Whites; the tearing down of the memory of famous historical White
personages; and the constant guilt-shaming of Whites into self-hatred.
7. You shall always support unlimited legal and illegal immigration from the Turd
World, along with the welfare programs and voter registration that follow.

*
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8. You shall always support any incremental step toward, or organization working
for the establishment of an all powerful one-world government.
9. You shall always work toward the feminization and dis-empowerment of males,
and, conversely, the masculinization and empowerment of females, with the
ultimate objective being the effective abolition of marriage the traditional family.
10. You shall always promote and never deviate from the fake sciences of St.
Hawking's Bing Bangism, St. Darwin's Evolution, St. Einstein's Curved Space
Relativity, and St. Gore's manmade CO2 based Global Warming / Climate Change.

*
Evidently, as we see in the case of Mr. Lipinski, just following the Satan/Marx 10
Commandments for being a loyal Demoncrap, as he had faithfully done since
winning his seat back in 2005, is still not enough to earn demonic sainthood. The
Demoncrap must express sufficient zeal while committing evil, and not even throw
so much as an occasional rhetorical bone or meaningless vote to any "moderate"
voters. Sorry Mr. Lipinski, but 87% libtardness is not good enough for the Party of
Satan & Marx.
A reader of Hungarian descent described this familiar phenomenon for us:
"My Hungarian grandfather told me how the Communist Party in Hungary, and
every country for that matter, operated through fear. You could NEVER be
hardcore enough. If you wanted to be anybody in that society, whether it be a
member of the Party, military officer, intelligence officer, etc, you had to display
complete and total unnerving devotion to the ideals of Marx-Lenin. If someone
accused you of having bourgeoisie sympathies, even if fabricated, you could
disappear in the middle of the night and never be seen again. Just like what Stalin
did in the 20s, executing former Red Army veterans/officers, that's how you stayed
alive in such a country. What a total nightmare."
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*Editor's note: Yes, a total nightmare. But at least the old Soviet-style
communists didn't seek to exterminate their peoples bloodlines.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that
conservative Democrats are facing primary challenges from younger
progressives.
Boobus Americanus 2: Interesting. I didn't even know there were still
conservatives left in the Democrat Party.

Sugar: There actually aren't, Boobuss. In fact, there aren't even any
frickin' ssane and normal people left in the Demoncrap Party.
Editor: If the likes of Lipinski are actually considered "conservative
leaning" by these young "progressives," then they can only be described,
without exaggeration, as deranged communist terrorists.
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Pope Francis was presented in 2015 with an image of Archbishop Óscar
Romero, who was killed as he said Mass in El Salvador in 1980.

NY Times: Pope Paves Way for Sainthood for Paul VI and
Archbishop Óscar Romero
By GAIA PIANIGIANI

REBUTTAL BY

Once again, the CIA's Argentinian man in the Vatican is flying his true red colors
for all but the most willfully blind to see. Poop Frankie the Fake has just opened
the way for the canonization (sainthood) of Pope Paul VI -- the man who, as Pope
during the Vatican II conference of the 1960's, cleared the Jews of responsibility
for the crucifixion of Jesus Christ. He also instructed the faithful to respect the
validity of Judaism as a religious way of life -- even though the Talmud teaches
hatred of Christianity.
But the latest "tell" -- as they say in poker parlance -- of Frankie's not-so-secret
Marxism is his support for the sainting of the slain Salvadoran Archbishop Óscar
Romero -- an outspoken "liberation theologist" (communist) who got exactly what
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was coming to him in 1980 when a "right wing" gunman (or someone posing as a
"right wing" gunman?) entered his chapel as he was concluding his latest Marxist
mass, and blasted him out of his miserable existence. Unfortunately, the
assassination made a martyr out of Romero -- and now -- or rather, soon to be -- an
actual saint of the Catholic Church.

Saints for libtards -- Pope Paul VI condemned "anti-Semitism" ™ and
injected the first cancer cells of liberalism into official church doctrine; and
Archbishop Romero was a straight-up Marxist -- an affiliation which got him
killed.
As the Soviet and Cuban-backed communist terrorist rebels of the Farabundo
Martí National Liberation Front (FMLN) waged war against the "right wing"
pro-American government of El Salvador, Archbishop Romero shocked and
angered many in the country’s military by writing a letter to U.S. President Jimmy
Carter, requesting that the United States halt military aid to the government of El
Salvador.
Romero’s beatification process was stalled for years because many in the Vatican
hierarchy still frowned on his association with leftist "liberation theology." Leave it
to the Pinko Pope and his hand-picked cadre of homosexual communists to pull the
Romero case out of mothballs and fast-track him to sainthood. In 2015, Poop
Frankie declared the Marxist archbishop a "model of peace and forgiveness." The
Poop beatified Romero while visiting San Salvador months later -- a key step in
the sainting process.
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Romero, FMLN, Castro -- all communists who worked to overthrow the
"right wing" government of El Salvador.
After beatification, there was still one more hurdle to clear on the way to Catholic
immortality. Every saint must have a miracle attributed to him or her. Not a
problem for Frankie and his crew of child raping insiders. From the article:
"The miracle attributed to Paul VI involves the healing of a seriously ill fetus,
according to the Diocese of Brescia, where the pope was born. In the case of
Archbishop Romero, the nature of the miracle has not been made public, but
Vatican journalists have speculated that it concerned a woman whose pregnancy
presented serious risks for her and her baby, and who healed inexplicably.
“It is fortuitous that their miracles were approved the same day,” said Andrea
Tornielli, who covers the Vatican for the Italian daily La Stampa and its website,
Vatican Insider."
How convenient. The saint-makers discovered a pair of stories about "healed"
fetuses. That was easy enough, eh, Frankie?

1 & 2: Year 2011: Obongo honors Romero by lighting a candle at his tomb.
From whence this sudden affection for "Catholic" religious leaders, eh
Barry? 2. Poop Frankie is an evil Globalist wolf hiding behind a Christian
mask.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Pope
Francis wants to canonize a controversial liberation theologist who was
killed during the Salvadoran Civil War.
Boobus Americanus 2: What's a "liberation theologist?"

Sugar: It's code lingo for a frickin' commie who hidess behind the crosss
and a collar.
Editor: Wow. Nice photo you dug up there, Sugar. The pinko president of
Bolivia presents the Poop with a gift of Christ nailed to a communist
hammer & sickle instead of a cross. That says it all.
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NY Times: Trump’s Meeting With Kim Jong-un Is Another
Pledge to Do What Nobody Else Can
By PETER BAKER

REBUTTAL BY

Judging by the tone of this article, it really does appear that chess-master Trump's
clever approach to defusing the dangerous trip wired bomb on the Korean
peninsula has duped and confounded the Globalist-Zionist Axis of Evil, or least
some of its more stupid journalistic mouthpieces.
From the article:
Peter Baker: When the establishment told him he should talk with North Korea, ...
Rebuttal: Bullshit! Back during the 2016 QFS (Quadrennial Freak Show), the
establishment and its Golden Girl Killary mocked candidate Trump when he
originally proposed the idea of meeting with Kim. This was at a time when
Killary's allies were escalating the situation in preparation for the war that she was
intending to drag America into.
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Peter Baker: President Trump scorned the idea. “Presidents and their
administrations have been talking to North Korea for 25 years” and had been made
to look like “fools,” he scoffed, and then rattled his saber. “Sorry, but only one
thing will work!”
Rebuttal: Trump only said that after the press mocked his idea to meet with Lol'
Kim. His "sabre rattling" was purely theatrical -- intended to keep the warmongers
at bay while back-channel talks took place.
Headline: (May 18, 2016) The Guardian (UK):
Donald Trump says he is open to talks with North Korea's Kim Jong-un
*
Headline: (June 1, 2016) The Guardian (UK):
North Korea praises Trump and urges US voters to reject 'dull Hillary'
An editorial in DPRK Today, an official media outlet, welcomed the Republican
presidential candidate’s proposal to hold direct talks with Kim Jong-un.
*
Headline: (October 28, 2016) The Nation:
Hillary’s Hawks Are Threatening Escalation Against North Korea: They’re
talking about cyber war, intensified sanctions, and preemptive military strikes.

After being mocked for wanting to speak with Lil' Kim (Image 1 from early
2017), Trump then pursued a policy of tough talk that would give him the
cover he needed to do what he has just announced will happen in May --- a
meeting with Kim!
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Peter Baker: Five months later, Mr. Trump cast aside his skepticism and agreed
to talk to North Korea with no more promise of success at negotiating an end to its
nuclear and missile programs than his predecessors had.
Rebuttal: Wow. It really does appear that these fools took Trump's bait. That's
perfect because with Trump having positioned himself as the tough "sheriff" doing
verbal battle against the equally tough-talking Kim, the establishment cannot so
easily undermine his attempts at achieving a lasting peace as "weakness."
Peter Baker: Shocking and yet somehow not surprising, Mr. Trump’s decision to
do what no other sitting president has done and meet in person with a North
Korean leader reflects an audacious and supremely self-confident approach to
international affairs.
Rebuttal: It's not "shocking" to Sugar and me, er, "The Editorial Board" of The
Anti-New York Times. Though we too were originally fooled and angered by
Trump's "fire & fury" and "rocket man" trash talk; we, being real journalists and
logocal thinkers, soon figured out the strategic deception while even most of the
"alternative news" sites remained in the dark.
Horn tootin' time:
From TomatoBubble.com: April, 2017:
**********************

Headline: Could Trump, Putin & Xi Be Conspiring For Peace?
"What if Xi and Lil' Kim are in on a plot to fake a potential war crisis in Asia?
What if Trumpstein's seemingly outrageous timing of launching missiles whilst
having "chocolate cake" with Xi was all part of the act? What if China's bizarre
refusal to accept a delivery of North Korean coal and announced decision to buy
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more US coal instead is a stunt intended to sell the big ruse? What if the end result
of this riveting drama is that a "fearful" Syria, and a "fearful" North Korea -backed up, respectively, by a "fearful" Putin and an equally "fearful" Xi -- all make
"concessions" to the "new Sheriff" in DC?
What if Sheriff Trumpstein comes out of this "world crisis" looking a hero for
diffusing World War 3 while "bad guys" Lil' Kim and Assad are left appearing
"humbled?" What if Trumpstein, Putin and Xi then lead the world away from the
brink of Soros and McCain's World War 3 and toward the peace and "multipolarity" that Trumpstein had advocated during the 2016 campaign? What if
Satanyahu (who badly wants war with North Korea, Syria and Iran) is being
pacified while actually being outmaneuvered? What if Trumpstein is faking war,
for the hidden purpose of preventing war?
In one way or another, we are being played, boys and girls. Of that there can be no
doubt. The amended question now is: Is Trumpstein playing games for evil
purposes, or for the higher hidden purpose of avoiding war? The coming days
and weeks should give us the answer to these "what ifs." Should there be some 11th
hour "deal" among the great powers to avert Armageddon, then we shall know for
sure that it was all just a film."

In contemplating a suspicious story about Trump's "chocolate cake" over
missiles with Xi of China, Sugar began to smell something fishy about the
sudden Trump-Putin "split" and Trump's sudden turn against Assad. How
does North Korea and China fit in?
**********************
Nailed it.
We caught quite a bit of ridicule from some of "youse guys" for proposing that
hypothesis nearly one year ago. In subsequent weeks, we upgraded the idea from
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hypothesis to known fact and have never since deviated. And now, low and behold,
President Trump will be the first American president to meet with a leader of
North Korea, this May. Wow. We can only imagine the butt-hurt that will emanate
from the offices of Sulzberger's Slimes when that historic moment and photo-op
happens.
Read it and weep Mr. Soros and Mr. Satanyahoo. Your world war wet dreams
(though both for different motives) may not materialize after all. A Nobel Prize for
Donald Trump? What do say, Sulzberger?

1. Satanyahoo and his pig-faced wife couldn't contain their demonic glee
when Trump trashed and threatened North Korea (a key hi-tech supplier of
Syria, Iran and Egypt) at the U.N. Sorry Bibi, there will be no U.S. attack on
North Korea. 2. Were it not for the fact that the Nobel Peace Prize is
reserved only for communists and Globalists, Trump's pacification of Syria
and the Korean peninsula would have earned him recognition. 3. And
"Rocket Man" as co-winner?

Erin Burnett, CNN ultra-libtard, said what?
"If President Trump can truly solve this problem (North Korea), he
would be going down as a great President, and there's no way around
that. That is the reality here."
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump
will be meeting with Kim of North Korea.
Boobus Americanus 2: Wow! That will truly be historic. Not that I like
Trump, but it does appear that the hard line he took with that lunatic finally
brought him to his senses. Ya have to give Trump credit.
Boobus Americanus 1: Agreed

Sugar: Well played,Trump and Fat Boy -- well played.
Editor: And credit to your feline instincts, Sugar --- for sensing the grand
strategy nearly one whole year in advance.
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Longxiao Li, pictured in his apartment, placed a poster at New York University’s
MetroTech campus in Brooklyn in protest of a plan to let President Xi Jinping of
China serve indefinitely.

NY Times: Far From Home and Censors, Some Chinese
Students Protest Xi’s Power Move
By STEPHANIE SAUL

REBUTTAL BY

Since the days of the "spontaneous" revolutions of 1848 -- aka "The Springtime of
the Peoples" -- the master plotters of the New World Order have always
manipulated the idealism and stupidity of "the students" to swell their fighting
ranks. A description of the book, "The Students of Paris and the Revolution of
1848," by Professor John G. Gallaher"
"In the February revolution of 1848, French students and their allies from the
Latin Quarter stirred a peaceful crowd at the Madeleine into a turbulent mob
marching on the Chamber of Deputies. Students constructed, manned, and even
commanded barricades throughout Paris while medical students cared for the
wounded of both sides."
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It was the same throughout Europe and South America during that pivotal year,
and has been ever since. There were the "student protests" ™ of the 1960's
"hippies," and "student protests" ™ throughout Eastern Europe and China's
Tiananmen Square in 1989. More recently, we witnessed students acting up during
the Arab Spring and the failed Umbrella Revolution of Hong Kong and Green
Revolution of Iran -- just to name a few.

1848: Vienna -- Paris -- Sicily
The "spontaneous" revolts were actually engineered by an unseen force
(cough cough) which capably used workers and students to do the dirty
work of weakening the existing regimes of Europe.
As tools of higher unknown handlers, "student protesters" ™ serve as the perfect
battering ram to be used against a targeted government or policy. That's because
half-educated young know-it-alls, aka the so-called "best and the brightest," are
just smart enough to see that matters of state and society can always be improved;
just dumb enough and inexperienced enough to not see that they are being used by
forces with ulterior motives; conceited enough to believe that their silly little
tantrums will bring about "change" ™ in the world, and have enough free time on
their hands to participate in demonstrations -- especially if they can pocket a few
shekels for doing so.
And after the glorious "change" ™ comes to fruition, the little brats are discarded
like used-up lemons -- soon to be replaced for the next "cause" by the next crop of
graduating "gifted & talented" High School brats. Naturally, as the world's leading
organ of N.W.O. propaganda, count on Sulzberger's Slimes to always glorify
"student protests" ™ all across the globe.
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Without the hype of the Slimes and the rest of Piranha Press behind them,
these clueless commie kiddies would never be heard.
The latest CIA college ploy involves organizing Chinese students studying in the
United States into political activism against the "authoritarianism" ™ of China’s
president, Xi Jinping. Just last week, this article informs us, posters in protest of a
proposal to allow Xi to serve indefinitely began to "spontaneously" appear at
several colleges across the country. From the article:
“Never My President” said the poster that Longxiao Li, 24, put up on Thursday in
the library at New York University’s MetroTech campus in Brooklyn. The words
were superimposed over a face of Mr. Xi, and were a reference, Mr. Li said, to the
lack of democratic elections in China."
A Twitter handle — @stopxijinping — has also "spontaneously" popped-up and
gained about 1,350 followers already. Zionist sock-puppet Senator Marco Rubio’s
duly retweeted it. But the Slimes' efforts to reach the people behind that campaign
were unsuccessful. Hmmmm.
There are more than 300,000 Chinese students studying in the United States every
year. Most of them are so engrossed in their scientific studies that they don't really
care about politics, and a large number who support the Chinese government have
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proved more than capable of countering the propaganda of the libtard Chinese on
campus.

The anti-China "Not My President" student campaign on U.S. college
campuses stinks of CIA!

This "student protest" ™ scam-scenario has been re-run more times than old
episodes of "I Love Lucy" -- and still the commie kiddies never seem to figure it
out. You see, the genius of the scam lies in the fact that by the time some of these
chumps grow up, get jobs, and shed, or at least partially shed, their libtard ideology
and/or activist passion; there will always a new crop of 17 & 18-year old malleable
minds arriving on campus. This new bunch of pimple-faced idiots, puffed-up in
their own minds by high SAT scores and/or the "achievement" of college
acceptance, are no match for the smooth-talking and soul-wrecking pinko
professors who anxiously await the budding new "intellectuals."
That's how this ghoulish game, this fiendish fraud, this seditious scam of "student
uprisings" ™ really works -- and the scheming scum at The New York Slimes all
know it. Fortunately, the CIA's latest effort to incite legions of libtarded brats to
protest China will fail miserably. It isn't easy to overthrow an "authoritarian" ™
state -- which is why Globalists prefer "democracy" ™.
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The University of CIA at Langley offers fellowship programs all
across the globe.

Hong Kong / USA / Chile

Egypt / Iran / Italy

Germany / Malaysia / Australia

Ukraine / Hungary / Brazil
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Myanmar (Burma) / Bulgaria / Turkey

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that a
spontaneous movement has popped-up among Chinese students studying
in America. It seems the students are really pissed off at Jinping's powergrab.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's wonderful! Once these Chinese kids get a
taste of American democracy, they will change the future of China.
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Sugar: Don't bet on it, Boobusss. Soros and the CIA have been playing
the student card in China for more than thirty years now.
Editor: Xi and his nationalist friends are here to stay, and Sulzberger's
scribblers know it.
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Military investigators in protective suits (oh the bloody drama!) in the English town
where a former Russian spy and his daughter were attacked one week earlier with a
nerve agent.

NY Times: Vladimir Putin’s Toxic Reach
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD
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REBUTTAL BY

For readers new to The Anti-New York Times, the word-smith Andrew
Rosenthal (cough cough) is the putrid little maggot who gets away with posing as
the high and mighty "Editorial Board" of Sulzberger's Slimes. This is not to say
that he pens each and every article attributed to "The Editorial Board," but
whatever is not personally written by him is controlled and edited by him.
Hazmat suits and goggles on! Join us for a rebutting dive into Rosenthal's, er, "The
Editorial Board's" latest bit of bloodthirsty anti-Russian excrement.

Be neither afraid nor impressed by all the smoke and noise of the Not-SoHigh and Not-So-Mighty "Editorial Board." It's only a pathetic little wordsmith named Andrew Rosenthal typing out lies from behind the curtain.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board: Prime Minister Theresa May of Britain
declared an end to a mystery that was really no mystery. It was “highly likely”
Mrs. May said on Monday ...
Rebuttal: Here we go again! "Highly likely," eh Rosenvermin? In other words, as
usual, there is no evidence!
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board: ... that a former Russian spy and his
daughter were poisoned in Salisbury, England, by Russian agents in an
“indiscriminate and reckless” attack.
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Rebuttal: Ah yes -- Putin the Poisoneer strikes again on foreign soil. Wish to God
Vlad the Bad would slip some rat-poison pellets inside Rosenrat's bagel.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board: The attack on the former spy, Sergei
Skripal, who worked for British intelligence, and his daughter Yulia,...
Rebuttal: Sergei and Yulia actually "survived" the "attack." Oh those bungling
Rooskies!

Pakistani gangs are kidnapping English girls by the 1,000's and forcing
them into miserable lives of sex slavery. How is it that the filthy "multiculturalist" hag May has no interest in the very real slavery, rape and
killings of English women, but is willing to trigger an international incident
over the very fake "poisoning" of a Russian traitor?
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board: ... in which a police officer who responded
was also poisoned, was no simple hit job.
Rebuttal: By adding a poisoned British police officer to the fake drama, the scriptwriters were able to also turn this into a "collateral damage" attack on one of its
citizens -- a cop, no less. That's serious.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board: Like the 2006 murder of Alexander
Litvinenko, another British informant, who was poisoned with radioactive
polonium 210....
Rebuttal: That too was fake. We suspect that the traitor Litvinenko is enjoying his
new identity and retirement somewhere in Britain or Europe.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board: the attack on Mr. Skripal was intended to
be as horrific, frightening and public as possible.
Rebuttal: How do you know that, Rosenfeces? A little birdie tell you? Or was it a
giant talking rabbit?
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Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board: It clearly had the blessing of President
Vladimir Putin.
Rebuttal: Yes, "clearly." (rolling eyes)
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board: The blame has been made clearer this time
and this attack on a NATO ally needs a powerful response both from that
organization and, perhaps more important, by the United States.
Rebuttal: Exactly as it was during the 1930's when the Globo-Jew newspapers
agitated for a "powerful response" to the imaginary misdeeds of the big bad Hitler,
Rosenflatulence and his ilk actually want us to go to war with Russia -- and China.

History repeats because the same forces are still at work.
Hitler (1933): "Lies and slander of positively hair-raising perversity are
being launched about Germany. Horror stories of dismembered Jewish
corpses, gouged-out eyes, and hacked-off hands are circulated for the
purpose of defaming the German Volk in the world for a second time, just
as they had succeeded in doing once before in 1914. The animosity of
millions of innocent human beings, peoples with whom the German Volk
wishes only to live in peace, is being stirred up by these unscrupulous
criminals. They want German goods and German labour to fall victim to the
international boycott. It seems they think the misery in Germany is not bad
enough as it is; they have to make it worse! --- They lie about Jewish
females who have supposedly been killed; about Jewish girls allegedly
being raped before the eyes of their parents; about cemeteries being
ravaged! The whole thing is one big lie invented for the sole purpose of
provoking a new world-war agitation!"
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Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board: Mr. Putin has faced little backlash for
actions even bolder than the gruesome intrigues in Britain, like the attacks by
Russian forces in Ukraine and Syria.
Rebuttal: Russian forces never invaded Ukraine, though given the fact that the
Globalists set up a hostile puppet government in Ukraine, Russia would have every
right to defend itself. As for Syria, Rosenmaggot is just sore that he didn't get to
see the Russian-protected President Assad tortured and butchered like Qaddafi of
Libya was.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board: With growing support from autocratic
forces in Europe, he must not be emboldened to think he will be unchecked.
Translation: "Autocratic forces in Europe" is jew-speak for those political parties
which seek to restore friendly relations with Russia.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board: While President Trump has allowed Mr.
Putin a free hand to meddle in American politics, .....
Rebuttal: Cheese & crackers, Rosenrectum! Give up already with that PutinTrump "collusion" bullshit! Even the dumbest of libtards don't buy that one
anymore.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board: .... he cannot ignore yet another attempted
murder of a Putin foe on allied soil.
Rebuttal: An "attempted murder?" Evidence, please? Oh, that's right. Mamma
May said it was "highly likely."
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board: Sarah Huckabee Sanders, the White House
press secretary would not say whether it thought Russia was responsible for the
attack.
Rebuttal: Why should she? Not only is there no evidence of Russian involvement
in "the attack," --- but how do we even know this wasn't just staged harmless
handiwork of British intelligence.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board: The Russians knew that the British would
identify the nerve agent, leaving no doubt who was behind the killing.
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Rebuttal: And exactly how do you know that the Russians knew what the British
would know, Rosenscrotum?
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board: That makes Mr. Putin’s typically cynical
treatment of the killing doubly outrageous.
Rebuttal: There was no "killing," --- Mr. Skripal "survived," remember?
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board: At the same time his top propagandist on
state television, Dmitry Kiselyov, was feeding the outlandish story ....
Rebuttal: Oh you're a fine one to be talking about "feeding outlandish stories."
Project much, Rosendung?
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board: ...that Britain poisoned Mr. Skripal to
create a pretext for boycotting the 2018 World Cup tournament in Russia.
Rebuttal: Bingo! Mr. Kiselyov has nailed it -- except for the fact that there was no
actual "poisoning."

1 & 2. Ever since the 2010 announcement that Russia would host the 2018
World Cup, the Globalists -- who have already ruined the Olympic dreams
of many Russian athletes with a fake "doping scandal" -- have been angling
for a way to ruin Russia's big party. 3. Will Theresa May use this
"poisoning" to initiate a boycott effort among the NATO members that
qualified for the tournament?
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board: Why would Russia bother to go after a
double agent of no use to either side, Mr. Kiselyov sarcastically wondered?
Rebuttal: Yeah, Rosenkike. Why would Putin blacken his name and jeopardize
this summer's World Cup of Football (Soccer) over some unimportant clown?
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Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board: The likely answer was provided by Mr.
Putin himself ..... during his annual give-and-take with reporters in 2010 (when
asked) how he would treat treason, Mr. Putin, a former K.G.B. agent, replied:
“Traitors will kick the bucket, trust me. These people betrayed their friends, their
brothers in arms. Whatever they got in exchange for it, those 30 pieces of silver
they were given, they will choke on them.”
Rebuttal: Yes, of course. Putin is an irrational psycho, as evidenced by a comment
made 8 years ago, in response to a question about traitors. That really settles this
particular case of "poisoning." (palm to face, shaking head, sighing)
Dear readers: Please join us in reciting the Times prayer:
"Dear Lord. Calm our righteous hatred and lead us not into the temptation of
taking the 30-minute bus ride from "Joisey" into the Port Authority Terminal in
Manhattan, grabbing a street-vendor pretzel with mustard, strolling across 8th
Avenue, entering the Slimes Building, taking the elevator up to Rosenthal's rat's
lair, and midget-tossing the little lying m-effer right through the skyscraper
window."

Rosenthal is featured at bottom right on the cover of the ANYT Quarterly
paperback versions. Purely as a therapeutic fantasy, we imagine him being
hurled out of his office window.
* The ANYT does not in any way endorse violence.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Putin just
poisoned another Russian defector on British soil.
Boobus Americanus 2: If he keeps acting like this he's going to ruin the
World Cup of soccer for both his country and the world.

Sugar: Use that frickin' pea-brain of yours, Boobusss! Why would Putin do
something so bold and provocative just three months before the start of the
World Cup in Russia.
Editor: Exactly. Putin could just as easily ordered this imaginary hit in late
July -- after the big tournament had ended.
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Times Caption: Ben Edelman and Jessica Hecht as a high-school senior and his
mother, whose liberal beliefs are challenged during college-application season in
Joshua Harmon’s “Admissions.”

NY Times: Review: Skewering White Pieties About
Diversity in ‘Admissions’
By JESSE GREEN

REBUTTAL BY

Surprisingly, based on this theater review of the off-Broadway play,
"Admissions," -- the show itself appears to satirically mock the libtard obsession
with diversity. Evidently, Jewish libtards, when amongst themselves, can get away
with a bit of humorous self-analysis -- sort of like when Black folk call each other
"my nigga."
From the review:
"In her 15 years as the head of admissions at Hillcrest boarding school in New
Hampshire, Sherri Rosen-Mason has increased the student body’s diversity
quotient threefold: to 18 percent from 6 percent. When it looks as if that
percentage is about to climb even higher, her husband, Bill Mason, the head of the
school, brings home a bottle of white wine to celebrate.
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That’s a daring choice for a play about racial representation, but it’s a dare that
pays off. Despite some flaws common to its genre, “Admissions” is an
extraordinarily useful and excruciating satire — of the left, by the left, for the left
— for today.
The satire is largely aimed at the kind of pieties about inclusion that are espoused
by woke white liberals. In “Admissions,” these liberals include not just smug
Sherri (Jessica Hecht) and Bill (Andrew Garman) but also their excitable teenage
son (Ben Edelman), a high-achieving senior at Hillcrest.
Named Charlie Luther Mason — the “Luther,” naturally, for Martin Luther King
— he is by upbringing if not by temperament a believer in the amicable coexistence
of meritocracy and diversity. But when he gets deferred from his holy of holies,
Yale — and, worse, when his best friend, Perry, gets in — that faith instantly
crumbles. After all, Perry’s SAT scores weren’t as good, and he takes only two
A.P. classes while Charlie takes three.
Is it relevant to add that Perry is black?"
Charlie certainly thinks he (Perry) was black enough for Yale, and accepted for
that reason. In an astonishing 17-minute howl of disappointment, he undoes a
lifetime of indoctrination as he dissects the logical fallacies on which, he feels, his
parents’ values — and Yale’s, and Hillcrest’s — are based.

After being turned down from Yale and then learning that his less qualified
bi-racial friend was accepted, Charlie turns against the libtarded "values"
he was raised on.

Were it not for the creepy commie company sure to be in attendance at
the Lincoln Center, that description almost makes your reporter here
want to take the Mrs. out to "the city" for a show and some eats. But
whereas libtarded Manhattanites might find this "satire" cute and
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comical, the reality of "diversity" ™ is no laughing matter. That's
because the corollary of "diversification" necessarily entails the
deliberate, pre-meditated, wholesale racial discrimination against Whites
in general, and White males in particular. In plain English, "diversity"
™ is a code-word for: "Let's get rid of the White guys."
Now, of course, conservatards have long recognized this basic deductive
fact about "diversity" ™. And, if this play is any indication, perhaps
some adversely affected libtards are finally figuring it out as well.
Though "attention" is an important element of the "AIDA" marketing
pyramid (Attention - Interest - Desire - Action) -- we will never progress
through the remaining three steps until the true power and the true
motive behind "diversity" ™ are widely understood. You see, contrary
to what most believe, "diversity" ™ was never about helping the "people
of color" ™ while hurting White people as an unintended consequence.
No. Precisely the opposite is true. "Diversity" ™ is all about hurting
White people while only helping certain "people of color" ™ as an
unintended consequence. Now who would want to do such a dastardly
thing? Hmmmmm?
Answer: the usual suspects.

"I have a scheme!" --- Hymie used his trusted agents Marxist Loser King
and Lyndon Baines Johnson to impose the 1964 "Civil Rights Act"
upon American employers. Fearful of discrimination lawsuits, more and
more businesses began hiring token unqualified "people of color" ™ at the
expense of White men. Today, the concept of voluntary "diversity" ™ has
taken the organized dispossession of Whites to a shocking new level.
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Though technically, in a purely melanin sense, Jews count as "Whites," the Tribe
remains mostly immune to the weeding out process of "diversification." Whatever
collateral damage they might sustain due to being "White," is more than offset by
the protective sympathy they derive from playing the persecution card -- especially
the Holohoax! And when it comes to admission at the nation's elite universities,
you can be sure that the fellow tribesmen who sit on admission boards will look
out for their up and coming synagogue brothers and sisters.
Perhaps that is why the disproportionately Jewish producers and promoters of
"Admissions" can enjoy a good laugh over such a play. The policy of "diversity"
hurts European Whites more than Jews. Ha ha!

The chosenites don't seem to be adversely affected by "diversity

Boobus Americanus 1: I read a review in the New York Times about a
new play at the Lincoln Center. The show is a satirical portrayal of a White
liberal student's reaction to being denied admission to Yale while his Black
friend got in.
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Boobus Americanus 2: Interesting. The transformation to a more diverse
society is not without certain necessary growing pains.

Sugar: Boobuss, you frickin' ass-clown! Ask these poor ssquatter-camp
Whites in Ssouth Africa about the final desstination point of Jew-insspired
"diverssity!"
Editor: A glimpse of the the West's future holds for Boobus' grandkids. So
sad.

MARCH, 2018

NY Times: Stephen Hawking Dies at 76; His Mind Roamed
the Cosmos
By DENNIS OVERBYE
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Unless one lives in the center of Antarctica, with no means of communications to
the outside world, then surely he will have heard by now of the death of the allknowing, the all-wise, the infallible talking corpse, the stiff from "Weekend at
Bernies" -- St. Stephen Hawking. He was the Cambridge University "theoretical
physicist" and best-selling book manufacturer (122 titles!) whose "brilliant" mind
"roamed the cosmos from a wheelchair, pondering the nature of gravity and the
origin of the universe." He, his handlers sure did get paid big-time for ghostwriting and lecturing for this physical dummy who, in spite of his alleged
mathematical prowess, was also a mental dummy -- a "savant."
Personally, Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times
believe that the real Stephen Hawking died at least 40 years ago and was replaced
by a dummy version who supposedly spoke through a computer. As a graduate
student in 1963, he was diagnosed with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, (ALS) a
rapidly degenerative neuromuscular disease often referred to as Lou Gehrig’s
disease -- after the famous baseball player. Hawking was given only a few years to
live. Yet here we are, 55 years and many millions of dollars in book royalties later,
at a moment in time when the Hawking impostor "conspiracy theory" ™ was
actually beginning to get a bit of "mainstream media" attention, and he finally dies
in 2018? Wethinks the illusion-makers thought it was time to kill off the character
after a highly successful run.

THE WORLD GONE MAD!
Queens, Presidents, Popes and others have all paid homage
to an almost-vegetative idiot-savant who had neither
discovered nor invented anything.
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Queen Elizabeth, Barack Obongo, Poop Francis

Bill and Killary Clinton, Pope John Paul II, Nelson Mandela
Putting aside the indications of a body-double fraud; given the hype over his
demise, one would think that Hawking invented something revolutionary, or least
made an astonishing discovery answering the riddles of the Universe. Actually, the
obsessively outspoken atheist Hawking's only "accomplishment" was in
concocting math equations (in lieu of actual experimentation and observation) to
"prove" the "Big Bang" and "Black Holes." This line, from the article,
inadvertently reveals the problem with the type of "theoretical science" practiced
by St. Hawking and his idiotic ilk:
"In a long and daunting calculation, Dr. Hawking discovered to his befuddlement
that black holes — those mythological avatars of cosmic doom — were not really
black at all. In fact, he found, they would eventually fizzle, leaking radiation and
particles, and finally explode and disappear over the eons." (bold emphasis added)

Nikola Tesla -- the greatest scientific genius of the 20th Century -- warned us
about crackpots such as St. Albert Einstein, St. Stephen Hawking et al and their
exclusive use of "long and daunting" mathematical calculations (and today,
computer models) to "prove" imaginary theories shaped from pre-existing bias:
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Tell it, Nicky --- tell it!
Hawking's hyped up 1988 "masterpiece:" A Brief History of Time: From the Big
Bang to Black Holes, sold more than 10 million copies and inspired a
documentary film by Errol Morris. Cha Ching! Cha Ching Cha Ching! It is
interesting to note that there are quite a few secular cosmologists who refute Big
Bangism and Black Hole-ism, yet their books, like those of "climate change
deniers," don't get the puff-up treatment. Big Bang and Black Hole "deniers," -- no
matter how impressive their credentials -- are also denied access to the major
science publications as well as the pop-science media.
Even more annoying than his Fake Science and his sarcastic, God-mocking
atheism, the most tiresome aspect of Hawking Inc.'s operation was his, his
handlers' frequent "words of wisdom" on this or that issue of the day -- empty
slogans and platitudes which the Fake News would duly seize upon and hype as
the word of the Almighty himself. Here is but a tiny sampling of the "brilliance"
which "the smartest man in the world" bestowed upon the goofy groupies who
hung on Hawking's every computer-simulated utterance.
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•

"A build up of greenhouse gases in Venus's atmosphere burned off its oceans
and turned it into the scorching hot planet seen today, with winds of up to
180mph (300km/h). Venus is an example of runaway greenhouse warming.
The next time you meet a climate change denier, tell them to take a trip to
Venus. I will pay the fare."

•

"The world of science needs Africa's brilliant talents, and I look forward to
meeting prospective young Einsteins from Africa in the near future. As well
as an African Einstein, we want to see the African Gates, Brins and Pages of
the future."

•

"Before we understand science, it is natural to believe that God created the
universe. But now science offers a more convincing explanation. ...I'm an
atheist. ... In my opinion, there is no aspect of reality beyond the reach of the
human mind."

Hawking was no "scientist." He, his handlers were con men--- and Globalist
libtards to boot! Good riddance to Hawking Inc.

"Weekend at Bernie's" (1989): Two young insurance corporation
employees discover their boss, Bernie, dead at his beach house. Upon
learning that Bernie had ordered their deaths to cover up his embezzlement
(but with instructions to not kill them if he is around) they attempt to
convince people that Bernie is still alive.
Was the speechless Hawking actually brain-damaged, but kept "smart" for
money making and propaganda purposes?
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Puffed-up best-selling books and endless "speaking" tours --- The
"smartest man in the world" was just a front for a money-grubbing, multimillion dollar marketing machine.

Boobus Americanus 1: The death of Hawking is a huge loss for mankind.
Amazingly, as I read in the New York Times today, he actually was not that
great of a physics student at Oxford.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's interesting. Einstein was not an exceptional
student either.
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Sugar: Maybe cuss that Jew Einsstein and that sstiff Hawking were jusst
artificially puffed-up phoniess? Ever think of that posssibilty, Boobuss?
Editor: As a black-listed historian, I can sympathize with the brave souls of
science who persist in debunking Einstein and Hawking, but can't get a fair
hearing in the science sections of the Piranha Press.
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Times Caption: A line outside the Essener Tafel food bank in Essen. Native
Germans and migrants are both competing for subsidized apartments, school
places and free meals.

NY Times: Germans First? A Food Bank Bars Migrants,
Setting Off a Storm
By KATRIN BENNHOLD
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Katrin Bennhold is the Berlin bureau chief for Sulzberger's Slimes. Like most
modern "educated" German women, she is, as evidenced by her previous articles,
an obedient little self-abuser when it comes to denigrating Germany's "Nazi past"
™. In this particular story, she tells us of the foodbank "discrimination" taking
place in one German town, and the "controversy" it is causing throughout libtarded
Judaized Germany. In fairness to Frau Bennhold, this piece is fairly objective.
Following are some excerpts, followed by our reflection:

1. Katrin Bennhold, though Germanically libtarded, writes an objective
story. 2. Volunteer foodbanks in Mamma Merkel's Germany are having a
hard time feeding both native Germans and Turd World invaders who just
keep right on coming.
Bennhold: Jörg Sartor does not like to turn newcomers away from his food bank,
especially single mothers like the young Syrian woman with her 5-year-old son
who had waited outside since before dawn.
Analysis: Mamma Merkel is taking in "single mothers," eh? How do such doubledependency cases serve the national interest of Germany?
Bennhold: But rules are rules. And for the moment, it is Germans only. The
decision of one food bank in the western city of Essen to stop signing up more
foreigners after migrants gradually became the majority of its users has prompted a
storm of reaction in Essen and across the country...
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Analysis: A "storm of reaction" translates into Jews, their communist henchmen,
and their legions of soft-hearted, empty-brained dupes. Nonetheless, as libtarded as
Germany is, we're quite certain that most native Germans would approve of taking
care of hungry Germans first. And besides, the gentlemen who runs this foodbank
is a VOLUNTEER -- not a government official.
Bennhold: ... a former coal town in Germany’s rust belt....
Translation: The European Union's anti-coal regulations, imposed in the name of
preventing non-existent Global Warming ™ / Climate Change ™, have reduced
many of Essen's citizens to pathetic foodbank-level poverty.
Bennhold: ... and across the country. Even Chancellor Angela Merkel weighed in:
“You shouldn’t categorize people like this.”
Analysis: No, Frumpy Frau. YOU "shouldn't" have destroyed Essen's coal
industry "like this;" and YOU "shouldn't" have flooded Germany with dirt-poor
Turd Worlders "like this;” and YOU need to shut that stinking hole in your fat face
because this is a volunteer effort aimed at mitigating the very suffering that YOU
and your Globalist co-conspirators have caused -- you vile filthy communist
harridan! (a $10 word for a bossy old hag.)

SEE THE DIFFERENCE?

"When I go out in the morning and see these men standing in their queues and
look into their pinched faces, then I believe I would be no Christian, but a very
devil, if I felt no pity for them, if I did not, as did our Lord two thousand years
ago, turn against those by whom today this poor people are plundered and
exploited." - The Great One
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“One should not run services on the basis of such categorizations. That's not
good." - The Frumpy Frau

Bennhold: (*Truth Gem Alert! Truth Gem Alert!) But the controversy has
highlighted an uncomfortable reality: Three years after Germany welcomed more
than a million refugees, much of the burden of integrating the newcomers has
fallen on the poorest, whose neighborhoods have changed and who have to
compete for subsidized apartments, school places and, in the case of the food bank,
a free meal. Ask any of the Germans lined up outside the former water tower that
houses the food bank one recent morning and they will call Mr. Sartor a “people’s
hero.”
..... Until recently, groups of young migrant men had sometimes elbowed their
way to the front of the line, Ms. Lohse recalled. She went home empty-handed
more than once. Some older women were so intimidated that they stopped coming
altogether, she said.
Analysis: How frickin' heart-breaking and blood-boiling is that? Hungry elderly
German women being shoved aside by ill-mannered animals on two legs, and
sanctimonious scum like Mamma Merkel -- whose policies are the direct cause of
this poverty -- have the audacity to pass judgment on Jörg Sartor -- a
VOLUNTEER -- for "discriminating."
Analysis: Apartments have become scarcer. Schools report that nine out of 10 of
their students are non-German. Some German residents feel alienated by the
number of newcomers.
“There are times when you walk down the street and you are in the minority,” Mr.
Endruschat said.
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Analysis: It really appears as though even the libtarded Ms. Bennhold has seen
enough, and is trying, in her own way, to inject more than a bit of harsh reality
into this article.
Bennhold: ... the door, which for the past two weeks has had five letters scrawled
across the outside: “Nazis.” He has deliberately left the Nazi graffiti on the door
and on the charity’s seven delivery vans, which have also been defaced. “It’s
absurd,” he said.
Analysis: Can you imagine the "controversy" if someone had spray-painted the
word "Jew" on someone's door? Mamma Merkel would be there within 24 hours to
cry with and "comfort" the false-flagging Jewish "victim." But when a decent and
charitable German man -- who is a volunteer -- decides to feed elderly German
women over young Turd world men, the communists and invaders can deface his
property with impunity, as Merkel condemns the charity worker!
Bennhold: Until three years ago, roughly one in three food bank users were
foreigners, he said. By last November, it was three in four.
Analysis: Ya know, it is painful to even think such thoughts, but given the benefit
of historical 20/20 hindsight, we wonder sometimes if, in the long-term scheme of
things, it might not have been better had Stalin's hordes occupied all of Europe in
1945, instead of the Jewnited States essentially annexing the western half. The
initial shock would have been horrible, but at least his communist henchmen back
in those days never had any intention of slow-genociding and replacing the White
races of Europe out of existence -- which is why ex-communist eastern European
counties like Poland and Hungary, in spite of relentless EU pressure, are not
having this problem now.

1. The noble Jörg Sartor is a former coal worker who took early retirement
when his mine shut down. He has run a foodbank for 12 years as a
volunteer -- “A load of politicians are laying into us now — but they are
ill-informed." 2&3. Traitorous hag Merkel sides with invading vermin over
a caring German charity that is feeding hungry elderly Germans first.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that a
xenophobic German foodbank is now refusing to give food to migrants.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's horrible! Sounds like Kristallnacht all over
again. Isn't that illegal?

Sugar: Boobuss, you frickin' imbecile! Herr Sartor is a VOLUNTEER! He
doesn't have to feed anyone if he doesn't want to.
Editor: If he fed Turd Worders only while turning Germans away, he'd
probably be awarded a medal from Manly Merkel.
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NY Times: David Wyman, Scholar of America’s Holocaust
Response, Dies at 89
By NEIL GENZLINGER

REBUTTAL BY

A bit of good news to report -- the “scholar” David S. Wyman has died at his
home in Amherst, Mass. He was 89.
Though his name might not ring a bell for "youse guys," (New Jerseyese for the
plural of 'you') his controversial "research" might. Back in 1984, Wyman kickedup quite a poop-storm -- and raked-in a boatload of book royalties -- after he
published the “critically acclaimed” ™ book: “The Abandonment of the Jews:
America and the Holocaust 1941-1945.” In that hyped-up work of Fake History,
Wyman argued forcefully that St. Franklin D Roosevelt willfully failed to act to
save Jews from the "Holocaust" ™ -- a bizarre claim akin to accusing someone of
failing to save unicorns or mermaids from extinction.
Though the grandson of Protestant ministers on both his maternal and paternal
lines; the useful goy-whore Wyman was awarded honorary doctoral degrees from
Hebrew Union College and Yeshiva University. He also had an institute named
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after him -- the David S. Wyman Institute for Holocaust Studies in Washington
DC. Ah, show us the shekels Wyman, show us the shekels.

$$$ CHA-CHING! $$$
Pleasing his Jewish overlords with pseudo-scholarly books of Holohoaxery
was like winning the lottery for wily Wyman.
Wyman’s most well known comedy book (Abandonment) not only attacked St.
Franklin, but also -- get this -- the American Jewish community for not showing
enough of a sense of urgency! You see, boys and girls, the only time a gentile can
get away with criticizing Jews is when he accuses them of not being tough enough
on “anti-Semitism” ™. The article quotes Wyman’s words about his own book
(barf bags ready):
“This book has been difficult to research and to write,” he wrote. “One does not
wish to believe the facts revealed by the documents on which it is based. America,
the land of refuge, offered little succor. American Christians forgot about the good
Samaritan. Even American Jews lacked the unquenchable sense of urgency the
crisis demanded. The Nazis were the murderers, but we were the all too passive
accomplices.”
Though the book became a best seller, the brutal criticism of St. Roosevelt was too
much to bear for even some Jewish historians. Arthur Schlesinger Jr. (cough
cough), in slamming Wyman’s thesis, argued that: “no one did more to save the
Jews in Europe than Franklin Delano Roosevelt, by his opposition to Hitler, by
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changing the United States from an isolationist nation to a nation prepared to go
to war.”
But Wyman remained unapologetic.

1 & 2. Jew Fake Historian Arthur Schlesinger Jr. took offense to Wyman's
criticism of St. Franklin. 3. How can Wyman criticise FDR for failing to save
unicorns when unicorns, like "zee gas chambers" ™, are mythical?
Though we have not read -- nor have any intention of ever reading -- Wyman’s
work of flatulent fiction, “The Abandonment of the Jews,” in addition to obviously
being based upon an Existential Fallacy (pre-assumed belief in the Holohoax),
evidently represents a classic case of The Fallacy of Verbosity and Complexity
as well -- a smoke & mirrors bamboozling trick which wows the superficial boobs
who fancy themselves as “intellectuals” every time.
From the article:
“It was the most thoroughly researched (of such books). Dr. Wyman put 15 years
into the project, scouring numerous archives. His book was 444 pages long and
included 71 pages of footnotes.”
By contrast, The Bad War only took us 5 months (working part time), is only 300
pages long (including hundreds of images) and contains just 6 pages of footnotes.
But unlike Wyman’s wordy pile-of-crap about a non-existent American complicity
of silence over a non-existent European event --- it’s actually a life-changing true
story that readers will learn a lot from, and it’s now back in print!
Rot in hell, Wyman. Rot in hell.
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Unlike deceitful propaganda books which require wordy smoke screens,
works of pure truth can open minds with clear and concise language -which is why "they" are so bloody darn afraid of The Bad War -- and got it
banned from Amazon, and then Lulu.
Available in print again

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the
scholar who accused FDR of abandoning the Jews during the Holocaust
has died.
Boobus Americanus 2: I really don't think FDR could possibly have known
the full extent of the horrors which took place until the camps were finally
liberated.
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Sugar: Boobuss, you frickin' moron! What do you think of the "horrorss" of
this concert at Bullshwitz?
Editor: And soccer games, and a swimming pool, and children's shows,
and a maternity ward, and a post-office, and weddings, and a "brothel" for
intimacy between couples, and Red Cross inspectors...

MARCH, 2018

NY Times: Trump Congratulates Putin, but Doesn’t
Mention Meddling in U.S.
By MARK LANDLER
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REBUTTAL BY

Still badly butt-hurt over Vlad the Bad's heroic rescue of the noble Bashar alAssad of Syria, the yapping yellow yarmulkes at Sulzberger's Slimes refuse to let
go of this "Russian election meddling" ™ bullshine. Surely, they must realize by
now that even their most steadfast libtard readers are no longer interested in this
hoax. And nor do many people care that Trump called to congratulate Putin on his
landslide re-election victory. Nonetheless, the sleazy scribblers at the Slimes must
evidently believe that such issues, though worn out by now, can still be used to
prevent Trump from getting closer to Putin.
Hazmat suits and goggles on, boys and girls -- as we jump into Sulzberger's
cesspool for a rebutting analysis of Mark Landler's (cough cough) latest stink
bomb.

1. Syrian President Assad and Putin 2. Putin's unflinching support of Assad
is standing in the way of Landler's Jewish blood-lust. 3. Landler and friends
are butt-hurt over Trump's congratulatory phone call to Putin.
Landler: President Trump called on Tuesday to congratulate President Vladimir
V. Putin of Russia on his re-election, but did not raise with him the lopsided nature
of his victory,
Rebuttal: This whining about "the lopsided nature" of Putin's victory (76%), is
clearly intended to suggest that the election was rigged. And yet, as even the Fake
News of America has long admitted, Putin's approval ratings have always hovered
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between 80-85%. So why would anyone not expect Putin's vote totals to be in-line
with his approval rating?
•

Headline: Washington Post (March 6, 2016): How to understand Putin’s
jaw-droppingly high approval ratings

"Jaw-droppingly high approval ratings" equate to jaw-droppingly high vote totals.
Make sense, Landler? Duh!
Landler: Russia’s meddling in the 2016 presidential election....
Rebuttal: Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times
has asked this question at least 100 times before, and we continue to do so: "What
evidence can you show us that Russia "meddled" in the 2016 election?" --- (sound
of crickets)
Landler: ... or Moscow’s role in a nerve agent attack on a former Russian spy and
his daughter living in Britain.
Rebuttal: What evidence can you show us that the Russians committed such an
act? --- (sound of crickets)
Landler: Instead, Mr. Trump kept the focus of the call on what the White House
said were “shared interests” — among them, North Korea and Ukraine —
overruling his national security advisers, who had urged him to raise Russia’s
recent behavior.
Rebuttal: It's a good sign that Trump is ignoring his "national security advisers."
These types of characters are the ones who have gotten us into one war or foreign
policy debacle after another after another.
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1. Putin's vote totals correlate to his approval ratings. What's the problem?
2. About that "election meddling."(Time Magazine, July 15, 1996)
Landler: “We had a very good call,” Mr. Trump told reporters in the Oval Office.
“We will probably be meeting in the not-too-distant future.”
Analysis: First, a proposed meeting with Lil' Kim. Now, a proposed meeting with
Vlad the Bad. Oh the butt-hurt!
Landler: The president’s upbeat characterization came five days after his
administration imposed sanctions on Russia for its interference in the election and
for other “malicious cyber-attacks,” the most significant action it has taken against
Moscow since Mr. Trump took office.
Analysis: This is troubling, because it suggests that Trump (like the peacemaker
Neville Chamberlain who eventually, and reluctantly, did go along with the
warmongers of 1939) is not fully in charge.
Landler: That strategy has put Mr. Trump at odds with his own advisers: in
preparing the president for the call, aides advised him to raise the nerve-agent
attack and wrote on his briefing materials, “DO NOT CONGRATULATE.”
Analysis: Snakes and rats in the White House. This is a problem.
Landler: Republican lawmakers, even those who have resisted criticizing Mr.
Trump, faulted him for congratulating Mr. Putin.
“When I look at a Russian election, what I see is a lack of credibility in tallying the
results,” said the Senate majority leader, Mitch McConnell of Kentucky. “Calling
him wouldn’t have been high on my list.”
Analysis: Mitch McConnell is an arch-villain, a traitor to America, and, in spite of
his calm demeanor and phony front as a "compromiser," is actually Trump's most
dangerous enemy.
Landler: Senator John McCain of Arizona, the chairman of the Senate Armed
Services Committee, was harsher.
Analysis: So, McCain the Insane with the make-believe "brain cancer" reared his
ugly head to make a nasty comment. No surprise there.
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Landler (quoting McCain): “An American president does not lead the free world
by congratulating dictators on winning sham elections. And by doing so with
Vladimir Putin, President Trump insulted every Russian citizen who was denied
the right to vote in a free and fair election to determine their country’s future,
including the countless Russian patriots who have risked so much to protest and
resist Putin’s regime.”
Analysis: Just die already you evil, wretched, rancid, warmongering m-effer. Just
die!
Landler: International observers said Russian electoral authorities counted the
votes efficiently....
Analysis: Thanks for the obligatory truth gem, Landler. For the critical reader
(.0001% of Slimes subscribers) such an admission instantly and totally negates the
rest of your putrid piece of propaganda.

1. The Republican't conspirators McCain & McConman are as dangerous
and diabolical as any Demonrat.
2. In closing: CONGRATULATIONS President Putin!
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump
ignored his advisers and congratulated Putin on his re-election.
Boobus Americanus 2: I don't think it's such a big deal -- but I do find it
fishy how anyone could get 76% of the vote.

Sugar: Were it not for 80 + year old Sstalin-lovers and the brainwasshed
CIA-NGO libtardss, Putin would have got closse to 100%!
Editor: Probably about 93% --- the hard-core nationalist "anti-Semite"
Vladimir Zhirinovsky got 6.3%.
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NY Times: Trump Chooses Bolton for 3rd Security Adviser
as Shake-Up Continues
By MARK LANDLER and MAGGIE HABERMAN

REBUTTAL BY

The good news: Globalist mad general, H. R. McMaster, is out as national
Security Adviser.

The bad news: Neo-Con, Israel Firster, FOX News gadfly John Bolton is in as
National
Security
Adviser.

There is simply no exaggerating the evil of this demonic bastard. Former U.N.
Ambassador Bolton is a 100% pro-war psychopath consumed with a hatred for
Iran so intense he makes Bibi Satanyahoo seem moderate. Coming on the heels of
Neo-Con Mike Pompeo’s ascension to Secretary of State, and combined with
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Trumpstein’s continued increases in military spending, one has to wonder if this
Trump and the porn-star story is being used to blackmail him into bending to
Bibi’s wishes. Or maybe, we were being scammed all along?

Scheming Shlomo couldn't possibly be more pleased with Trumpstein's
recent appointments of Christian Zionist Mike Pompeo (shown above in
Israel) to State; and John Bolton (shown above speaking before the
Republican Jewish Coalition) to National Security Adviser.
Why would Trump, who -- while running against Jeb Bush in 2016 -- railed
against the criminal folly of the Bush/Cheney War in Iraq, allow that war’s most
enthusiastic cheerleader to whisper poison into his ear? And why would Trump,
who recently announced that he would like to meet with Lil' Kim of North Korea,
bring in a psychopath who has been wanting to bomb North Korea for years?
A few bits of Boltonian bluster that we haven't forgotten:
•

"We have a very limited amount of time left before North Korea gains
deliverable nuclear weapons. We've got to look at the very unattractive
choice of using military force to deny them that capability."

•

“If I were doing the Security Council today, I'd have one permanent
member, the United States, because that's the real reflection of the
distribution of power in the world. All international laws are invalid,
meaningless attempts to constrict American power.”

•

“The real issue of dealing with proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction: nuclear, chemical or biological is: What is your tolerance for
risk? And my tolerance for risk for WMD proliferation is pretty close to
zero.”

•

“The only thing that will stop Iran from getting nuclear weapons is regime
change in Tehran.”
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•

“Just like Sept. 11, only with nuclear weapons this time, that's the threat. I
think that is the threat. I think it's just facing reality. It's not a happy reality,
but it's reality and if you don't deal with it, it will become even more
unpleasant.”

•

“Absolutely.” -- (when asked if he hoped that Bush was going to attack Iran
within six months, 2007)

•

“I'm obviously aware that people are quite focused on the economy rather
than foreign policy issues, but that is something that should and can be
altered as people see the nature of the threats that we face.”

•

Time is terribly short, but a strike can still succeed. Rendering inoperable
the Natanz and Fordow uranium-enrichment installations and the Arak
heavy-water production facility and reactor would be priorities. So, too,
would be the little-noticed but critical uranium-conversion facility at
Isfahan. An attack need not destroy all of Iran’s nuclear infrastructure, but
by breaking key links in the nuclear-fuel cycle, it could set back its program
by three to five years."

•

"The recent Russian presidential election was a chance for #Putin to
practice election meddling on his own elections so he can do it better
elsewhere. We need a long term strategy to deal with countries like #Russia
and #China with long standing rulers."

.

We must "never forget" TM the horrors which evil swine such as Bomber
Bolton, Dickhead Cheney, Congosleeza Rice et al visited upon America
and the world.
There was, however, a time when Bomber Bolton was not so pro-war. That was
during the Vietnam War when draft-age Johnny escaped service by signing up to
become a weekend warrior in the Maryland National Guard. Many years later, in
response to the "chicken hawk" charge, our dauntless warrior admitted:
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"I confess I had no desire to die in a Southeast Asian rice paddy. I considered the
war in Vietnam already lost."
Yet he has no consideration for the thousands of young men (and women) who
died in a Middle Eastern quagmire. Hypocrite!
Ultimately, foreign policy moves are Trump’s call – not Pompeo’s and not
Bolton’s. And unless and until Trump takes us to war, there is always the everdiminishing possibility that Bolton’s appointment is an empty gesture intended to
keep the warmongering Neo-Cons contented and quiet.
But we have a really bad feeling about these latest personnel moves.

Tough talking Chicken-Hawk Bolton and his paymasters in Tel Aviv want
you to fight --- for Israel!
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump
just picked John Bolton to be his new National Security Adviser.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's scary. Bolton is a notorious warmonger and
America Firster.

Sugar: Your only half-right -- half-wit. Bomber Bolton iss indeed a
warmongering pssycho, but his belligerence is not for America's ssake. It'ss
all for the #&%$ @*$%!
Editor: (cough cough)
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NY Times: With Passion and Fury, Students March on Guns
Rebuke of N.R.A. by Huge Crowds Across U.S.

*
NY Times: On Palm Sunday, Pope Urges Youth to Raise
Their Voices
Pope Francis on Palm Sunday urged young people not to be silent and let their
voices be heard, even in the face of corrupt or silent elders.

REBUTTAL BY

Should there be any lingering doubt that this latest "student movement" ™ to strip
Americans of their right to own firearms is a controlled Globalist operation, the
most recent exhortation (a $10 word for urging people to do something) of the
CIA's communist "New World Pope" -- Frankie the Fake -- surely gives the game
away. What a "coincidence" that just one day following the mega-hyped student
circus in DC, Poop Frankie, during his Palm Sunday address should spew such
strange political advice.
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From the article:
"The temptation to silence young people has always existed. There are many ways
to silence young people and make them invisible. ... There are many ways to sedate
them, to keep them from getting involved, to make their dreams flat and dreary,
petty and plaintive. "
But he told youths in his homily that "you have it in you to shout, even if we older
people and leaders, very often corrupt, keep quiet."
So, the unlearned, inexperienced, excitable, disrespectful pimply-faced kiddies
need to teach their elders, by shouting them down, eh Frankie? Sounds
suspiciously like what happened during Mao Tse Tung's mass-murderous
"cultural revolution" of 1966-1976 -- and even more suspiciously like something
the despicable crisis actor turned "student leader" David Hogg recently said in a
video:
"At this point it's like when your old ass parents don't know how to send an Imessage and you're like, 'just give me the fucking phone' and take it and say 'let me
handle it' and you get in done in one second. That's exactly what we have to do
with our government because our parents don't know how to use a fucking
democracy, so we have to. ......... and to those that say I'm a crisis actor, fuck you."

1. Crisis actor / fake student David Hogg gives the classic communist
raised fist salute at the "March For Our Lives" rally after he had threatened
to "vote out" politicians who oppose him. 2. Crisis actor / fake student dyke
Emma Gonzales wears an army jacket with the flag of communist Cuba on
her sleeve. 3. The communist Pope (shown accepting a hammer & sickle
crucifix as a gift) just urged young people to "shout" at politicians.
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Mao's fist-pumping "cultural revolution" also incited the "students" of China
to rebel against their "capitalist" elders.
*
As much as we would like to dismiss Saturday's huge demonstration as a Soros
agent-led illusion of popular support for something which has only limited
backing, we have come to believe, and not just because of the nationwide demos,
that despite the artificial orchestration, a majority of todays dumb-as-dirt under18's truly would like to see firearms abolished. If you've had any personal
experience with some of the typical public-schooled "post-millenials," you would
know by now that a majority of this "diverse" bunch make even their slightly older
idiot millennial elders (20-30) seem like Greek philosophers by comparison --- and
with no moral compass to boot! These are the Obongo kids --- a retarded
generation of Marxified morons that is now all grown up and almost ready to vote
(yikes!).
We have arrived at this point because of the willful and weak-willed self-delusion
of the half-truthers -- the type which actually cancelled their Anti-New York
Times subscriptions due to our steadfast position on hoax shootings -- who
allowed one tear-jerking crisis-actor hoax shooting after another after another after
another to go unchallenged. If conservatards and the mighty N.R.A. had -- instead
of shouting absurdities like "arm the teachers!" or "it's the psychiatric meds!" -chosen to instead scream, from the rooftops: "HOAX!" -- the "March for Our
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Life" movement would never have gotten off the ground. But by accepting fake
shootings as real and ridiculing the full-truthers as "conspiracy theorists" ™, the
moral high ground was permanently ceded to the gun-grabbers who have now
gotten hold of a huge chunk of our youth as they plot the next fake "massacre."

1. Though it is true that the Fake News is puffing-up agents Hogg &
Gonzales (shown on TIME Mag cover) -- the sad fact is that a majority of
High School age and younger kids probably agree with them about gun
control. 2. Professor James Fetzer's "Nobody Died at Sandy Hook" was
banned by Amazon. What if the wealthy N.R.A. -- instead of accepting the
hoax -- had kicked-up a public storm by giving a copy to all of its members?
3."Please Daddy FedGov! Take our rights away!" -- Brainwashed kids -- all
because of crisis-actor hoaxes.
As a result of these unchallenged crisis-actor hoaxes, the communist education
establishment has been able to subject scores of millions of impressionable
students to "active shooter drills." These nationwide scams were never intended to
"protect" students from non-existent "active-shooters" anymore than the abuse we
are compelled to endure at America's airports is intended to "protect" us from nonexistent Arab "terrorists" and "hijackers." The school drills served the purpose of
brainwashing millions of children who are now on the brink of voting age.
While the N.R.A. slept and the half-truth movement defensively cowered instead
of boldly exposing the crisis actors, the CIA communists took the kids who will
one day take the guns. As the poem goes: "The hand that rocks the cradle sways
the future." -- and the future ain't lookin' too good for the 2nd Amendment.
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After 10 years of being subjected to the psychological abuse of HOAXBASED "Active Shooter Drills" -- the traumatized commie kiddies are now
all grown up and ready to fight the oh-so-eeevil N.R.A, by voting the
Demonrat line. Now we know what Obongo meant when he just recently
said of the youth anti-gun movement: "We've been waiting for you."
*

When it comes to fighting evil child-brainwashing demonic scum like
Obongo, Poop Frankie, Eric the Red Holder and others, half-truthing will
not get the job done!
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that this
student-led movement for gun control is really taking off.
Boobus Americanus 2: It's good to see so many young people engaged
in changing the world.

Sugar: Boobuss, you frickin' cretin! Thesse sstupid kidss are the dupes of
the international communisst / globalisst consspiracy!
Editor: The late-great Joe McCarthy referred to such types "unsuspecting
hand maidens."
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NY Times: In Sweden’s Preschools, Boys Learn to Dance
and Girls Learn to Yell
By ELLEN BARRY

REBUTTAL BY

For some reason, the deliberately-injected moral and mental cancer of libtardation
has always seemed to metastasize faster in the Nordic countries, particularly
Scandinavian ones. This phenomenon is also observable among the American
descendants of Scandinavian immigrants in places like Minnesota and Wisconsin.
Our hypothesis is that the innate, perhaps even genetic, altruism and human
compassion of Nordic folk renders them more vulnerable to manipulation of both
the heart and mind.
Though the reason for advanced Scandinavian libtardism may not be concrete; one
thing is for certain - Sweden has got to be the insanest of the Scandinavian insane
asylums. And the opening few lines of this Slimes article confirm that fact.
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1 & 2: Swedish school boys sometimes put on dresses in order to mock
traditional gender roles. 3. The "gender-neutral" daddies of Sweden get
three months of "paternity leave"(Damn! I only took one day off after my
kids were born.)
Slimes: Something was wrong with the Penguins, the incoming class of toddlers at
the Seafarer’s Preschool, in a wooded suburb south of Stockholm. The boys were
clamorous and physical. They shouted and hit. The girls held up their arms and
whimpered to be picked up.
Analysis: Oh what horrors! Boys being boys and girls being sensitive and
affectionate.
Slimes: The group of 1 and 2-year-olds had, in other words, split along traditional
gender lines. And at this school, that is not O.K."
Analysis: So, by imposing levels of taxation so burdensome on working fathers
that 90% of new mothers must return to the work force just to keep food on the
table, the gentle communists of Sweden are able to kidnap "1 and 2-year-olds" and
then re-engineer out of them certain traits that God had clearly programmed into
their DNA --- and that they had already been healthily manifesting.

1. (Times Caption) Elin Gerdin, 26, attended one of Sweden’s first preschools focused
on gender equality. She said she gets upset when looking at photos of friends’
babies, with boys dressed in blue and girls in pink. 2. The state curriculum in the
new "diverse" Sweden urges teachers -- with no input from parents -- to “counteract
traditional gender roles and gender patterns”
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More Marxist madness:
Slimes: Their teachers cleared the room of cars and dolls. They put the boys in
charge of the play kitchen. They made the girls practice shouting “No!” Then they
decided to open a proper investigation, erecting video cameras in the classroom.
Analysis: They are turning Swedish boys into Justin Trudeau-type pussies of
tomorrow; and Swedish girls in the nasty Merkel-like harridans of the future.
Slimes: Science may still be divided over whether gender differences are rooted in
biology or culture, ...
Analysis: Science is "divided" over "gender differences" alright -- between
communist crackpots and those with common sense. As if it takes a "scientist" to
discern that which is self-evident!
Slimes: ... but many of Sweden’s government-funded preschools are doing what
they can to deconstruct them. State curriculum urges teachers and principals to
embrace their role as social engineers, requiring them to “counteract traditional
gender roles and gender patterns.”
Analysis: This is why American libtards love Sweden so much. From immigration
to gun confiscation to speech restrictions to taxes to social policies, the
"democratic" Marxist regime gets to do whatever the heck it bloody wants to.
Slimes: It is normal, in many Swedish preschools, for teachers to avoid referring to
their students’ gender — instead of “boys and girls,” they say “friends,” or call
children by name. Play is organized to prevent children from sorting themselves by
gender. A gender-neutral pronoun, “hen,” was introduced in 2012 and was swiftly
absorbed into mainstream Swedish culture.
Analysis: "Hen?" Good Lord! Living under 1920's Stalinism seems preferable to
being a Swede these days. At least the Bolsheviks didn't turn Russian boys into
little pussies.
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No "he" or "she" --- or "him" or "her" --- just "hen."
*

1. (Times Caption) A 3-year-old at the Seafarers’ School likes wearing
dresses. His mother says no one in his life has told him boys don’t dress
that way. 2. Swedish milennials were already screwed-up by state-imposed
libtardation. Just imagine when the pre-schoolers raised under the new
genderless policy grow up! 3. I know Thor, I know.
And now, the kicker: A commissar-like "gender expert," monitors both the
instructors and the children for gender-neutral purity:
Slimes: Ms. Elis Storesund is on hand to confront classroom dilemmas: When
boys in the group for 3-year-olds refused to paint, or dance, and the group
threatened to split along gender lines, she was brought in to unpack the problem,
tinkering with the activities until she coaxed the boys back to equal participation.
Analysis: You hear that?! The moment the magnetic pull of nature interferes with
the demonic social engineering, the gender commissar is called in, the "problem" is
"unpacked," and the innocent little boys are "coaxed" (coerced) back into insanity.
Slimes: “When we are drawing,” said Melisa Esteka, 31, one of the teachers, “we
see that the girls — they draw a lot — they draw girls with lots of makeup and
long eyelashes. It’s very clear that they are girls. We ask, ‘Don’t boys have
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eyelashes?’ And they say, ‘We know it is not like that in real life.’ -- Ms. Esteka
looked frustrated. She had set a goal for herself: To stop the children from
identifying things as “for girls” or “for boys.”
Analysis: Ms. Esteka belongs in a strait-jacket -- not a pre-school.
Slimes: Swedish children spend much of their early life in government-funded
preschools, which offer care at nominal cost for up to 12 hours a day starting at the
age of 1.
Analysis: What a dreadful society! The Swedish government lavishly funds the
brainwashing centers, but grants no such assistance to the tiny minority of mothers
who stay home with their children.
Slimes: Two schools rolled out what was called a compensatory gender strategy.
Boys and girls at the preschools were separated for part of the day and coached in
traits associated with the other gender. Boys massaged each other’s feet. Girls
were led in barefoot walks in the snow, and told to throw open the window and
scream.
Analysis: Cheese & crackers! Ya just can't make this stuff up. This sad affair is
actually a satire of itself.
According to the article, some of the parents have already complained that their
little daughters have suddenly become defiantly mouthy and sassy due to the preschool exercises. We wonder: how long before some of Sweden's few remaining
sane parents are themselves put under observation by a visiting gender commissar?
Seriously, these self-righteous lunatics need to be euthanized before they can
destroy any more children.

1. Elis Storesund, the preschool’s in-house "gender expert." 2. When a teacher
noticed that girls were drawing eyelashes only on girls, she asked the little girls: “Don’t
boys have eyelashes?” -- and the girls responded to the idiot teacher, "not in real life."
3. Swedish Hell! Libtards raising the next generation of libtards in mental and physical
captivity.
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Though the stupid libtards of Sweden may openly embrace this perverse form of
child abuse due to their own brainwash-induced insanity, there is a much higher,
clearer thinking power that is pushing this "gender neutrality" upon the West for a
very strategic purpose. You see, boys and girls, er, excuse me, "hen and hen" --it's
very simple. To de-ball is to de-claw. And a nation of de-balled men is an obedient
and passive nation that will accept anything and everything without so much as a
whimper, let alone a rebellious fight. Thusly bereft (a $10 word for left without) of
male physical protection and mental guidance, the "empowered" women -- also
forced out of their natural roles -- soon go full retard as they deconstruct society
along whatever insane and unnatural lines their hidden masters (cough cough) of
The New World Order steer them to.
The Great One (that's Hitler for you newbies and normies) said it best:

"When man attempts to rebel against the iron logic of Nature, he
comes into struggle with the principles to which he himself owes his
existence as a man. And this attack must lead to his own doom."
Tell it, Great One, tell it!
It wasn't always like this, of course. Only decades ago, most young Swedish men
were as manly as any American city tough or country good ol' boy, or any outback
Aussie, or any toothless Canadian hockey player etc. So, what happened? Answer:
"The Bad War" happened, that's what.
Though Sweden, despite Churchill's plotting, managed to stay out of World War II,
it could not resist being sucked into the post-war political vortex of culturally
decaying and rapidly uniting Globalist Europe. Yes, it always goes back to that
horrible war -- the foundational event and foundational mythology which ended
up, by design, enthroning deranged leftists and corruptible weaklings everywhere
while birthing this sick world we exist in today. The defeat of The Great One
spelled not just the cultural and racial doom of Germany, but also of Sweden -298

which is why a number of foresighted Swedes had volunteered to fight for the
German Waffen SS.
Oh if only those SS Swedes were here today -- in full youth, armed to teeth and
turned loose to beat the bloody snot out of every last one of these insane childabusing Marxist m-effers, and their beloved Turd World rapefugees too.

BEFORE THE DAYS OF "HEN"

1 & 2. "Hitler's Swedes" -- Swedish volunteers of the Waffen SS fought with
valour and tenacity against the Soviet hordes. 3. German SS Chief
Himmler reviews his manly Swedes.
*

1. "Hitler's Vikings" -- Brave SS volunteers off to fight Stalin 2 & 3.
Ingemar Johansson - Swedish heavyweight boxer - knocks out Floyd
Patterson to become world champion.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that genderneutral Swedish pre-schools make the boys dance and play in the kitchen
while the girls are taught to be assertive.
Boobus Americanus 2: Well, I'm all for equality, but that seems to be a bit
much.

Sugar: Ya ssee that! Even by the libtarded sstandardss of Boobuss sshitfor-brainss, the frickin' Swedess have gone full-retard.
Editor: Nordic libtards are always about 10-15 years ahead of America on
the road to hell -- which means we should expect this "hen" nonsense to
arrive here about 2030.
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Macron, May & Merkel: Two hags and a fag

NY Times: How an Outraged Europe Agreed to a Hard Line
on Putin
NY Times: Scores of Russians Expelled by U.S. and Its Allies
Over U.K. Poisoning
REBUTTAL BY

From the One-Worlders of the Soros-Sulzberger Globalist crowd -- to the Israel
Firsters of the FAUX News / Talk Radio Zionist crowd - and all overlapping
points in between; the rival Judaic factions of America's PRC (Predatory Ruling
Class) are closing ranks and celebrating the EU's and the Trump administration's
"coordinated response" against the big bad Putin the Poisoneer. Let us hope that in
Trump's case, he is only playing along while maintaining good relations with
Russia via "back-channels." Although, with that blood-thirsty neo-con filth John
Bolton having penetrated the White House, we don't know what's real and what's
simply strategic anymore.
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The conservatard and libtard factions of the PRC may not always agree,
but when it comes to hating Putin and isolating Russia, scum like FOX's
Sean Hannity (1) and the Slimes' Andrew Rosenthal (2) share a common
interest, albeit for different reasons. 3. Russian diplomats and their families
forced to leave Rothschild's Britain.
Slimes: When leaders of the European Union gathered last Thursday night for a
working dinner inside their lavish new headquarters, the conversation turned to
Russia. Over scallops and lamb, Prime Minister Theresa May of Britain shared
intelligence detailing the high probability that the Russian state had carried out
the poisoning of a former Russian spy on British soil.
Analysis: There goes that weasel-worded caveat again: "high probability."
Slimes: Usually, Mrs. May is the odd woman out at European Union gatherings,
given that she is trying to negotiate Britain’s departure from the bloc. But not this
time.
Analysis: Mamma May's Brexit "negotiation" is nothing more than a theatrical
delaying tactic. The disillusioned Brexiteers now know it, and so does the Slimes.
Slimes: By the next morning, European Union leaders agreed that a coordinated
response was needed, according to four senior European officials. Then President
Emmanuel Macron of France said everyone should go home and consider
expelling Russian diplomats.
“Let’s do it on Monday at 3 p.m.,” the French president said, according to one of
the senior officials,
Analysis: Macron is a rumored "bi-sexual" who married a woman old enough to
be his mother -- a truly degenerate whore of the lowest rank who began a sexual
relationship when he was just a 15-year old student of hers, and she was a 40-year
old married mother of three. Not that it has anything to do with this story, but we
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thought "youse guys" (New Jerseyese for the plural of "you") would like to know
what type of mental cases are figure-heading France these days.

1. Macron's 65-year old wife should have been thrown in jail a long time
ago. Macron, 40, was just 15 when she seduced the boy, and continued
having intercourse with him even after his parents found out and pleaded
with her to stop. 2. Macron on the cover of a French homosexual
magazine. The rumor mill has it that he plays for the pink team.
3. Mamma May seems more manly than Macron.
So far, 16 of the 28 member provinces (we no longer refer to them as "nations") of
the European Union have lined up behind the Big 3 M's of Merkel, Macron & May
-- by agreeing to expel at least 1 Russian diplomat. The most notable exceptions
are Greece and Austria. Matteo Salvini, leader of Italy's Lega (League) Party, is
one of the few other party leaders in the larger European provinces with a pair of
balls left. Said Salvini of Italy's decision to symbolically boot out 2 Russians:
“To boycott Russia, renew the sanctions and expel its diplomats doesn’t resolve
problems, it aggravates them. Dialogue is better. I want a government that works
for a future of peace, growth and security. Am I asking too much?”
From the point of view of a Globalist, yes, Signore Salvini; asking for peace with
Russia is too much. Keep talking like that and you're liable to end up like Aldo
Moro -- the Italian Prime Minister who was kidnapped and murdered by CIA
"communists" in 1978 for wanting to establish good relations with Moscow. Or,
Signore Salvini, at the very least, you might be put throigh the same ringer as
Putin's Italian buddy, ex-Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi -- who was
"investigated" and hounded out of office in 2011 by WikLeaks attacks and CIA
newspapers.
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ON RUSSIA, ITALIAN LEADERS DEFY THE N.W.O. AT THEIR
OWN PERIL --

1. In 1978, Italian Prime Minister Aldo Moro was false-flag kidnapped and
then murdered by professionals claiming to be communist terrorists. The
oh-so-convenient anti-communist / anti-Soviet backlash caused by the
event quickly ended Italy's flirtation with pursuing an independent foreign
policy towards the USSR, which, by then, in spite of its rotten system, was
no longer aiming for Stalinistic European conquest. 2. Before she passed
away, Moro's widow, Eleonora, claimed that Henry Kissinger had
threatened her husband over his Russia policy.

Leaders of two of Italy's million or so political parties -- Berlusconi of Forza
Italia and Salvini of Lega support Putin -- and are both the frequent targets
of CIA-Italy rent-a-mob "protesters" with English language signs.

Finally, the most disgusting bit of libel of the whole article, from Marxist Mamma
May:
“In my discussions with President Macron and Chancellor Merkel, as well as
other leaders, we agreed on the importance of sending a strong European message
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in response to Russia’s actions — not just out of solidarity with the U.K. but
recognizing the threat posed to the national security of all E.U. countries.”
It's Churchill vs The Great One again (that's Hitler for you newbies and normies) -with the harridan May playing the role of the British Mad Dog, and Putin the
Peaceful, like Hitler, pleading for peace in the face of vicious slander and relentless
provocations. Is a boycott of this summer's Russia -hosted World Cup of Football
(Soccer) in the works? We doubt they'll go that far, but anything is possible with
these demonic sons-of-Satan. Stay tuned.

The UK's neo-con Daily Fail is banging the drums for a World Cup boycott.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that most of
the EU nations have expelled some Russian diplomats.
Boobus Americanus 2: It's important for NATO to stand united as one
entity against Putin. With the exception of Britain and France, it was the
indifference of most European nations which enabled Hitler to menace
Europe.

Sugar: Boobuss you frickin' imbecile!!! You know as little about hisstory as
you do about current eventss!
Editor: Fake History is the Fake News which has passed into the rearview mirror.
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A march in memory of Mireille Knoll -- an 85-year-old Holohoax survivor
found murdered in her apartment

NY Times: Mireille Knoll, Murdered Holocaust Survivor, Is
Honored in Paris
REBUTTAL BY

This time, the Turd World invaders of France have really, really, really crossed the
line. They had turned Parisian boulevards into open air encampments and
cesspools; and their gracious hosts let it pass. They had raped young
mademoiselles and still, the good people of France "tolerated" ™ the offenses.
They have committed murder and mayhem while sponging off of welfare, and yet,
the good little obedient libtards of modern France turned the other cheek. But now,
this time, they have gone too far and done the unthinkable -- killing a "Holocaust
survivor." ™ (bow your head in solemn reverence as you speak that term).
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French girls are routinely harassed, raped, beaten and even murdered by
the Turd World invaders, with little media coverage. But when a "Holocaust
survivor" is murdered, the great and the good of libtarded France are
shocked and angered.
Notice how the story personalizes the event:
"Every morning, in a part of the 11th Arrondissement of Paris that has not yet
gentrified, Mireille Knoll would sit at home watching television as she waited for
her personal care aide.
The aide, Leila Dessante, would clean the small second-floor apartment, cook
lunch and keep company with Ms. Knoll, a 85-year-old grandmother and
Holocaust survivor. “She would take my face in between her hands and always
ask, ‘How are you doing today, sweetheart?’” Ms. Dessante recalled on
Wednesday."
Ms. Knoll’s gentle routine was brutally interrupted last week when she was killed
in her apartment. The attack shocked her neighbors, France’s Jewish community
and the country as a whole."
It's not that the stabbing-slaughter of Ms. Knoll does not merit news coverage or
public sympathy, but why no state-mandated tears or national mourning for the
victims of the other 500-600 murders which occur in France each year? Is the life
of a "Holocaust survivor" ™ somehow worth more than the life of a French native?
Evidently so, if the reaction of French political leaders from one end of the leftright idiocracy spectrum to the other is any indication -- which tells us much about
who really owns France!
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The "left" Macron and the "right" Le Pen both showed up somber-faced for
the mega-event to honor Mrs. Knoll -- as if some grand dignitary had
passed!
What makes this circus even sillier is that there really isn't any hard evidence of
an "anti-Semitic" ™ motive involved here. One suspect was a neighbor of Mrs.
Kroll's who had often been hosted by her on several occasions, while the other was
a homeless friend of his.
From the article:
"Gérard Collomb, the interior minister, said on Tuesday that one of the suspects in
Ms. Knoll’s murder had told the other, “She is a Jew, she must have money.”
Well, old Jews generally do have money, do they not? Duh! It's very simple, boys
and girls -- the two "Muslims" sized-up the naive old lady over time and then did
her in for money. Nothing more to see here. But why let facts get in the way of a
good agenda-driven story, and a good opportunity to further regulate "hate crime"
and "hate speech."
The story explains that French President Emnanuel Maricon (not a typo, Spanish
for ?) has announced plans to "fight racism and anti-Semitism" in France by
focusing on "prevention in schools and regulation of social media." Translation:
The murder of Ms. Knoll will be used to impose even more Holohoax
propaganda upon the kids and more online speech restrictions upon the adults. But
feel free to trash French culture, history, tradition and White folks all you want.
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1. "I know Napoleon, I know." 2. Napoleon vs the Old and New World
Orders, by M S King --- The Rothschild-financed defeat of Napoleon
doomed France to Jewish takeover a long time ago.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that an 85year-old Holocaust survivor was murdered in her apartment in France. The
authorities suspect the motive for her killing was anti-Semitism.
Boobus Americanus 2: What tragic irony. She survived Hitler's Holocaust
only to be killed in her home.
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Sugar: First of all, Boobuss, there wass no frickin' Holocausst! Ssecondly,
the motive was robbery!
Editor: As if these animals would not have robbed her had she been an
old French Catholic lady!
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